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Preface
ACA stakeholders have diligently been working on our self-study goals since our last visit.
Continuous improvement which is centered around student achievement is a core philosophy o our
school. We began this self-study process in December o 2016 with training for our WASC leadership
team and our sta members on the new edition (ACS WASC CDE Charter FOL-2017).
In January o 2017, we reviewed progress on our goals from our last self-study and initiated plans to
complete our goals that were still in progress. Stakeholders analyzed data from surveys o
stakeholders, as well as, student achievement data (CAASPP/Dashboard/CST). We discussed our
School Wide Performance Goals (SWPG) and Outcomes at 8th grade, deciding i they continued to
be important for students to know, understand and be able to do for the 21st century. We assessed
whether they were measurable, and even spent time coming up with better measures, re-creating
rubrics to measure the SWPGs. Using survey data, both from sta , students, and parents we discussed
our whole school program, our academic standards, and uncovered three preliminary critical areas o
need (CANs).
We created focus groups (sta and parents and board members) and began looking at all areas o our
program (sections A E), keeping the preliminary critical areas o need in our lens, as we evaluated the
uality o our program. Focus groups using the ACS WASC process guides began to gather evidence
o student work and teacher tools, which we brought to meetings to discuss and review. Sta
members created data tools/graphs o student progress to share with stakeholders and discuss. ELA
and Math tracking systems used at the each level were collected and shared. We surveyed board
members, conducted observations, and gathered evidence. We recorded areas in which we were strong
and areas o growth, recorded wonderments and uestions. We informed our stakeholders o our
initial critical areas o need and asked for feedback. We held bi-monthly meetings during the Spring
o 2017 to complete this work.
With the beginning o the school year in the Fall o 2017, we continued our bimonthly meetings,
reviewing our group work together, reviewing ACS WASC process guides, and reviewing our School
Wide Performance Goals and Outcomes . We discussed i other areas o need were being uncovered
or i our initial critical areas o need were continuing to hold true. As we began to nalize our
long-term plans for our school’s prioritized critical areas o need, we held another conversation about
our School Wide Performance Goals and felt that they could and should be addressed. We decided to
take hal o one meeting to look back at two speci c School Wide Performance Goals and Outcomes
(#1 and #12). We concluded that we would like to make a change to our SWPGs, so in October we
made that change, adding a 13th goal and updating one goal to be more inline with our expectations
o student achievement. We also brought the conversation o our work back to our Charter Board,
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sharing out our progress and listening to their su estions.
Finally, in November and December we held meetings to review and summarize the degree to which
each category (A E) is being met, our strengths, and to prioritize our three critical areas o need. We
collected all o our areas o growth, categorized them, prioritized them, and then wrote our nal
three critical areas o need goals. We used the prioritized list to create speci c tasks to support the
completion o each goal. We nalized our action plan by creating a capacity plan to implement,
monitor, assess, and document our plan over the next six years. We sent the document to our team o
writers (sta members from each level and a community member) so that they could nalize it for
submission. In January we submitted our nal document to our Charter Board for review and
approval and sent our document to the visiting team members.

School Families Halloween parade and classroom trick or treating. Student designed and implemented.
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Chapter I: Progress Report
Signi cant Developments:
Since the last WASC Progress Report, ACA has made signi cant changes and improvements in
purchasing new technology, sta ng and capital improvements, training, and implementing new
programs.
Technolo
e school purchased over 65 new Chromebooks for both students and sta use. e addition o the
Chrome books has increased the student usage o technology in all grade levels. Each Middle School
student is assigned an individual Chromebook.
e Intermediate students are using the Chrome
books for classroom use and for research.
e Primary and Elementary students have access to the
Chrome books on an as needed basis. Chromebooks are used for CAASPP testing, interim and
summative. Large screen televisions have been purchased for multiple classes (Elementary, Art,
Music). is allows teachers to use online resources to instruct and engage students. MobyMax has
been purchased for use by teachers and students as a learning tool to nd and x learning gaps.
S aﬃng, Training, New Programs, and Capi al Improvements
Sta ng has changed since our progress report. Our Enrichment Program now includes a visiting
Guest Artist. We hired multiple professional artists to come to our site to teach a variety o topics.
Programs have included ballroom dance, Native American dance, African drumming, storytelling,
mime, interpretive body movement, and improvisational theater. e school purchased more building
space to accommodate the additional program, added barres and mirrors, and hired aides. We also
hired three new sta members for our instrumental program, two specialist teachers (band and
orchestra) and one assistant. Recently, we hired a garden specialist to support student learning in our
school garden. ere has been positive feedback from students, parents, and sta about this addition
to the Enrichment Program.
Another signi cant sta ng change to the school has been the hiring o more Co-Administrators,
a er creating a process to hire them.
e Co-Administrator structure was designed to include
multiple sta members from ACA and ACA II and started with six volunteers. Over the years since
it was created the team shrunk from six sta members to three. We discussed the need o a formal
hiring process for bringing on new Co-administrators to the current team. For two years, 2015-16 and
2016-17, sta members from ACA and ACA II began and completed our internal process o hiring
additional Co-Administrators. We started with creating an exploratory committee who worked
bi-weekly for two years, to complete this expansive task. ey completed many processes (history
review, at model research, creating criteria for leaders, creating job descriptions, hiring procedures,
interview criteria, completing interviews, etc.), and kept both sta s involved at combined sta
meetings, which occur at the end o each month. is process concluded with the hiring o four new
part-time Co-administrators. We currently have six Co-Administrators overseeing ACA and ACA II.
Another sta ng change for the 2017-18 was bringing one o our Elementary teachers up to job share
in the Middle School, to allow for both teachers to have more administrative time. is re uired us to
hire a new Elementary teacher. Additionally, the Elementary team hired a new teacher in 2015, and
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brought on a new aide in 2017. Our Primary team has added another teacher to job share with our
full time teacher, so now we have three part-time Primary teachers. Both o our art teachers were
replaced this year with two new teachers, one a former art aide and one a brand new teacher. In 2016,
we hired a new PE teacher. We also hired two new art aides to support these new teachers. We hired a
new dance teacher and dance aide in November, 2017. We had one teacher take an extended maternity
leave and one Co-administrator take an extended medical leave.
In 2015, the sta began training and incorporating Lindamood-Bell programs into regular and
support classrooms.
e Lindamood-Bell programs helps students develop the sensory-cognitive
processes that underlie reading comprehension.
e programs also include a math instruction
component. All teaching sta and Resource sta at ACA have received school site training and/or
training at a Lindamood-Bell center. ACA hired and trained two RtI instructors to use the
Lindamood-Bell programs with small groups o students inside and outside o the classroom.
e
school has purchased materials and additional building (room 15) to accommodate the new sta and
program.

Schoolwide Critical Areas for Follow-up:
I. Continue Evaluation o Math Program (Curriculum, Instruction, Assessment)
What We Have Done and Why?
e Math Committee that was created in 2013 still continues to meet.
e committee is made up o
math teachers from each level. One goal o this committee was to design and distribute to parents a
survey regarding our math program.
e committee disseminated the ndings o the surveys to the
rest o the ACA sta . A er studying the ndings o those surveys, the sta decided to focus e orts
on communication with parents, curriculum alignment, and adding more time dedicated to math
instruction in the classrooms.
Math instruction time was increased at the Elementary, Intermediate, and Middle School levels.
Elementary inserted direct grade level instruction for 30 minutes, 4 times a week. Intermediate
added 15 minutes o direct instruction time, 4 times a week. Middle School doubled the time for
small group instruction with the teacher.
Each level purchased a teacher license for MobyMax. MobyMax is an online resource that o ers
personalized learning in all K-8 subjects.
e adaptive curriculum creates an individualized
education plan for each student. Middle School and Intermediate students are assigned weekly time
on MobyMax as homework. Elementary and Primary students are given access to MobyMax
assessments in class. All students are able to access MobyMax at home on their own.
Middle School, Intermediate, and 3rd grade students took the CAASPP Interim Assessments
multiple times during the school year.
e results o the assessments were used to inform math
instruction at these levels/grades.
ese levels/grades also began identifying students for On Cloud 9
intervention. On Cloud 9 is a Lindamood Bell program that stimulates the ability to visualize and
verbalize math concepts.
Parents at the Primary and Elementary level had uestions about how they can know what their
6
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students are learning in math and how their students are achieving in math.
e Primary and
Elementary level began using Seesaw. Seesaw is a student driven digital portfolio that can assist with
parent communication. At the Primary and Elementary levels, much o the math curriculum is
taught using math manipulatives. Seesaw allows students to take pictures and/or video o their math
work. Student can post these images to their private portfolio for their parents to see. Primary and
Elementary teachers also made changes to the report cards that are sent home each trimester. In the
past, Primary and Elementary teachers wrote narrative report cards. While informative, these report
cards did not show how a student was progressing along the di erent math strands throughout the
grade level.
e report card has been changed to include the variety o math strands at each grade
level, and a scaled score is used to show a student’s progress.
Intermediate teachers addressed the need for more parent communication by re uiring signatures for
each math unit test. Once a unit test is completed and scored, the student is re uired to show the
test to a parent, have a parent sign the test, and then return the test to the teacher.
Teachers from all levels collaborated on the development and implementation o an A er School
Math Program.
e program, dubbed “Math Shack” by the students, is open to students based on
student need, with preference given to our English Learners.
e goal o the program is to support
students in their math learning through targeted, individualized instruction.
e program had its
pilot year during the 2016-2017 school year, and served the middle school population at ACA.
e
program is showing success and there are plans to grow the program during the upcoming school
years. Student achievement in Math for our English Learners has grown since this program’s
inception.

What We Have Done

Year

Evidence

Added more minutes o direct
math instruction.

2016-2018

Classroom schedules

All levels began using
Mobymax to “ ll the gaps” in
math learning and to track
student progress.

2016-2018

Mobymax data
Letters home to parents
Newsletters

Used CAASPP Interim
Assessments online to inform
instruction.

2015-2017

Lesson Plans,
Interim Results

Began identifying students for
On Cloud 9 intervention.

2016-2017

Meeting minutes
RtI Schedule

Primary/Elementary report
cards to show each student’s
progress within each strand o
math.

2016-2017

Report Cards
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Primary/Elementary used
“Seesaw” to create private,
online student work portfolios.

2016-2017

Seesaw Portfolios
Letters to parents
Newsletters

Intermediate re uired parent
signatures for each math unit
test.

2016-2017

Math Tests
Newsletters

Developed and implemented
2015-2017
an A er School Math Program,
“Math Shack.”

Meeting Minutes
Math Shack Schedule

What We Should Do Next
Expand the a er school program to include more students in other grade levels.
Hire more sta for the a er school program.
Review report cards and discuss how e ective the changes were.
Consider more meeting/training time about the CAASPP Interim Assessments to make more
e ective use o them.
● Survey parents about changes in each level to receive feedback.
● Articulate curriculum alignment with stakeholders
● Ensure our measures and assessments are rigorous and comprehensive.
●
●
●
●

Growth has been made on Goal 1, but the growth targets have not yet been fully met to the
satisfaction o the stakeholders. Sta has focused on the math program.
is committee met
regularly, and multiple changes to the math program in the area o instruction at ACA have been
made.
e sta feels that they would like more time to focus on the areas o curriculum and
assessment.

II. Continue Integration o
ematic Instruction and Content read,
Within Each Level, Across Levels, and Including Our Enrichment
Program.
What We Have Done and Why?
ACA sta have been collaborating to produce thematic units and concept maps that relate to Highly
E ective Teaching. During a Sta Development Day teachers from each level collaborated to discuss
possible concepts and decide which concepts would be most appropriate for their level and
curriculum. How to implement chosen concepts was also discussed.
is whole sta collaboration
allowed teachers to plan and build o previously taught curriculum. We have seen a di erence in
student achievement through this sca olding on prior knowledge and the cohesiveness o using
overarching concepts.
8
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e curriculum planning with the Enrichment Program continues.
e Enrichment teachers
collaborate with each other informally and formally through trimester meetings. Classroom teachers
share their themes with the Enrichment teachers and the Enrichment teachers incorporate the
themes into their curriculum.
is summer representatives from each level met with the new art
teachers and made plans for integrating concepts and themes into the Enrichment program. Student
achievement on our School Wide Performance Goals has increased since integrating Enrichment.
Students understand the concepts and connect them to their classroom instruction. Students express
their understanding in a variety o formats and mediums and connect the arts to their in-class
learning. We see evidence o this in Middle School SPA (Social Political Action) projects, re ections,
and conversations and in Intermediate projects and presentations.
Enrichment teachers surveyed students and adapted curriculum, connected concepts, and improved
classroom culture based on those survey results. Teachers created rubrics to help show students how
Enrichment classes connect to the SWPGs and have been piloting them. With the addition o new
teachers we will need to spend more time on these rubrics to re ne them and decide i they continue
to be valuable.
Level Representatives participate in weekly/biweekly meetings to communicate to each other on
themes and topics being taught at each level. Teachers at each level meet to collaborate weekly. is
promotes student achievement because students are made to realize that each subject is connected
and important to learn, and that skills can be used in all subjects.
is gives students motivation to
work hard in all subjects since those skills are needed in real-life.

Evidence
●
●
●
●

Concept Maps from Intermediate and Middle School.
Continents/Cultural emes from Primary and Elementary.
Visiting Guest Artist Schedule
Meeting Minutes

What We Should Do Next
●
●
●
●

Continue meeting regularly to discuss themes.
Continue updating the Enrichment teachers about the classroom themes.
Focus on other content areas such as History/Social Studies, Science, and Technology.
Review Art, Music, PE rubrics, use and value added.

Growth targets for this goal have been successfully met. New sta has been hired. New curriculum
has been added. Students have been given more opportunities to show their learning, and parents
have been invited to see the program in action during the school year. Student, parent, and sta
feedback has been exceedingly positive about the changes to the Enrichment Program. Student
absences on Enrichment days have declined.
ere is more student participation in the program.
Negative student behaviors on the program days has decreased. Parent attendance at the
performances has increased.
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III. Assist More Stakeholders In Understanding HOW Student
Achievement is Measured Using NOT only CST scores, but with our stated
School Wide Performance Goals and Outcomes.
What We Have Done and Why?
A committee met and designed a survey for the parents regarding our school’s communication about
their child’s progress with our School Wide Performance Goals and Outcomes. is survey was
designed in the spring o the 2014-2015 school year.
e survey was then conducted in the fall o the
2015-2016 school year. A er studying the results, we made the following changes for the 2016-2017
school year.

Changes:
● Primary/Elementary and Intermediate trimester report cards now include the language o our
School Wide Performance Goals.
● Students take a survey and re ect on the Graduate Goals.
● Primary spring tours are now more focused on the Graduate Goals. ese tours target new
students in both Primary and Elementary.
● Intermediate intake meetings (for new students) also include a more focused discussion on
the Graduate Goals.
● Primary and Elementary students received targeted Life skills lessons, presented by a master
teacher during the 2014-2015 and 2015-2016 school year. is program may continue during the
2016-2017 school year.
● Primary/Elementary and Intermediate schedule at least one parent conference for each
student in the rst trimester o the school year.

What We Should Do Next
● Review our School Wide Performance Goals. Are there any changes or updates that should
be made?
● Discuss the ndings from the student surveys each year as a whole sta .
Growth targets for this goal have been successfully met. Multiple times a year students discuss and
re ect on their own personal growth as measured by the SWPGs and Outcomes. Teachers also
observe and document each student’s growth as measured by the SWPGs and Outcomes. e SWPGs
and Outcomes are now included in all the school report cards. Curriculum has been modi ed/added
to allow for more clear focus on the SWPGs and Outcomes, and allow each student to have the
opportunities to meet the goals.
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IV. Develop a Plan To Follow Each Child From Level to Level to Ensure
Progress Towards Our School Wide Performance Goals and Outcomes.
Track Individual Growth o All Students Over Time.
What We Have Done and Why?
A rubric which aligned with the School Wide Performance Goals/Graduate Goals was created at each
level (3rd, 6th, and 8th). Elementary created a rubric with the focus on expectations for students
exiting 3rd grade. Intermediate created a rubric with the focus on expectation for students exiting
6th grade. Middle school created a rubric with the focus on expectations o a graduating student.
Elementary teachers scored the 3rd graders.
e 6th, 7th, and 8th grade students scored themselves,
with teachers nalizing scores.
e Elementary report cards and the Intermediate Learning Goals folders have been modi ed to
include more language about the School Wide Performance Goals. Middle School students continue
to re ect on progress and connect SWPGs to their progress.
e Math Committee meetings have included discussions about tracking student growth in math
from 3rd to 4th and from 6th to 7th.
e discussions have included uestions such as: What math
skills/strands do we want to track? What system should we use to track? Do we want to consider
tracking all the grades?

What We Should Do Next
e sta believes that although we have good rubrics, we would like to spend more time on adding
academic language to each rubric. We would like to meet more, look at the current rubrics, discuss
updates and use, and include parents more. Growth has be made on assessing and tracking the
School Wide Performance Goals, but there is still progress to be made on assessing and tracking the
content standards. Middle School teachers feel that the rubrics contain language to show growth in
Writing, Science, and Math, but wonder i there should be more or i combined with report cards,
portfolios, and online data, this is enough evidence o student achievement.
● Review tracking and record keeping systems in all the levels.
● Determine i the tracking kept by each level can transfer to the next level. Decide how to
transfer information.
● Review curriculum at each level, and add more academic language to rubrics.
● Review assessments at each level, to create an agreed upon baseline for each level in
academics.
● Determine what standards/strands are going to be tracked on a whole school continuum.
Goal 4 focused on a plan to track students from each level in all areas. Progress has been made in the
area o tracking students on the school’s SWPGs and Outcomes. We have accomplished some work in
tracking our special needs population, and some work on tracking reading, but the sta feels more
time is needed to focus on tracking students.
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Ongoing Follow-up Process:
Following the self-study and progress report, the stakeholders at Antioch Charter Academy have
been implementing and monitoring the school wide action plan in multiple ways. Each goal has a
dedicated committee that meets regularly throughout the school year. ese committees report back,
share out, and gather feedback during faculty meetings and sta development trainings. e agendas
for the faculty meetings have a standing line item labeled WASC. is allows the sta a chance each
meeting to focus and re ect on what is being done and what are our next steps.
e WASC
discussions at the faculty meetings also include reviews and discussions about the student/community
pro le and the progress report recommendations. During the meetings, sta members have an
opportunity to view and analyze the school’s data including test scores, student groups, and SWPG
rubric data.
ese discussions provide information for sta members to use during their committee
meetings and help to guide those committees when deciding what the next steps are. Parents are
informed o completed projects/goals (i.e. Capital Improvements, sta ng, technology improvements)
at Back to School nights, PEP meetings, and /or Family Network meetings. Stakeholders focus on
student learning during conferences, team meetings, collaboration days, and sta days.
Our work on these four goals has had a positive impact on student achievement. Stakeholders feel
more o an emphasis on Math understanding, participate in and appreciate the Enrichment program,
understand how students are learning, so much more, than a state test score (CAASPP) shows, and
understand how to see and track growth on our School Wide Performance Goals. We have less
absences and behavior problems on Wednesday, students at every level are more focused on the
Graduate Goals, and math achievement has improved.

Critical Areas for Follow-up Not Currently in the Action Plan:
An area that the sta identi ed as a “just do it”, was the lack o available technology at each level.
Each year the school has begun purchasing more technology materials to increase the availability at
each level, and increase the amount o technology instruction in the curriculum.
e school has
purchased Chromebooks and carts for storage and transporting. Tablets have also been purchased at
the Intermediate and Elementary levels to assist with reading groups, research, and math instruction.
Televisions have been installed in multiple classrooms to allow for the streaming and viewing o
materials to enhance the curriculum.
ese changes have a positive impact on student learning. e
technology allows for a variety o ways the curriculum can be taught. Students also gain experience
in using the technology that they will need to use upon graduating.
Another improvement was the added storage space and classroom space. We brought in two
portables, one full portable and one hal portable, and one storage container. We transformed one o
our rooms into space for electives, and moved PE materials to the storage container. We still need to
take the time to clean out materials not being used in our classroom, and to organize what we have.
Our PE teacher has been tasked with ta ing, and organizing PE e uipment in the storage container.
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Chapter II: Student/Community Pro le and Supporting Data and Findings
Chapter I:
e Antioch Charter Academy is a small, K-8 site-based charter school within the boundaries o
Antioch Uni ed School District. We use the teaching philosophies o Montessori, Multiple
Intelligences, Brain Compatible Learning, Highly E ective Teaching, and Teaching for
Understanding. Our teachers design engaging curriculum based on the Common Core State
Standards. We use Positive Discipline to establish a respectful climate in which students can learn
and feel capable to contribute. Our teachers team-teach in multi-age grouped classrooms. e small
school (200 or less) allows for a safe environment where we all know each other well. Since students
are with teachers for several years, they do not slip through the cracks. Our motto is “We unwrap the
gi s inside your child,” because we believe that every child is gi ed.

History and Description o the Antioch Charter Academy
e Antioch Charter Academy- e Learner-Centered School -serves elementary school students in
Pre-Kindergarten through the 8th grade. ACA has been in operation since 1998. Debbie Hobin,
Jeannie Dubitsky and Caran Bacon began the school in the fall o 1998, serving approximately 70
students. Initially classes were held at a local church and then moved to portables on the Contra
Costa County Fairground until a new campus was constructed at the present site (3325 Hacienda
Way), which opened in February 2007.
Antioch Charter Academy has been serving approximately 198 students since 2007. We have been
WASC accredited since 2008 receiving rst a three year accreditation in 2008, then a six year
accreditation in 2012, with a progress report and visit in 2015. In the fall o 2007, the Antioch Charter
Academy sta opened a second campus, Antioch Charter Academy II, on the Contra Costa County
Fairgrounds. Sta s from both campuses share administrators and administrative duties, conduct sta
development and trainings, and meet together monthly, work and train together.
ACA groups its student body into four designations: Primary, Elementary, Intermediate, and Middle
School. is allows for a team teaching experience for teachers and students. Primary consists o four
to six year olds (pre-kindergarten and kindergarten), Elementary consist o six to nine year olds ( rst
grade, second grade, and third grade) students, Intermediate consists o fourth grade, h grade, and
sixth grade students and Middle School consists o seventh and eighth grade students. ere are
approximately 21 students at each grade level.
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Vision
To provide a learning environment where students embrace education, exhibit compassion, and
accept personal responsibility.

Mission
To facilitate education and personal growth, by nurturing and supporting a partnership o students,
teachers, families, and the community, based upon mutual respect and appreciation: building upon
the philosophies o multi-age grouping, Montessori, multiple intelligences, and brain-compatibility;
and encouraging critical thinking, individual strengths, and diverse learning styles.

Learning Philosophies and Structures

14
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ACA Graduate Goals: School Wide Performance Goals and Outcomes for 8th Grade
SCHOOL WIDE PERFORMANCE GOALS

OUTCOMES FOR 8TH GRADE

1. Communicate clearly and effectively with others orally
and in writing in academic and social environments.

*Show competency in communication in Math, Science,
Social Studies, Technology, Language Arts, Reading,
Writing, Art, Music, Physical Ed., Speaking and Listening.
(All subjects) *Show competency in social settings
(playground, classroom, etc.)

2. Be able to work collaboratively and cooperate with
others.

*Exhibit cooperative, kind, respectful behavior with others.

3. Be able to organize materials and self.

*Show competency in keeping subject materials and work
spaces organized in ALL subjects.

4. Be able to manage time effectively.

*Show competency in meeting ALL subject area deadlines,
come to groups, classes, and activities on time.

5. Be able to accomplish goals.

*Be able to set beginning of the year goals, make plans to
reach goals, evaluate goal attainment. *Be able to create
and use rubrics effectively to attain understanding in ALL
subjects.

6. Be able to work independently.

*Exhibit that he/she can complete specific class
work/project without assistance in ALL subjects.

7. Identify themselves as lifelong learners.

*Exhibit excitement about learning, future higher
educational opportunities and careers.

8. Demonstrate use of Lifeskills and Lifelong Guidelines in
daily life.

*Exhibit behavioral evidence of striving for personal best,
by using the Lifelong Guidelines and Lifeskills in ALL
subjects and personal interactions.

9. Have and show respect to others and self including
respect to diversity.

*Exhibit respectful behavior toward others, self, and the
environment in general and All subjects. *Pursue healthy
habits

10. Be able to contribute to society and feel empowered to
make change.

*Exhibit empowered behaviors *Participate in and/or
initiate service projects that benefit, families, school, and/or
community. *Exhibit contribution to society through
application of talents, LLG and subject competencies.

11. Demonstrate an understanding and appreciation of the
Enrichment Program and the Arts.

*Exhibit excitement, creativity, self-awareness, and
participation in the Enrichment Program(s) and the Arts.

12. Be able to think creatively.

*Exhibit creativity in ALL subjects. *Make connections
across subject areas.
15
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Updates to our Graduate Goals
ACA stakeholders started this full-sel study by examining our School Wide Performance Goals
(SWPGs) and Outcomes for 8th grade (ACA Graduate Goals). We surveyed students, parents, and
sta and held discussions on whether the SWPGs were still relevant and meaningful. In the early part
o 2017, we concluded that although the rst goal re uired more parent education and was continuing
to come up as perhaps too large a goal, a goal that should be broken down, we would keep the goal as
it was.
We also discussed Goal #12: Students will be able to think creatively. Some stakeholders felt that
measuring that goal was di cult or unclear and others thought that goal was not clearly asking for
what we expected from our graduates. In the fall o 2017, we revisited that previous discussion from
earlier and decided to re ne the School Wide Performance Goals.
We added one goal, focusing on academic standards and clearly stating our expectations o mastery o
academic content. Goal #3: Students will demonstrate and apply mastery o academic content, was added.
We also updated goal 12 that spoke to creativity, adding our expectation that students innovate with
that creativity. Changing the goal to: Students will be able to think creatively and innovate. With the
addition o a goal, we now have 13 Graduate Goals.

Middle School students planned multiple days to clean-up garbage around the City o Antioch. ey came across a discarded leather
bag in the bushes. e bag was stolen a few weeks prior from Dr. Keller’s automobile. Dr. Keller happens to be married to one o our
Primary teachers. Exciting story, that made headlines in the local newspaper. Dr. Keller’s priceless arti acts from his deceased ather
were returned to him.
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Re ned School Wide Performance Goals (8th grade Student Outcomes)
SCHOOL WIDE PERFORMANCE GOALS

OUTCOMES FOR 8TH GRADE

1. Communicate clearly and effectively with others
orally and in writing in academic and social
environments.

*Show competency in communication in Math, Science, Social
Studies, Technology, Language Arts, Reading, Writing, Art,
Music, Physical Ed., Speaking and Listening. (All subjects)
*Show competency in social settings (playground, classroom,
etc.)

2. Be able to work collaboratively and cooperate with
others.

*Exhibit cooperative, kind, respectful behavior with others.

3. Demonstrate and apply mastery of academic
content.

*Show mastery of academic Standards in Math, Science, Social
Studies, ELA, Technology.

4. Be able to organize materials and self.

*Show competency in keeping subject materials and work
spaces organized in ALL subjects.

5. Be able to manage time effectively.

*Show competency in meeting ALL subject area deadlines,
come to groups, classes, and activities on time.

6. Be able to accomplish goals.

*Be able to set beginning of the year goals, make plans to reach
goals, evaluate goal attainment. *Be able to create and use
rubrics effectively to attain understanding in ALL subjects.

7. Be able to work independently.

*Exhibit that he/she can complete specific class work/project
without assistance in ALL subjects.

8. Identify themselves as lifelong learners.

*Exhibit excitement about learning, future higher educational
opportunities and careers.

9. Demonstrate use of Lifeskills and Lifelong
Guidelines in daily life.

*Exhibit behavioral evidence of striving for personal best, by
using the Lifelong Guidelines and Lifeskills in ALL subjects
and personal interactions.

10. Have and show respect to others and self including
respect to diversity.

*Exhibit respectful behavior toward others, self, and the
environment in general and All subjects. *Pursue healthy habits

11. Be able to contribute to society and feel
empowered to make change.

*Exhibit empowered behaviors *Participate in and/or initiate
service projects that benefit, families, school, and/or community.
*Exhibit contribution to society through application of talents,
Lifelong Guidelines and subject competencies.

12. Demonstrate an understanding and appreciation of
the Enrichment Program and the Arts.

*Exhibit excitement, creativity, self-awareness, and participation
in the Enrichment Program(s) and the Arts.

13. Be able to think creatively and innovate.

*Exhibit creativity in ALL subjects. *Make connections across
subject areas. *Use innovation in subject areas.
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Special Programs
ACA students participate in many special programs; SMILE, Brain Gym, Elective Program,
Enrichment Program, Guest Artist Program, and School Families. Sensory Motor Integration
Learning Experience (SMILE) is a program that involves gross motor movement activities (i.e. eld
games, walking, dancing, etc). Brain Gym is a program where students learn concentration and focus,
physical and mental coordination through movement. ACA’s Elective Program is an Enrichment
Program that consists o a variety o class o erings for our Intermediate and Middle School students
(i.e. drama, international cooking, news broadcasting, outdoor sports, carpentry, jewelry making,
Chinese, rocketry, duct tape creations, etc.).
e Elective Program develops students’ intelligences. Students from Elementary through Middle
School rotate one day each week through sessions in PE, Art, Music and Personal Safety in a
Wednesday Enrichment Program. In the last three years, students have participated in a newly
created Guest Artist Program. Created in collaborations with the Young Audiences Arts for Learning
Residency Workshop. Students in 1st through 8th grade have taken 6 week sessions in Latin
Drumming, Creative/Integrated Dance, Storytelling, Movement and Mime, Japanese Culture, and
American Indian Dance and Culture. Primary students participate in a developmentally appropriate
program which includes cooking, art, music, and PE. School Families are small groups o students
from every level, which meet monthly for opportunities for cross-class socializing and friendships,
and organizing whole school assemblies.

e Parent Network
All families and sta are members o the Parent Network. Our Network provides support by
volunteering, raising funds, and promoting whole school activities. e Parent Network generates
and coordinates volunteers for a variety o purposes (i.e. electives, pupil supervision, eld trips,
fundraising activities, etc.).
e Parent Network provides funds for our school’s Enrichment
programs, teacher education, classroom supplies, internal and alumni scholarships, school and garden
beauti cation, building improvements, whole school student eld trips, cultural experiences, and the
annual end o the year picnic.
e Parent Network also works to bring awareness o our school into
the community, through events and fundraisers.

School/Community/Business Relationships
Students at ACA are very involved in the local community and in the global community. Our
Primary/Elementary students experience what the community has to o er through study trips to
multiple locations including; Antioch’s historical El Campanil
eatre, city parks, using public
transportation, library, grocery stores, etc. Elementary students worked in conjunction with DAR to
plant a butter y garden, they fundraised to purchase Christmas wreaths to place on Veterans graves,
and they participated in the DAR bookmark contest. Intermediate students participate in National
Novel Writing Month, O ce o Letters and Light, and schoolwide projects. Middle school students
participate in SPA (Social Political Action) projects, that have bene ted the community. In 2016-2017,
students raised over $1,200 for Shelter Inc. (to end homelessness), raised over $100 for Moving
Windmill project, and gave multiple presentations to the school community to educate younger
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students on community and global challenges.

ACA Governance
One o the most uni ue aspects o the Antioch Charter Academy is its method o governance. ACA
is governed in a democratic manner by teachers and sta . ere is not a principal at the school as
may be found at a more traditional school. Select sta members double as ‘Co-Administrators’ in
addition to their teaching position in order to complete the numerous duties and tasks that may be
re uired o a principal (See appendix, Co-Admin duty list). Furthermore, one teacher in each level is
designated as that level’s School Representative to assist in continuity o information and decisions,
as well as provide whole school parent support.
e daily operations o the school are the
responsibility o the Co-Administrators, along with ALL sta . Sta makes the most important
decisions through a consensus model by all sta members o both schools (ACA and ACA II).

Charter Council
Council’s primary role is monitoring and maintaining the Vision and Mission o the Antioch Charter
Academy as well as overseeing academic and nancial accountability. It is integral to maintaining
e ective leadership for the school. Decisions made by the sta are brought to the Charter Council for
discussions and approval.
e Charter Council is comprised o ve stakeholders from both our
community at large and our school families. Currently, there are three seats that are lled by
community members and two seats that are lled by parent members.

Steering Committee
e Steering Committee develops and mentors new leaders to be educational entrepreneurs who will
lead the school into the future. eir mission is to communicate and protect the Vision and Mission
o the school by educating and promoting community among the internal stakeholders while keeping
the ‘big picture’ and the 21st century learner at the center o all decisions. e Steering Committee is
comprised o sta members.

Decision Making Process
e Antioch Charter Academy puts the student at the center o all decisions. Discussion items come
from and ow through the Learner, the Faculty (Steering Committee), the Co-Administrator(s), and
the Charter Council. ACA sta makes decisions in a manner that allows for each member to feel they
have a voice and to provide students with the best decisions. Sta members are encouraged to put an
idea or su estion on our faculty meeting agenda. Items are presented to the sta and then
discussions occur amongst all sta . I a decision needs to be made on the item, a voting session then
occurs among sta and the decision is then announced based on the voting decision. Our sta uses
four distinct processes to make decisions: Autocratic, Consultative, Democratic, and Consensus .
Sta makes the most important decisions through a consensus model by all sta members o both
schools (ACA and ACA II).

e Faculty
ACA has a fully dedicated and highly educated sta . We have two Primary teachers (female), one
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Primary intern teacher (female), three Elementary teachers (2 female, 1 male), three Intermediate
teachers (female), and three Middle School teachers (2 male, 1 female). Nine o those twelve teachers
are full time with three Primary teachers working part-time. We have ve Wednesday Enrichment
teachers, a Music Specialist, a PE teacher , two Art Specialists and one Personal Safety teacher. We
have aides who work in each level (Primary/Elementary, Intermediate, and Middle) and four aides
who work during the Wednesday Enrichment program. We have two Response to Intervention
paraprofessionals, three Instrumental Music specialists, and one Garden specialist. We have four
substitute teachers. We have one o ce manager, one nancial o cer, one o ce assistant, one
custodian, and ve pupil supervisors.
All o our credentialed teachers are highly uali ed. Two sta members have their Masters and one
has their Montessori Credential. Almost all o our credentialed teachers have more than 5 years o
teaching experience with four credentialed teachers having over 10 years each. ACA has a combined
100+ years o teaching experience.
Members o the sta have participated in many training opportunities and have attended many
conferences. e following is a combined list o trainings and conferences attended by the sta :
BTSA/ATIP, California Mathematics and Science Program/Grant Team, Charter School
Development Center (CSDC)-Leadership Institute Boot Camp, CSDC Training, Monart, Jewelry
Classes, Art Classes, Math Consultant, Highly E ective Teaching, Montessori Conferences, Project
Zero Classroom, Art o Education webinar, Integrated ematic Instruction, Positive Discipline,
Handwriting w/o Tears, National Charter School Conference, Managing Charter Schools workshop,
California Charter School Association Conferences, Charter School Fiscal Management workshop,
Childhood Developmental Disorders, Ideo, Brain Compatible Learning, CORE reading program, and
National Montessori Conferences and Montessori Trainings, Lindamood Bell Training (Seeing Stars,
Visualizing/Verbalizing, Cloud 9, and Assessment), Cochina Mathemati ue, Dyslexia and ADHD
training/workshops, CELDT, CAASPP, ELPAC, CCEE (California Collaborative for Educational
Excellence) Local Control and Continuous Improvement, Mandated Reporter and CPR/First-Aid.

Primary students perform annual musical play each November.
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WASC Accreditation History
ACA has been accredited since 2009, when we received a three year accreditation. In 2012, we
received a six year accreditation with a progress report and visit at year three. Our sta focuses on
student improvement and takes uncovering what is best for students very seriously. e committee's
recommendations mirrored our current plan in 2015. It was recommended to us to continue to keep
class sizes small (21 to 1), to nish creating rubrics for our School Wide Performance Goals for 3rd,
6th and 8th grade, to expand the use o technology, and to add storage space to our campus. We have
completed all four o those recommendations since our progress report visit.

California State Priorities
ACA has adopted the following LCFF goals (which mirrors the LCAP) (See Appendix), to meet the
needs o our diverse student population, and to allow all students to achieve their greatest potential.

Stakeholder Involvement:
e Antioch Charter Academy selected goals based on recommendations o our school community.
Discussions are held at various stakeholder meetings. Input was received from the sta , the parent
network, and Charter Council. Stakeholder input continues to indicate a clear desire to focus on
academic intervention and improvement, followed by teacher training and parent training. Input on
the eight state priorities also continues to re ect this preference by choosing “Student Achievement”
as the top priority. Finally, the goals are reviewed by the Charter Council, our school governing body,
before being submitted to the state.

Priority 1 – Basics (Teachers, Instructional Materials, Facilities)
Goal: To have uali ed credentialed teachers partner together in grade level clusters with
approximately 20 students per teacher in multi-age settings (TK K, 1st-3rd, 4th-6th,7th-8th).
Need: To ensure that the uality o the instruction students receive directly impacts their learning
experiences and academic outcomes.
Measurable outcomes: 100% o teachers o core academic subjects will hold a valid CA teaching
credential. Grade levels will be organized into multi-grade level groupings o TK K, 1st-3rd, 4th-6th,
7th-8th with approximately 20 students per teacher.
Actions/Services: Hire teachers with valid CA teaching credential. Group students into multi-age
level groupings. Encourage team teaching and collaborative lesson planning. Provide common
planning time for collaboration amongst teachers and across grade levels by hiring Wonderful
Wednesday sta .
All but one ACA teacher (core academic subjects) hold a valid CA teaching credential in 2016-2017.
One 50% job-share teacher holds an intern credential, however, she holds a BS Psychology, BA
Communication, and Masters in Marriage, Family, and Child Counseling. Sta at ACA works with
the credentialing program to oversee this teacher.
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LCFF Priority 2 – Implementation o Academic Standards
Goal: To develop curriculum and assessments for language arts and math instruction that align with
the Common Core Standards.
Need: To ensure curriculum is thoughtfully planned and aligned to Common Core State standards.
Measurable outcomes: Curriculum and assessments re ect the Common Core Standards
Actions/Services: Align local assessments to re ect Common Core Standards for each grade level.
ACA uses e ective philosophies and current research to design a rigorous and evolving curriculum
that meets the needs o the 21st century learner. However, our self-study uncovered a desire for us to
collaborate on curriculum, look to new research and curriculum, and make sure our stakeholders
understand our curriculum alignment.

LCFF Priority 3 – Parent Engagement
Goal: To include parents as a vital part o our school’s dynamics and making them partners in their
child’s education.
Need: To ensure that all students learn and thrive. To nurture family and community engagement to
create a positive in uence on student achievement and behavior.
Measurable outcomes: Provide at least one parent education meeting per month on school
philosophies, programs, and/or curriculum. Parent volunteer hours will be recorded in volunteer log.
Actions/Services: Encourage parent volunteering and o er a wide variety o volunteering options.
Maintain the community network “ e Family Network” through a Family Network Board made up
o parents and community members. O er parent education on school programs, philosophies, and
curriculum through Parent Education Program meetings, 2nd Cup o Co ee meetings, and archived
videos. O er varying methods o communication to meet the communication needs o all families.
Parents are an integral part o the learner-centered approach at the Antioch Charter Academy.
Teachers communicate weekly with parents and the family establishing a line o constant
communication through email, one on one, student led conferences, and parent education meetings.
Parent involvement is one o the bi est factors in student success at ACA. ACA wants to engage all
stakeholders (parents, sta , community, etc) to help all students achieve more. How do we enhance
stakeholder participation, and generate more community involvement? And how to we get ACA’s
model out more into the community? Two uestions we would like to explore further.

LCFF Priority 4 – Performance on Standardized Tests
Goal #1: Students will show progress towards or meet grade level standards in math.
Need: To ensure the diverse needs o our students, and their academic achievement are being
addressed.
Measurable outcomes: Student achievement on state and/or local assessments will demonstrate
growth.
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Actions/Services: Bridge math curriculum between the levels. Continue to institute new
research-based math programs, trainings, and materials based on student needs. Identify all students
not performing at Met or Advanced on CAASPP/local assessments. Track progress/ development o
each student’s math skills over time. Train new sta in Lindamood Bell On Cloud Nine Program.
O er interventions (RtI, On Cloud Nine, Math Shack).
O ering RtI interventions and On Cloud Nine small group support for At-risk and stru ling
students has shown to help them improve on Math. Overall, students are showing small gains on
Math, but we would like to see more. Students at the lower levels are not able to either complete the
Math or are not able to show what they know on state assessments. We would like to improve this
situation and feel our goals will address this need.
Goal #2: Students will show progress towards or meet grade level standards in English Language Arts.
Need: To ensure the diverse needs o our students, and their academic achievement are being
addressed.
Measurable outcomes: Student growth in reading will increase annually as measured by such
assessments as the CAASPP test, Basic Reading Inventory and/or STAR test scores.
Actions/Services: O er RtI intervention and Seeing Stars or Visualizing & Verbalizing small group
support for at-risk and stru ling students. Maintain alignment o all reading instruction with
Common Core Standards. Utilize Seeing Stars and Visualizing & Verbalizing techni ues in everyday
reading instruction. Train new sta in Lindamood Bell Seeing Stars and Visualizing/Verbalizing
Programs.
Overall, students are showing gains in ELA over the years at ACA. We feel that students build a
strong foundation at the K-6 grade level and then are able to show what they know in Middle School
on the state assessments. We would like to share more with stakeholders, our curriculum and
assessments used.

LCFF Priority 5 – Pupil Engagement
Goal: To present a highly successful program for all students through critical thinking activities,
acknowledging individual strengths, and awareness and celebration o diverse learning styles.
Need: To promote a healthy and positive school culture that all students experience supportive
learning conditions and opportunities that promote achievement and prepare them to succeed in
college, career, and citizenship.
Measurable outcomes: Maintain a 90% or better attendance rate each year. Surveys and full-sel
study.
Action/Services: Tailor instruction and curriculum to meet the diverse needs o individual students.
Track student absences and inform parents as their student approaches or exceeds 10 absences. Utilize
the ACA SARB board to create a student attendance plan for students who have an excessive amount
o absences.
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ACA is a Learner-Centered school and we feel that we are highly successful at acknowledging
individual strengths and celebrating diverse learning styles. Being a Montessori and Multiple
Intelligence school aligns perfectly with that goal. We would like to review how we are engaging
students in critical thinking activities, especially at the lower levels.

LCFF Priority 6 – School Climate
Goal: To create classroom settings that address individual needs with regards to academics, emotional
and physical structure, and time management.
Need: To promote a healthy and positive school culture where all students experience supportive
learning conditions and opportunities that promote achievement and prepare them to succeed in
college, career, and citizenship.
Measurable outcomes: Suspension Rates.
Actions/Services: Maintain small class sizes o approximately 20 students or less. O er
empowerment for sel and others through Positive Discipline which encourages respect for the
individual, peers, and the environment. Empower learners through Brain Compatible learning to
internalize concepts through repetition, absence o threat, immediate feedback, and ade uate time.
Work to achieve mastery o basic academic concepts and ownership by designing curriculum based
on student strengths, interest, and choice. Teach and demonstrate the use o Lifeskills and Lifelong
guidelines. Encourage cross grade level interactions using School Families and whole school activities.
ACA practices key philosophies and policies, which create a safe, and orderly environment that is
learner centered. Students feel safe and valued at ACA through character education programs and
curriculum (Grace and Courtesy, Lifelong Guidelines and Lifeskills, and Positive Discipline).
Students build trust with each other and their teachers through small learning groups, peer-to-peer
collaboration, and daily classroom meetings. ACA suspension rates are low, during the 2016-2017
school year, we suspended three students. In the prior two years, we suspended 1 student over the two
years.

LCFF Priority 7 – Access to Broad Course o Study
Goal: To create uni ue learning experiences in all subject areas that are meaningful to all students.
Need: To create uni ue learning experiences in all subject areas that are meaningful to all students.
Measurable outcomes: All students, including all student subgroups and students with exceptional
needs, will have access to and enroll in our academic and educational program.
Actions/Services: All academic content areas and all curricular activities will be available to all
students, including student subgroups, at all grade levels.
e relationship between student and teacher is very special in our small setting. Students are
empowered to monitor their own academic progress, asking for support as needed. With our low
student to teacher ratio and multi-age groupings, teachers are permitted to spend two to four years
with each student; this enables teachers to support students in a uni ue way. Teachers can work
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one-on-one with students, which helps teachers understand the needs o each individual student.
is enables all teachers to plan and implement a curriculum that helps meet the needs o all
students.
is also enables teachers to embed special education. Curriculum is developed around the
individual student’s wants and needs. is makes curriculum accessible and rigorous for each child.
Fourth to eighth graders are given the opportunity to plan and choose their a ernoon electives;
giving them the opportunity to explore topics o interest. e individualized attention given at our
school creates a system that ensures children are taught at a pace that is rigorous for them, not simply
for the group to which they are assigned. We would like to create and/or solidify a curriculum thread,
centered around either our HET concepts or Expeditionary Learning.

LCFF Priority 8 – Other Pupil Outcomes
ACA employs a nancial director to set an annual school budget and to ensure that nancial
resources are su cient to sustain its educational program. Purchases are processed and approved
through the nancial director, the sta , and the charter council board.
e nancial director and
faculty meet to review and discuss the school budget as needed, where factors that may a ect the
operating budget are discussed.
e Family Network provides fundraising opportunities to earn
funds for the school to be used for designated expenditures.
Resource allocation decisions are directly related to the school's purpose and the critical academic
needs o the students. Sta , students, and parents are integral in identifying needs and help make
decisions regarding the allocation o resources toward these needs.
e school's facility was
constructed to meet the needs o the entire program, therefore the planning for long-range capital
needs centers around technology and e uipment. Small classrooms and small school size are two o
the school's primary strategies for achieving the expected schoolwide learning results.
e school
strives to maintain an approximate 20:1 student to teacher ratio in all grade levels (kindergarten
through eighth grade), along with an instructional assistant for each team o teachers, and rmly
believes that smaller class size leads to greater student achievement.
e school has a 175-day school
year and exceeds minimum pupil instructional minutes, and believes students need more time, not
less, to become self-motivated, competent, lifelong learners.
Team teachers use their classroom budgets to purchase curriculum and materials speci cally for their
students. Needs are assessed and prioritized by the team o teachers, and students are given
opportunities to discuss what they would like to learn or have available to them in the classroom.
rough sta meetings and partner teacher meetings, ideas are discussed, and strategies are designed
to e ectively use new materials brought into the classroom. Materials are shared between classroom
levels.
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ACA uses supplemental and concentration funds to support students in multiple ways. ACA o ers
small group RtI aide support for all students including low-income, English learners, and foster
youth. Our RtI aide teachers are highly uali ed and trained in Lindamood Bell programs for
reading, comprehension, spelling, and math. Additionally, ACA continues to have small class sizes o
around 21 students per teacher in all grades, K-8, to allow teachers to work with small groups and
one-on-one with students, allowing teachers to provide di erentiated instruction. Each level is
provided with one or more paraprofessionals to support smaller group instruction and one-on-one
help. Funds are used to support students in an a er school program (Math Shack), where students
receive support in all areas o learning, as well as, tutoring in math from one o our highly uali ed
teachers.
According to the California School Dashboard in the Spring o 2017, ACA’s CAASPP Math
assessment scores increased 1.8 point over the prior year overall. Math assessment scores for EL
students increased 8.9 points and socio-economically disadvantaged students increased 7.2 points over
the prior year. e California School Dashboard shows an overall increase in English Language Arts
(ELA) o 19.5 points. ELA assessment scores for English Learner students increased 19.9 points, and
socio-economically disadvantaged students scores increased 18.4 points over the prior year.

e Student Body
e Antioch Charter Academy (ACA) serves students throughout Contra Costa County, with a
majority o students residing within the boundaries Antioch and the Antioch Uni ed School
District. We serve students mostly from the city o Antioch, which is located on the San Joa uin
River Delta in the East San Francisco Bay Area. e city o Antioch is a largely commuter city o
111,000, mostly residential community. Families represent 79% o the population with a median
household income o $60,000. Approximately 14% o the residents have college degrees and 65% are
high school graduates or high school graduates with some college.
e largest ethnic group is
Hispanic (32%) followed by White (31%) African American (22%) Asian (10%) Two or more races (4.4%)
and other (1%).
ACA serves >1% o the Antioch Uni ed School District’s 17,000 students. In addition to children from
Antioch, ACA also educates students from neighboring communities including Concord, Brentwood,
Pittsburg, and Oakley.
ACA groups its student body into four designations: Primary, Elementary, Intermediate, and Middle
School. Enrollment at Primary is 30 students, Elementary is 63 students, Intermediate is 63 students
and Middle School is 42 students, which averages to 21 students per grade level.
ACA works to keep enrollment at each grade level to 21 students. but we also work to support our
families’ need to have all o their children enrolled in the same school. is leads to some grade levels
exceeding the 21 to 1 ratio. For the 2017-18 school year our students per grade level breakdown, is
Transitional Kindergarten has 5 students, Kindergarten has 25 students, 1st grade has 21 students, 2nd
grade has 22 students, 3rd grade has 20 students, 4th grade has 22 students, 5th grade had 20 students,
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6th grade has 23 students, 7th grade has 17 students, and 8th grade has 22 students.

Enrollment by Ethnicity
e Antioch Charter Academy has 198 students for the 2017-2018 school year. In 2017-18, ACA’s
largest ethnic group was White, Not Hispanic (36%) followed by Hispanic or Latino (32%) Asian (15%)
African American (11%) and Filipino (3%). ACA had 196 students for the 2016-17 school year. In
2016-17 ACA’s largest ethnic group was White, Not Hispanic (37%) followed by Hispanic or Latino
(31%) Asian (14%) African American (10%) and Filipino (4%). In 2015-16 we had 196 students. ACA’s
largest ethnic group was White, Not Hispanic (41%) followed by Hispanic or Latino (28%) Asian (12%)
African American (10%) Two or More Races (4%) and Filipino (4%).
Enrollment by Ethnicity
2015-2016
Ethnicity/Race
Not Reported
American
Indian/Alaska
Native, Not
Hispanic
Asian, Not
Hispanic
Paci c Islander,
Not Hispanic
Filipino, Not
Hispanic
Hispanic or Latino

#

2016-2017
Ethnicity/Race

%
0

0%

0

0%

24

12%

2

1%

7

4%

55

28%

African American,
Not Hispanic

19

White, Not
Hispanic

81

Two or More
Races, Not
Hispanic
Total

8

#

%

Not Reported
American
Indian/Alaska
Native, Not
Hispanic
Asian, Not
Hispanic
Paci c Islander,
Not Hispanic
Filipino, Not
Hispanic
Hispanic or Latino

28 14%

10%

African American,
Not Hispanic

41%

White, Not
Hispanic

4%

196 100%

Two or More Races,
Not Hispanic
Total

0

0%

0

0%

#

%

Not Reported
American
Indian/Alaska
Native, Not
Hispanic
Asian, Not
Hispanic
Paci c Islander,
Not Hispanic
Filipino, Not
Hispanic
Hispanic or Latino

29

15%

1

1%

6

3%

63

32%

20 10%

African American,
Not Hispanic

21

11%

73 37%

White, Not
Hispanic

71

36%

4

2%

198

100%

2

1%

7

4%

61 31%

5

3%

196 100%
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Special Needs Data
e Antioch Charter Academy has seen a decrease in our Socioeconomically disadvantaged student
population since 2016, from 26% to 18%. We continue to see an increase in our English Learner
population. Most o our English learners are brought on in Kindergarten, but in 2016-17, we did bring
in students in the Intermediate level. In 2017-18, we have a total o 30 students who are classi ed as
English learners, with 1 student classi ed at Fluent English Pro cient (Initial). English Learners will
take the new ELPAC testing in the Spring o 2018, and at that time the number o RFEP for this
school year will be determined (TBD).
In 2017-2018 school year, we brought in a new sta member to conduct CELDT/ELPAC testing and
decided to reclassify students during the CAASPP testing session in the Spring o 2018. Although
our number o students with disabilities has slightly decreased for the 2017-18 school year, we have
seen an increase in the number o students with 504 plans and an increase in the number o students
receiving RtI support from paraprofessionals at the Intermediate level. Our gender breakdown has
remained fairly consistent, we have more girls than boys in our total population. Our mixed level
classes keep gender breakdown di erences to a minimum. We believe our program accounts for
individual student needs, so we have not made speci c changes to our program based on this
information. We do want to continue to focus our attention on our English Learner population in the
coming years.

2015-2016

2016-2017
#o
%o
students students

Special Needs

2017-2018
#o
%o
students students

Special Needs

#o
%o
students students

Special Needs

Socioeconomically
Disadvantaged

51

26%

Socioeconomically
Disadvantaged

35

18%

Socioeconomically
Disadvantaged

36

18%

English Learners

24

12%

English Learners

23

12%

English Learners

32

16%

FEP

1

<1%

FEP

1

<1%

FEP

1

<1%

RFEP

1

<1%

RFEP

5

3%

RFEP

14

7%

Students with
Disabilities

14

7%

Students with
Disabilities

12

6%

0

0%

Students receiving
Migrant
Education Services

0

0%

1

1%

Foster Youth

0

0%

Students with
Disabilities
Students receiving
Migrant Education
Services

0

0%

Students receiving
Migrant Education
Services

Foster Youth

1

<1%

Foster Youth

Total Enrollment

196

Total Enrollment

196

TBD

Total Enrollment

TBD

197

Gender Data
2015-2016
Gender

Male Female

2016-2017
Gender

Male Female
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2017-2018
Gender

Male

Female
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100

96

96

100

96

Parent Education Level Data
ACA’s parent education level has remained consistent in the last three years with only a slight
decrease in the percent o parents with a college degree or higher (27% to 25%). Raising ‘Some
Graduate’ from 36% to 38%.
2017-18
Graduate Degree or Higher (10)
College Graduate (11)

32
49

Percentage
25%
38%

Some College or Associate's Degree (12)
High School Graduate (13)
Not a High School Graduate (14)
Declined to State (15)

33
15
0
0

26%
12%
0%
0%

Total

129

100%

Student Perception Data
One o our goals from our last full sel study was to create better measures to assess whether students
were achieving on our 12 School Wide Performance Goals. Since our progress report in 2015, we
created rubrics with example measures on each School Wide Performance Goal with the input o
students, parents and teachers. We surveyed students in 6th and 8th grade to nd out their
perception o whether they are meeting each o the School Wide Performance Goals. e cumulative
results from those surveys can be found in the Appendix.

6th Grade Student Survey Results
6th Grade
Goals 1-12 Combined Results
Not Met
Nearly Met
Met
students surveyed:
18

1%

14%

46%

Exceeds

39%

85% o 6th grade students believe that the 12 School Wide Performance Goals have been met at their
level, with approximately 15% o 6th grade students believing goals are nearly met or not being met.
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7th Grade Student Survey Results
7th grade
Goals 1-12 Combined Results
Not Met
Nearly Met
Met

students surveyed:
21

5%

14%

38%

Exceeds

43%

As you can see, 81% o 7th grade students believe that the 12 School Wide Performance Goals have
been met at their level, with approximately 19% o 7th grade students believing goals are nearly met
or not being met. We believe that with another year in the Middle School Program, the percentage o
students perceiving that they are meeting these goals will rise.

8th Grade Student Survey Results
8th grade
Goals 1-12 Combined Results
Not Met
Nearly Met
Met

students surveyed:
18

1%

5%

38%

Exceeds

56%

As you can see, 94% o 8th grade students believe that the 12 School Wide Performance Goals have
been met or exceeded, with approximately 6% o 8th grade students believing goals are nearly met or
not being met. Further discussion with those students revealed that they are not con dent in
meeting the goals, although the evidence (teacher observation and objective results) show di erently.

Parent Perception Data
We sent out surveys to all o our parents on the 12 School Wide Performance Goals and Outcomes.
We sent them the same survey as was given to 6th-8th grade students. In Primary/Elementary 49
surveys were returned out o the 92 students. In Intermediate, 56 surveys were returned out o 63
students. In Middle School, 32 surveys were returned out o 39 students. Parents were sent out a letter
explaining the survey.
e data was collected on each goal and then data from each goal was
combined into one nal score. See Appendix for surveys.
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As you can see, 82% o K-3 parents, 81% o Intermediate and 92% o Middle School parents surveyed
believe that the 12 School Wide Performance Goals have been met or exceeded by their student(s).
With less than 3% o surveyed parents believing that the goals are rarely or not met. Overall, our
parents and students feel good about student’s progress on these goals. Time management was the
lowest score at the lower grade levels, which was not a surprise. By Middle School students felt they
had learned time management skills. Enrichment appreciation (Goal 11) was scored high by all, which
we attribute to making this a goal on our last full sel study. Graduates from ACA all feel they are
prepared for high school. Results show that students are building a strong foundation in the K-3 in
our SWPGs. Parent comments revealed areas to consider for improvement.

Primary/Elementary Parents School Wide Survey Results
Goals 1-12 Combined Results
Rarely
Demonstrates
no or a few
examples listed

Occasionally
Demonstrates
some of the
examples listed

Frequently
Demonstrates
most of the
examples listed

Consistently
Demonstrates all or
nearly all examples
listed

Total Responses

20

91

222

267

600

3%

15%

37%

45%

Intermediate Parents School Wide Survey Results
Goals 1-12 Combined Results

Total Responses
664

Not Met
Demonstrates
no or a few
examples listed

Nearly Met
Demonstrates
some of the
examples listed

Met
Demonstrates
most of the
examples listed

Exceeds
Demonstrates all or
nearly all examples
listed

12
2%

117
18%

296
45%

239
36%

Middle School Parents School Wide Survey Results
Goals 1-12 Combined Results

Total Responses
383

Not Met
Demonstrates
no or a few
examples listed

Nearly Met
Demonstrates
some of the
examples listed

Met
Demonstrates
most of the
examples listed

Exceeds
Demonstrates all or
nearly all examples
listed

1
0%

30
8%

164
43%

188
49%
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ACA sta will continue to use the recently created School Wide Performance Goal rubrics with
students during the school year to increase understanding o the goals and measures. Looking at how
the curriculum aligns and ts into the goals and the rubrics in all subject areas is an area o
improvement. Increasing parental involvement in adjusting the goal measures, perhaps using ‘at
home’ measures will be considered and possibly added to our current rubrics. Increasing parental
understanding o what happens during the school day is another area to improve.

Student Performance Data
We reviewed our CAASPP Smarter Balanced results in Math, ELA, and Science at all levels for the
last three years. ACA sta reviews this data at the beginning o each school year and discusses it
throughout the year and at sta development days. Some uestions we ask ourselves:
What do we notice about the data?
What does this data say about our students?
How can we use this data to help ALL students achieve?
What other data are we using to assess how students are achieving in our classrooms?
We recognize that ACA tests about 21 students per grade level in Math and ELA in 3rd through 8th
grade and that the CAASPP is only one measure. Approximately twenty, 5th and 8th grade students
test in Science. Low numbers o students who test on CAASPP may drastically a ect scores at each
pro ciency level and results on the Dashboard, because each student represents approximately 5% o
the overall percentage. Because o our low number o students testing we look at individual test
scores/results and local (in class) measures to give us an understanding o what a student knows, and
to give additional attention to students as needed. When we looked at individual student scores on
the CAASPP, we noticed, individually, that most o our students achieved growth on the test over the
three years in both Math and ELA.

Math Results

Mathematics

Smarter Balanced
Results

Mean Scale Score

3rd Grade (2017)
2406.4
0.00%

Standard Exceeded: Level 4
Standard Met: Level 3
Standard Nearly Met: Level 2

28.57%
38.10%

Standard Not Met: Level 1

33.33%
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Achievement Level Distribution Over Time
3rd Grade (2016)
Mean Scale Score
Standard Exceeded: Level 4

4th Grade (2017)

2399.5
5%

2447.8
5.26%

Standard Met: Level 3
Standard Nearly Met: Level 2

20%
45%

21.05%
47.37%

Standard Not Met: Level 1

30%

26.32%

Achievement Level Distribution Over Time
3rd Grade (2015) 4th Grade (2016)
Mean Scale Score
Standard Exceeded: Level 4
Standard Met: Level 3
Standard Nearly Met: Level 2
Standard Not Met: Level 1

5th Grade (2017)

2352.8

2409.1

2460.5

0%
6%

0%
5%

4.17%
20.83%

25%
69%

33%
62%

25.00%
25.00%

Achievement Level Distribution Over Time
Mean Scale Score

4th Grade (2015) 5th Grade (2016)
6th Grade (2017)
2449
2493.4
2550.8
0%

11%

33.33%

Standard Met: Level 3
Standard Nearly Met: Level 2

36%
41%

32%
37%

16.67%
22.22%

Standard Not Met: Level 1

23%

21%

27.78%

Standard Exceeded: Level 4

Achievement Level Distribution Over Time
5th Grade (2015) 6th Grade (2016)

7th Grade (2017)

Mean Scale Score
Standard Exceeded: Level 4

2494
9%

2523.2
9%

2590.1
22.73%

Standard Met: Level 3

23%

30%

40.91%

Standard Nearly Met: Level 2
Standard Not Met: Level 1

50%
18%

39%
22%

27.27%
9.09%
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Achievement Level Distribution Over Time
6th Grade (2015) 7th Grade (2016)

8th Grade (2017)

2475.8
0%

2508.6
6%

2534.5
5.26%

Standard Met: Level 3
Standard Nearly Met: Level 2

16%
37%

11%
44%

15.79%
47.37%

Standard Not Met: Level 1

47%

39%

31.58%

Mean Scale Score
Standard Exceeded: Level 4

Achievement Level Distribution Over Time
7th Grade (2015) 8th Grade (2016)
Mean Scale Score
Standard Exceeded: Level 4
Standard Met: Level 3

2517.2

2559.2

14%
14%

24%
24%

Standard Nearly Met: Level 2
33%
19%
Standard Not Met: Level 1
38%
33%
We see very few students scoring Exceeded: Level 4 in Math in the 3rd Grade. We noticed one-third o
our students in 3rd Grade scored Not Met: Level 1, one-third scoring Nearly Met: Level 2 and
approximately one-third scoring Met: Level 3. We do see the Mean score increasing over the three
years o taking this test. Overall, we see very little growth or no growth in Math from 3rd to 4th
grade. is is a change from the last measure we used, CST scores. In 4th and 5th Grade we noticed
we had about a 7% growth rate, and that was true from 5th to 6th grade. We see some growth from
6th to 7th grade and 7th to 8th Grade.
When we looked at the same group o students over time, we see some gains. 6% o 3rd Graders in
2015 scored Level 3 and 4, but in 2017, 26% o those students (5th grade) scored Level 3 and 4. 4th grade
students in 2015 had 26% scoring Level 3 and 4, and when they were 6th graders (in 2017), we show
50% scoring Level 3 and 4. We also see a decrease in the percent o students scoring Level 1, when we
look at the data over time.
In 2017, ACA 7th grade students score higher in Math. We see more students Exceeding or Meeting
Standards, with 63.5% o those students at Level 3 and 4. But in 7th and 8th grade we still see a high
percentage o our students at Level 1 and 2. A er some discussion o how the CAASPP scores are not
aligned to how 3rd grade teachers in class/local measures in math, we decided that our local Math
measures and assessments and perhaps our curriculum re uired our focus. Particularly, we want to
look at what measures and assessments we are using in our classrooms to assess Math growth. How
are we tracking that growth? Is our Math curriculum challenging enough? What are we doing about
students who are stru ling to show their math understanding in class or on this CAASPP measure?
Are we targeting our stru ling students enough? How are we sharing this data to our stakeholders?
How are we involving parents in helping students achieve more in Math? Is ACA doing everything
possible to support high achievement in Math for all o its students?
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English Language Arts/Literacy Results
Smarter Balanced
Results

English Language Arts/Literacy

3rd Grade (2017)
Mean Scale Score
Standard Exceeded: Level 4

2431
19.05%

Standard Met: Level 3

42.86%

Standard Nearly Met: Level 2
Standard Not Met: Level 1

14.29%
23.81%

Achievement Level Distribution Over Time
3rd Grade (2016) 4th Grade (2017)
2450.4
2455.3

Mean Scale Score
Standard Exceeded: Level 4
Standard Met: Level 3

30%
25%

15.79%
31.58%

Standard Nearly Met: Level 2

40%

15.79%

5%

36.84%

Standard Not Met: Level 1

Achievement Level Distribution Over Time
3rd Grade (2015) 4th Grade (2016) 5th Grade (2017)
Mean Scale Score
Standard Exceeded: Level 4

2365.3
13%

2431.2
10%

2456.8
16.67%

Standard Met: Level 3
Standard Nearly Met: Level 2

13%
19%

19%
38%

16.67%
16.67%

Standard Not Met: Level 1

56%

33%

50.00%

Achievement Level Distribution Over Time
Mean Scale Score

4th Grade (2015) 5th Grade (2016) 6th Grade (2017)
2458.5
2536.1
2566.6

Standard Exceeded: Level 4
Standard Met: Level 3

18%
27%

32%
37%

27.78%
44.44%

Standard Nearly Met: Level 2
Standard Not Met: Level 1

27%
27%

5%
26%

22.22%
5.56%
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Achievement Level Distribution Over Time
5th Grade (2015)

6th Grade (2016) 7th Grade (2017)

Mean Scale Score
Standard Exceeded: Level 4

2481
14%

2539.5
13%

2588.1
31.82%

Standard Met: Level 3

36%

43%

36.36%

Standard Nearly Met: Level 2
Standard Not Met: Level 1

9%
41%

30%
13%

22.73%
9.09%

Achievement Level Distribution Over Time
Mean Scale Score

6th Grade (2015) 7th Grade (2016) 8th Grade (2017)
2519.4
2569.3
2607

Standard Exceeded: Level 4
Standard Met: Level 3

11%
26%

17%
44%

27.78%
38.89%

Standard Nearly Met: Level 2

53%

28%

27.78%

Standard Not Met: Level 1

11%

11%

5.56%

Achievement Level Distribution Over Time
7th Grade (2015)
Mean Scale Score
Standard Exceeded: Level 4

8th Grade (2016)

2565.8
19%

2598.8
10%

Standard Met: Level 3
Standard Nearly Met: Level 2

33%
38%

48%
43%

Standard Not Met: Level 1

10%

0%

We see varied results in our ELA data with each class. Overall we see an increase with students
moving up over time from Level 1 to Level 2, moving from Level 2 to Level 3, and Level 3 to Level 4.
We see 66% o 8th grade students Exceeding or Meeting standards (Level 3 and Level 4) in 2017, with
only 6% at Level 1. We noticed that a signi cant number o our 5th grade students in 2017 are not
meeting standards, with a decline in that group from the previous school year. We see approximately
68% o our 7th grade students and 72% o our 6th grade students Meeting or Exceeding standards in
2017. We noted that only 34% o our 5th grade and 47% o our 4th grade Met or Exceeded standards,
with 62% o our 3rd grade students Meeting or Exceeding standards in 2017.
ese results led us to discuss ways we teach the ELA standards, the ways we are successful, how we
use in class, individual student data, to help students move from level to level (achieve). We noted
that our students are showing more success in ELA on this measure (CAASPP) than in Math. We
discussed the need for more support to our 5th grade class, which has a high level o students with
special needs. We discussed our success with aligning ELA instruction to the CCSS. Sta from each
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level voiced many approaches to aligning curriculum, to instructing, to assessing in both ELA and
Math. We uncovered a need to spend more time working together focusing on our measures and
assessments, aligning Math and ELA curriculum to the standards, in the lower grades, so that we
could articulate it more clearly to stakeholders, and we discussed ways to help our special needs
students achieve more. We discussed rigor in the lower levels, bridging more in 3rd to 4th, and
coming to an agreement to what high uality, meaningful student work looked like. ELA and Math
curriculum and assessments became a critical area o need based on these results and discussions.

Science Results
CST Science tests were suspended for the 2016-17 school year, so that students could take the online
CAST Field Test. Results on the paper pencil test for the previous two years show that 60-70% o our
students in 5th and 8th grade score pro cient or advanced. Our students seem to improve on their
scores in Science over time. Students in who were in the 5th grade in 2013 had a low number o
advanced scores on the Science test. ese same students were in the 8th grade in 2016. 35% o them
scored Advanced on the CST Science test. In Intermediate the 4th, 5th, and 6th grade Science
curriculum is taught over the three years students are in the classroom, making it possible for
students to be tested in 5th grade on curriculum they will cover as 6th graders. Middle School
teachers have been aligning curriculum and instruction to the Next Generation Science Standards.
ACA’s Science scores are very good. We do not feel Science is a critical area o need, but that aligning
curriculum and understanding that alignment across grade levels and with stakeholders is an area o
need. We also would like to look at programs o excellence and consider incorporating more
curricular options (i.e. Expeditionary Learning or HET concepts).
Science 2015-2016
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

5
17%
56%
17%
11%
0%

8
35%
25%
25%
10%
5%

Science 2014-2015
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

5
0%
65%
20%
10%
5%

8
35%
35%
20%
10%
0%
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Science 2013-2014
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

5
0%
67%
22%
11%
0%

8
45%
35%
20%
0%
0%

Student/Community Pro le---Overall Summary from Analysis

Initial Critical Area o Need #1: Clear MEASURES and ASSESSMENTS in ELA and MATH
(3rd and 4th grade student achievement)
Measures and Assessments used was chosen based on implications from discussions about how each
level (Primary, Elementary, Intermediate and Middle) measures student achievement on the CCSS
and how each level assesses that achievement. We recognize that the CAASPP is only one measure o
student achievement, so we discussed other local (in class) measures and we uncovered that each level
was approaching this in very di erent ways. We wanted to see which local measures teachers were
using in both ELA and Math. Sta members collected local measures/assessments and examples o
student work on the measures used to determine achievement on academic standards. A discussion
was held, allowing for uestions o our internal measures and assessments. Sta members were
instructed to conduct the program review (Chapter 3), and try to nd answers to these uestions.
Critical Analysis o these measures and assessments revealed the following uestions:
Is our curriculum aligned to the CCSS so that students are ful lling their highest aspirations?
How are we assessing students within the classroom at 3rd and 4th grade in ELA and Math?
How can we use assessments to help with the transition from 3rd to 4th grade?
What measures are we using? CCSS or Montessori or Common Core Standards or All?
How are we assessing students for referrals to RtI and SPED? EL?
How are we measuring student achievement at all levels in ELA and Math? How are we
measuring student achievement in regards to referrals for RtI and SPED?
7. How do we use Assessments to help students learn/achieve more?
8. What content standards at each level are linked to each Assessment and Measure?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

School Wide Performance Goal and Outcome addressed: #1 Communicate clearly and e ectively
with others orally and in writing in academic and social environments. #3 Demonstrate and apply
mastery o academic content.

Initial Critical Area o Need #2: Math (Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment)
Math was chosen based on implications from all the collected data (CAASPP, surveys, observations,
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and discussions o the following teacher data:
-parent observations
-parent surveys
-CAASPP data results
-Dashboard results
-SWPGs rubrics
-Math Committee discussions/observations
Critical Analysis o Math revealed the following uestions:
1. What evidence do we use to determine how well students are performing in Math?
2. What Curriculum are we using in Math at each level? How is that curriculum aligned with
the CCSS.
3. How do we use CCSS aligned Instruction to help students achieve more Math?
4. How are we assessing Math at each level? And are those assessments CCSS aligned?
5. How are we measuring growth in Math understanding at each level?
6. How do we use state assessments (Interim Assessment/Sbac/Practice Tests) to help students
achieve more understanding in Math? Should we use those tools?
7. Gather and Analyzing student work examples in Math or in relation to this Critical Area o
Need.
8. Collect student work/exams/assessments/ work samples/ to determine the student’s
performance toward the academic standards in Math. Observations. Interviews.
9. How does the current School Program impact student learning in Math?
School Wide Performance Goal and Outcome addressed: #1 Communicate clearly and e ectively
with others orally and in writing in academic and social environments. #3 Demonstrate and apply
mastery o academic content.

Initial Critical Area o Need #3: Paren al Involvement in student achievement and getting
ACA out in the community.
During the initial meetings with parents and sta , parents in that meeting brought up two issues. e
rst was the lack o information they had about their student’s academic progress in the lower grade
levels and the lack o understanding how to help their student achieve academic growth at home.
Secondly, parents feel that ACA is an incredible school with an amazing program, one that is not well
known in the community. ey felt lucky to have found such a school for their student and wanted us
to explore i we were doing enough to get out in the community, to share our knowledge, and to
connect more with local agencies.
Critical Analysis o Parental Involvement in student achievement and getting ACA out in the
community revealed the following uestions:
1. What evidence needs to be collected to determine how well parents are involved in student
achievement?
2. What evidence needs to be collected to determine ACA’s role in the community?
3. How are we involving parents/families at each level, in regards to student achievement?
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4. How are we getting the knowledge o ACA out in the Community?
5. How do we use Parents to help student achieve more? What is their purpose for improving
student learning and achievement?
6. How do we use our stakeholders (parents, sta , students, etc.) to get ACA out in the
community?
7. Which agencies should ACA connect with?
8. How do we use our stakeholders (parents, sta , students, etc.) to get parents involved in
student achievement?
9. What other ways can we approach this need?
A er concluding this process sta members were instructed to keep these initial areas o need in
mind when evaluating the uality o the school program, using the WASC criteria. ey began their
self-study process by looking at student achievement through the lens o ACA’s Mission and Vision
and School Wide Performance Goals and Outcomes and these three initial critical areas o need.

Students in Intermediate plan math activities and eat pie on Pi Day each year.

Chapter III: Self-Study Findings
Category A: Organization: Vision and Purpose, Governance, Leadership, Sta , and
Resources
A1.

Vision and Purpose Criterion
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e school has a clearly s ated vision and mission (purpose) based on its student needs, current educational
research, current educational research, the district LCAP, and the belie that all students can achieve at high
academic levels. Supported by the governing board and the district LCAP, the school’s purpose is deﬁned further
by schoolwide learner outcomes and the academic s andards.
Antioch Charter Academy developed and re ned the school’s Vision and Mission statements based
on the school’s philosophies within the rst few years o opening. Sta reviews and re ects on our
Vision and Mission statements at the beginning o each school year. Teachers are trained in current
educational research (Montessori, Positive Discipline, Brain-Compatible Learning, HET, etc.) and are
the sole designers o the curriculum. Sta Development days are set aside yearly to discuss ways to
improve the sta ’s understanding o the school’s philosophies, ways to design rigorous curriculum,
and ways to involve students in increasing their level o achievement in School Wide Performance
Goals/Graduate Goals. Our governing board (Charter Council) uses the Vision and Mission
statements as their guiding force in governing our school.
Our Vision and Mission statements are the cornerstone and foundation o our decision-making.
ese statements have the Learner as the center, which meets LCAP re uirements by providing
individualized instruction, small class size, and helps each student achieve their own personal best.
Looking at our test score data, stakeholder surveys, and feedback from alumni, we believe that our
statements and goals are e ective.
We believe it is important for all stakeholders to have input into our Vision & Mission Statements
and our School Wide Performance Goals and Outcomes. Our Family Network periodically has a
parent driven program called “Second Cup o Co ee”. Part o this program is for parent education
and feedback. We also send out surveys to our stakeholders on a fre uent basis.
rough these
meetings, and through the surveys, we receive feedback and stakeholders are given opportunities to
share their opinions on our statements and outcomes.
is year, a er receiving feedback from our stakeholders, we came to realize one o our outcomes, or
graduate goals, was too cumbersome and broad, thus changing it. We feel that our model is e ective
in allowing all stakeholders to feel comfortable and valued in engaging in this process.
Starting in Primary, and all the way through 8th grade, students are taught through a variety o
methods about our statements and outcomes. Students’ report cards re ect students’ growth in the
outcomes. Lifeskills, Lifelong Guidelines, Graduate Goals, and our Vision and Mission statements are
tools used during classroom meetings, con ict resolution, and problem solving. We have many
community members who volunteer at our campus, because they understand the vision we have here,
and support us in that goal.
To make sure our stakeholders understand our commitment, the Outcomes and SWPGs, and Vision
and Mission statements are displayed in each classroom, and are communicated on a continuing basis
to all stakeholders through: our newsletters, Back to School Nights, July Handbook, school website,
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etc.

Findings
Strengths

Supporting Evidence
Evidence

1. e school has established a clear, coherent vision
and mission (purpose) o what students should know
and demonstrate; it is based upon high- uality
standards and is congruent with research, practices,
the student/community pro le data, and a belie
that all students can learn and be college and career
ready.

-Clear, coherent Vision & Mission
Statements-Parent Communication
-Faculty re ects & revisits Vision & Mission
Statements at sta meetings
-Charter Council Minutes
-Implemented in Enrichment programs
-Continuing Education for Sta ; Meetings
& Training presentations
-Small class size
-Surveys
-Test Scores
-Tour Packets
-Faculty meeting minutes
-Back to School Night
-Newsletters
-Mini Showcases
-Handbook
-WASC
-Kindergarten Intake
-Website

2. ere are e ective processes in place to ensure
involvement o all stakeholders in the development
and periodic re nement o the vision, mission, and
schoolwide learner outcomes.
3. Students, parents, and other members o the
school and business community demonstrate
understanding o and commitment to the vision,
mission, the schoolwide learner outcomes, and the
district LCAP.
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-Surveys
-Faculty minutes
-Family Network - 2nd Cup o Co ee
-WASC Process
-Charter Council Minutes
-Newsletters
-Surveys
-Handbook
-Report Cards
-Website
-Displayed throughout school
-Classroom agendas
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-Middle School Career Day, Shark Tank, &
Business Fair
-WASC Process
-Lesson plans
-Classroom meetings
-Community Volunteers

Findings
Growth Areas

Supporting Evidence
Evidence

-Put LCAP report on school website

-not on website

Completely student created map of the world, created by Montessori Primary students.
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A2.

Governance Criterion

e governing board (a) has policies and bylaws that are aligned with the school’s purpose and support the
achievement o the schoolwide learner outcomes and academic, college, and career s andards based on
da a-driven instructional decisions for the school; (b) delegates implemen ation o these policies to the
professional s aﬀ; and (c) monitors results regularly and approves the single schoolwide action plan and its
relationship to the Local Control and Accoun ability Plan.
As the Governing board o Antioch Charter Academy, the Charter Council is responsible for the
operation and scal a airs o the Charter School, as well as ensuring that the mission statement and
philosophies o the school are maintained. Since our last full self-study, our e orts towards ensuring
the alignment o the governance section o the Charter document to the current governance structure
and practices o the school's board have helped stakeholders to better understand the school's mission,
vision, goals & student outcomes, as well as helped establish a long-term knowledge o the board's
purpose and responsibilities that can be passed to sta members and future leaders o the school.
e Charter Council is comprised o ve stakeholders from both our community at large and our
school families. Currently, three seats are lled by community members and two seats are lled by
parent members.
e Charter Council meets on a regular basis, with the meeting schedule posted on
the Antioch Charter School website, the announcement board near the o ce, and in the weekly
school-wide & individual classroom newsletters. All stakeholders are encouraged to attend the
meetings.
Policies surrounding the governing board are detailed in the charter document, within the
Memorandum o Understanding (MOU) with the charter granting agency, and also within our Family
Handbook.
Our charter board has policies and bylaws that are aligned with ACA’s purpose and which support
the achievement o our School Wide Performance Goals and Outcomes.
e sta is the decision
making body for the curriculum and instructional decisions that are made. Monthly reports are
given to the charter council by various sta members to keep them updated on student progress and
the educational program. An annual report is given to the Antioch Uni ed School District’s Board o
Education as the charter granting agency that shows how we are ful lling the M.O.U. and the charter
document.
e designation o duties and responsibilities for professional sta were developed by ACA sta and
are found in the Employee Handbook as well as additional job description addendums. ese have
been viewed and approved by the Charter Council. Board members are selected based on their
interests in maintaining the Vision and Mission o ACA. is process eliminates con icts between
board members and sta because all interested parties are working toward the same outcomes. ese
policies are clearly written and de ned within the Charter Document.
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Parents are part o our Charter Council Board, and Family Network Board representatives attend
the Charter Council meetings. e role o the Charter Council is described in the annual Family
Handbook, which is sent home to families at the beginning o the school year. We seek to continue
to educate the families and parents o our school about the role o the Charter Council by putting
this information in the school newsletter, o ering Second Cup o Co ee (Parent Education), and
displaying Charter Council agendas, meeting times, and minutes.
e school community, including
parents, are encouraged to attend meetings.
Sta members had input in the development o the current Vision and Mission statement o Antioch
Charter Academy. e Charter Council gave the nal review and re nement o these documents.
Sta developed the School Wide Performance Goals (SWPGs) and presented them to the Charter
Council.
ACA has a very powerful con ict resolution procedure which incorporates the respect policy,
Positive Discipline techni ues, and classroom meetings.
e respect policy is included in the Family
Handbook, which parents and students are re uired to sign. Students, parents, and sta who are
experiencing a con ict are encouraged to directly resolve the issue using their Lifeskills. I that
process is unsuccessful, the stakeholder places an item on the appropriate agenda, or sets up a
meeting with the parties who are involved, to voice their concern in a supportive environment. At
this point, i the original parties are still not in agreement, then the process begins to include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Team Members
Level Representatives
Co-Administrator(s)
Charter Council Board

We have found this model highly successful in con ict resolution, for it allows the individuals to feel
empowered and valued. ACA has a Uniform Complaint Procedure in place. Notices for parents on
this procedure and how to use it are located in the Family Handbook.

Findings
Strengths

Supporting Evidence
Evidence

1. e district policies and procedures are clear
regarding the speci c duties and
roles o the governing board and district
administration in their relationship to the school
and sta .
2. ere is clear understanding about the role and
responsibilities o the governing board and the
professional sta .
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-WASC
-Minutes
-Reevaluation and realigning o governance
structure and practices
-Symbiotic relationship between Council and
Sta
-Minutes
-Employee Handbook
-Annual Report
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-Charter Council Meetings
-Collaboration between stakeholders
-Charter Council selection process
-Charter Council made up o variety o
backgrounds, including retired faculty
3. Parents, community members, sta and students -Minutes
are engaged in the governance
-Reports
o the school.
-Charter Council Meetings
-Audits
4. ere is clarity o the evaluation and monitoring -Handbook
directed by the governing board and carried out by -Website
the district administration.
-Faculty Meeting Minutes
-Agendas
-Charter Council Minutes
-Surveys
-Symbiotic relationship with Stakeholders
5. e established governing board/school’s
-Charter Council Meetings
complaint and con ict resolution procedures as
-Parent, Student, Teacher Conferences
they apply to the school’s stakeholders are
-Classroom meetings
e ective.

Intermediate student ‘being there’ experience, gold panning in Columbia, CA.
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A3. Leadership: Empowerment and Continuous Planning and Monitoring
Criterion
Based on student achievement da a, the school leadership, parent/community, and s a make decisions and
initiate activities that focus on all students achieving the schoolwide learner outcomes and academic, college,
and career s andards. e school leadership and s a annually monitor and reﬁne the single schoolwide action
plan and make recommendations to modify the LCAP based on analysis o da a to ensure alignment with
student needs.
e school’s teachers, as a whole meet on a bi-monthly basis. ese meetings can include reviews and
discussions o the school’s state testing data, as well as RtI and SPED data. e school’s teachers, as a
level, meet weekly to review student data collected from the previous week’s work and observation.
e level then plans appropriately for all students, taking into account the individual needs o the
students.
e school also has a math committee that meets during the year to review the math
program.
at committee is currently working on developing a tracking and monitoring system for
the 3rd and 4th grade transition.
e committee also implemented an a er school math program for
the 2016-2017 school year. Levels and teachers will also hold parent meetings to discuss the progress
o individual students. Six times a year, a meeting is held in the morning, Second Cup o Co ee,
inviting parents to come and hear about programs and updates to the school.
e school has created 13 Graduate Goals for all students o the school.
e 13 Graduate Goals were
created by the stakeholders.
ey were created to focus on the student, and incorporate the vision
and the mission o the school as a whole.
e di erent grade levels have created rubrics appropriate
to each grouping, K-3, 4-6, and 7-8.
e rubrics include examples o evidence to show that a student
is showing growth in the 13 di erent goals.
ese graduate goals are kept in mind when the sta
reviews it’s CANs, and when the sta writes the LCAP.
e school uses a consensus based model for decision making, in a at model o governance.
e
school sta uses a website for sta meeting agendas and minutes. All sta members take turns in the
facilitation o sta meetings and the taking o minutes.
ese documents are available for all sta
members to review and add to. All programs that are implemented in the school for the students are
rst brought to all sta at a meeting. All sta have the ability to place items on the meeting agenda
for discussion. All sta members have the ability to vote at sta meetings about action items on the
agenda. I any sta member has a uestion or concern with an action item, the item is then discussed
even further, and may be placed as the responsibility o a committee to help further explain, review,
and alter the action item.
e sta also brings action items back to the sta via the agenda, to
discuss and update sta on the progress o that action item.
e sta and co-ad team all participate
in a self-re ection/goal setting process at the beginning o each year. e process includes a rubric o
areas o self-re ection, as well as scheduling observations o the sta throughout the year.
e school sta are able to use the sta meeting agenda to have an opportunity to bring any type o
issue to the sta . Sta members are able to use the bi-monthly meetings to communicate and resolve
any issues.
e sta members are also able to form subcommittees for the purpose o further
exploring an issue and searching for resolution. ese subcommittees then report back to the sta as
a whole for further discussion and resolution.
e school has created a joint planning time once a
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week for sta members.
is time can be utilized for level planning, cross-level meeting and
planning, and whole school meeting and planning. Sta members can also communicate via email, or
in person, to a co-ad member or a Charter Council member. Sta members have the ability to
directly contact any member o the sta for discussion or to resolve an issue. Co-ad members are also
made available at the re uest o a sta member to assist in meetings, trainings, discussions, and
problem resolution.

Findings
Strengths

Supporting Evidence
Evidence

1. e school’s broad-based, collaborative planning
process is a continuous improvement cycle that a)
assesses data to determine student needs, b)
collaboratively determines and implements
strategies and actions and c) monitors results.

-Meeting minutes
-Combined Planning Time
-Built in weekly planning time
-Built in monthly conference time

2. e school’s plan for student achievement is
directly correlated to and driven by the analysis o
student achievement data.
3. e school leadership and sta demonstrate
shared decision-making, responsibility, and
self-re ection on actions and accountability for
implementing practices and programs that support
student learning.

-Surveys and Rubrics
-Stakeholders have input in goals

4. e school has e ective existing structures for
internal communication, planning, and resolving
di erences.

Findings
Growth Areas

-Wiki and Meeting Minutes
-Sta Committees
-Strive for consensus
-Use o technology for communication and
connection.
-Processes for consensus decision making
-Sta Agenda, Wiki
-Sta Development Days
-Regularly scheduled meetings
-Weekly planning time
-Monthly minimum days for additional
meetings

Supporting Evidence
Evidence

1. Communicating student progress not clear for
all parents, (new parents).

-Parent Surveys
-Stakeholder discussions

2. Include clearer academic language in Graduate
Goals.

-Stakeholder discussions
-Graduate Goal language was revisited, with
the addition o one new goal
-Administrator discussions.

3. School email accounts for all sta exist, but can’t
be accessed.
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A4.

Sta :

uali ed and Professional Development Criterion

A qualiﬁed s a acili ates achievement o the student academic s andards and the schoolwide learner outcomes
through a system o preparation, induction, and ongoing professional developmen . ere is a systematic
approach to continuous improvement through professional development based on student performance da a,
student needs, and research.
e school has a three-interview hiring process.
e rst interview is a way to get to know the
applicant, the second interview informs the applicant about the school, and the third interview
allows the applicant to demonstrate a lesson. All sta members are invited to attend all the
interviews.
e members o the existing level the applicant is applying for are usually in attendance
at all three interviews.
e third interview is usually attended by members from the other levels. All
applicants to the school are asked to give references that can be veri ed and contacted.
ese
references are contacted by the hiring team or human resources. All applicants meet state standards
for re uirements o teaching such as proper credentials, education, and background
check/ ngerprinting.
e school works in conjunction with the local school district, Antioch Uni ed School District
(AUSD), to provide support to the newly-credentialed, beginning teachers.
e AUSD provides the
AUSD Teacher Induction Program (ATIP). ATIP ful lls the state re uirements o the California
Clear Multiple and Single Subject Credentials, as well as the Clear Education Specialist Credential.
e program provides job-embedded professional development experience combined with
individualized support. Each new teacher is paired with a trained, experienced teacher from the
school who serves as a support provider and assists the teachers in completing the formative
assessment process. All teachers at the school are part o a teaching team. New teachers are trained
and supported by their team members throughout the day and school year. Teams schedule time to
meet and work during their joint prep time, or at other times.
All school policies, charts, handbooks, operational practices, and procedures, are posted on the Wiki.
All sta members have a login and access to the school Wiki page. During sta meetings and
trainings, items from the Wiki page may be displayed on a screen, or printed out as a hard copy for
sta members to look at. All sta meetings and trainings have a minute taker. at minute taker is
responsible for placing the minutes on the school wiki page.
e page is available for any sta
members who were not in attendance to review what was discussed and decided upon.
e co-ad
team also takes minutes o its meetings, and makes those available to the whole sta by posting them
on the wiki page. When the co-ad team meets, any discussions that are had and decisions that are
made, are then taken to the whole sta at a monthly sta meeting. All sta members have the
opportunity to ask uestions about and vote on topics brought by co-ad team members.
e school calendar includes three sta development days each year. All sta members are invited
and expected to participate in these sta -development days.
e sta development days not only
include discussion and action items on the agenda, but also training and information about school
philosophies, programs, and conference material.
e school pays for trainings o teachers either at
the school site, or at another facility.
ese trainings can be on school philosophies or on programs
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that the school has implemented.
e school sta can also bring re uests for trainings to the sta as
a whole.
e sta can vote to allow school funds to be used to pay for a teacher training or
conference. I the school funds are approved, the attending teachers will bring back the information
from the training and share out to the whole sta how they plan to use what they have learned. In
some cases, that teacher will also train the whole sta on what they have learned so that the whole
sta can now implement that program with their students.
e school has sta members who are also part o the Co-Administrative team.
e Co-Ad team is
available for teacher observation and evaluation. e school’s teachers participate in a self-evaluation
each year, as well as meet with Co-Ads to review their observations and re ections. e Co-Ad team
is also available to meet with teachers throughout the year to discuss any issues or concerns.
e
school has a Charter Council that governs and supports the teaching sta .
e Charter Council
meets once a month to review, discuss, and vote on school/teacher related items.

Findings
Strengths

Supporting Evidence
Evidence

1. e school has procedures to ensure that sta
members are uali ed based on sta
background, training, and preparation.

-Job descriptions posted (Wiki)
-Hiring process de ned documents
- ree step interview process
-Credential checks
-Reference checks
-Fingerprinting
-Teachers assigned to classes in area o expertise
(Credentials)
-Hiring process de ned and reviewed by sta
(SDD minutes)
-Audit results
- ere are clear employment policies/practices
related to uali cation/statutory re uirements
o sta .
-ACA has procedure in place to ensure that sta
members are uali ed based on sta
background, training, and preparation.
-All sta members are part o the hiring process
-Hiring process is a multiple step process
2. e school has a process to assign sta
-School Board Meetings
members and provide appropriate orientation
-New Teacher Meetings/Trainings
for all assignments, including online instruction -Onsite ATIP mentor available to new teachers
and focused programs, to maximize the expertise
-ATIP included in our district
o the sta members in relation to impact on
uality student learning.
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3. e school implements a clear system to
communicate administrator and faculty written
policies, charts, and handbooks that de ne
responsibilities, operational practices,
decision-making processes, and relationships o
leadership and sta .

4. e school e ectively supports professional
development/learning with time, personnel,
material, and scal resources to facilitate all
students achieving the academic, college-and
career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide
learner outcomes.

5. e school implements e ective supervision
and evaluation procedures in order to promote
professional growth o sta .
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-Procedure for sta issues (contract, employee
handbook)
-PBworks site for sta
-Co-Ad responsibilities document
-Meeting minutes
-ACA has clear administrative and faculty
written policies, and handbooks that de ne
responsibilities, operational practices, decision
making processes, and relationships o
leadership and sta
-All handbooks and policies are made available
to all sta members
-School Calendar
-Sta Development Days
-Conferences/Trainings
-Scheduled sta trainings o all school
philosophies and combined faculty meetings.
- Charter School Conference attendance
- Montessori Conference
-Sta agendas and minutes
-Presentations by attendees to sta
-Individual research
-Sta development agendas created by sta
members
-ACA’s leadership and sta are involved in
ongoing research and professional development
that focuses on identi ed student learning
needs.
-ACA e ectively supports professional
development with time, personnel, material, and
scal resources.
- ere are e ective operating processes that
determine the measurable e ect o professional
development on student performance.
-Observations
-Employee le
-Sta self-re ections
-Team mentoring
-Co-Ad members are also teachers
-Annual teacher goals evaluation rubrics
-Teacher support
Antioch Charter Academy
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Findings
Growth Areas

Supporting Evidence
Evidence

-Hire more substitutes
-Attract more applicants
-More time available for new team member to
meet with team to focus on training, not just
planning.
-Schedule reviews o these (Handbook, etc)
documents for sta

-Edjoin
-Parent newsletters
-faculty discussions

-More collaboration time committed to sta
expectations o Common Core State Standards
-Explore new research to enhance student
achievement, attend new trainings
-Formalize observation opportunities, add more
peer observations or focused observations

-Expedition Learning Camp in Spring 2018
-Faculty meeting minutes

-Meeting minutes

-Observation schedule, documentation/notes
-Faculty meeting minutes

Middle School Spaghetti Night. Informational night and fundraiser for Shepherds Gate Woman’s
Shelter. Students raised awareness and over $700 for the organization.
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A5.

Resources Criterion

e human, material, physical, and ﬁnancial resources are suﬃcient and utilized eﬀectively and appropriately
in accordance with the legal intent o the program(s) and LCAP to support students in accomplishing the
academic s andards, the college- and career-readiness s andards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
Financial resources are allocated su ciently at ACA and funds are utilized e ectively. Small
classrooms and small school size are two o the school's primary strategies for achieving the School
Wide Performance Goals and Outcomes. Resource allocation decisions are driven by these
overarching school structures and are directly correlated to the actions and services outlined in the
school's LCAP.
e school maintains a 21:1 student to teacher ratio in all grade levels (kindergarten
through eighth grade), along with an instructional assistant for each team o teachers. e objectives
include increased attendance rates, decreased dropout rates, better grades, more extra activity
participation and fewer behavior problems. We rmly believe that smaller class size leads to greater
student achievement and helps foster a lifelong love o learning.
e school employs a nancial director to set an annual school budget and to ensure that nancial
resources are su cient to sustain its educational program. Purchases are processed and approved
through the nancial director, the sta , and the charter council board.
e nancial director and
faculty meet to review the school budget as needed, and factors that may a ect the operating budget
are discussed (e.g. sta ng, classroom materials, capital improvements).
Classroom budgets are assigned. Each classroom teacher (Primary/Elementary-5, Intermediate-3,
Middle School-2) and our Enrichment Program teachers-Art (2), Music, Personal Safety, and PE are
provided appropriate funds to purchase classroom materials. Team teachers use their classroom
budgets to purchase curriculum and materials speci cally for their students. Needs are assessed and
prioritized by the team o teachers, and students are given opportunities to discuss what they would
like to learn or have available to them in the classroom.
e Family Network also provides fundraising opportunities to earn funds for the school to be used
for designated expenditures rough sta meetings and partner teacher meetings, ideas are discussed
and strategies are designed to e ectively use new materials brought into the classroom. Materials
may be shared between classroom levels.
Annual Audits are conducted in accordance with applicable provisions o the California Code o
Regulations, with scope and responsibilities described in the audit engagement letter and the school's
charter document (Element 9 - Annual Independent Financial Audits).
e school's facilities are safe, functional, well-maintained, and ade uately meet the students' learning
needs and support the educational program. Additional portable classrooms were installed in the
summers o 2014 & 2016 for the Response to Intervention (RtI) and Special Education programs.
Internet services were upgraded for CAASPP testing purposes, and the school has been awarded
Energy E ciency funds to improve interior classroom lighting, heating / air conditioning and
climate controls. Fire drills are conducted monthly, central re alarms and re extinguishers are
tested annually, and shelter in place drills are conducted during the annual Great California Shakeout
as part o the Site Safety Plan. Deferred Maintenance plans are also in place to ensure facilities meet
uality standards.
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Resources are available to hire and develop well- uali ed sta .
e teacher salary schedule was
augmented by $1,000 to $3,000 for beginning teachers to attract and retain new teaching sta . New
teachers are trained in core school philosophies (e.g. Montessori, Highly E ective Teaching, Positive
Discipline) and many have been trained in the Lindamood-Bell programs 'Seeing Stars', "Visualizing /
Verbalizing' and 'On Cloud Nine Math' utilized at the school. Sta regularly attends the annual
Charter Schools Development Center Leadership Conference and annual American Montessori
Society Conference.
e school regularly aligns the Local Control Accountability Plan (LCAP) with long-term resource
decisions to ensure students' learning needs and the School Wide Performance Goals and Outcomes
are met. Stakeholder input is gathered through teacher meetings, with families at Parent Network
meetings, through Parent Education Program (PEP) meetings, Second Cup o Co ee parent meetings,
and at monthly governing board meetings (Charter Council). Multiple sta meetings over the course
o the year include training on what LCAP is and the speci c LCAP goals for student achievement,
discussion about how to measure the progress towards the goals, and discussion about ways to revise
the LCAP goals and actions each year. Teachers also conduct informal and formal surveys o students
in the classroom, both in writing and through classroom meeting discussions throughout the school
year, and surveys about the school's outcomes and graduate goals are sent to each family during the
summer.
Stakeholder input indicated a clear desire to maintain small class sizes within a small school setting,
thus long-term resource decisions revolve around these two key components o our school's
educational philosophies and structures. Our program re uires 2.29 FTE additional teaching
positions in grades K-8 versus the current student to teacher ratio in our surrounding District. We
spend approximately $200,000 more in grades K-8 each year compared to our surrounding District in
order to reduce class sizes and provide individualized instruction in all grades. A portion o K-3
additional spending is covered by the K-3 Class Size Reduction (CSR) funding received from the
state (approximately 68%), however we do not receive any funding from the state for reduced class
sizes in grades 4 –8. We spend approximately $110,000 on 1.23 FTE certi cated teaching sta in
order to reduce class size in the intermediate and middle school classrooms and to provide
individualized instruction in these grade levels.
Individualized instruction is another key component o our educational program, and one o our
goals is to create classroom settings that address individual needs with regard to academics,
emotional and physical structure, and time management. Our small school size (K-8 o around 200
students) and small classrooms (twenty-one-to-one student to teacher ratio in each classroom)
enables teachers to check for understanding uickly and easily while more closely engaging and
monitoring students. We believe this long range plan and allocation o resources helps ensure all
students achieve the critical student learning needs, the goals o the LCAP, the academic standards
and the School Wide Performance Goals and Outcomes.
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Findings
Strengths

Supporting Evidence
Evidence

1. ere is a relationship between the decisions
about resource allocations, the school’s vision,
mission, the schoolwide learner outcomes, the
critical student learning needs, the district’s LCAP
and the Single Plan for Student Achievement
(SPSA), the academic standards, and the collegeand career-readiness standards. e school
leadership and sta are involved in the resource
allocation decisions.

- School Diagram 'Strategies & Structures' Small School and Small Class Size
- Instructional Assistants in each classroom
- RtI Aides / Lindamood-Bell Program
- Enrichment Program (Art, Music, Personal
Safety, PE)
- Schedule o Instructional Minutes
- School Calendar - 175 Days o Instruction; 6
weeks on, 1 week o
- Salary schedules
- Money allocated to classrooms yearly for
materials (Instructional Supplies Budget)
- Parent volunteer resources – elective classes
- Budget reviewed o en, sta makes decisions
about how it will be spent.
- Charter Document 'Annual Independent
Financial Audits' (Element 9) - description o
budgeting process and audit re uirements (see
also "Budgeting and Direct Funding'
Miscellaneous Charter provisions).
- 3 Year budget reports (reviewed by
stakeholders at each reporting period)
- Audit Reports and Audit Engagement
letters
- Policy and Procedures binder, including
Banking, Purchasing and Accounts Payable
procedures
- Contract with Business Service provider
(Delta Managed Solutions)
- Additional portable classrooms (Summer
2014 & 2016) for RtI and Special Education
program
- Internet Access upgrades for CAASPP
testing
- Prop 39 Energy E ciency Grant awards
- Deferred Maintenance Plans
- Site Safety Plans
- Monthly Fire Drills
- Annual Fire Extinguisher and Alarm
inspections
- Annual Shelter In Place drill ( e Great

2. ere are processes operating in relationship to
district practices for developing an annual budget,
conducting an annual audit, and at all times
conducting uality business and accounting
practices.

3. e school’s facilities are ade uate to meet the
students’ learning needs, support the educational
program (i.e., accomplish the vision, mission, and
the schoolwide learner outcomes) and are safe,
functional, and well-maintained.
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4. e policies and procedures for ac uiring and
maintaining ade uate instructional materials and
e uipment, such as textbooks, other printed
materials, audio-visual, support technology,
manipulatives, and laboratory materials are
e ective.

California Shakeout)
- Money allocated to classrooms yearly for
materials (Instructional Supplies Budget)
- Rotating Instructional Supplies allocation
decided annually by sta
- Purchasing Procedures document
-Sta agendas and minutes

5. Resources are available to enable the hiring,
nurturing, and ongoing professional development
o a well- uali ed sta for all programs such as
online instruction and college and career.

-Montessori training in the summer for all
interested sta members
-Middle school teachers sent to Project Zero
Classroom
-Intermediate teachers sent to Highly
E ective Teaching seminar
-Charter School Development Center Annual
Conference attendance
-Montessori Conference attendance
- Lindamood-Bell training and consulting

6. e district and school’s processes for regularly
and e ectively aligning the Local Control
Accountability Plan (LCAP) with site resource
decisions ensures the continual availability and
coordination o appropriate funds to support
students’ achievement o the critical student
learning needs, the academic standards, collegeand career-readiness standards, and the
schoolwide learner outcomes.

- LCAP document
- Charter Document "Charter School Goals,
Actions and Measurable Outcomes Aligned
with the Eight State Priorities'
- Budget documents
- Sta agendas and minutes
- Charter Council agendas and minutes
- Parent Network meeting agendas and
minutes
- Parent Education Program (PEP) meetings,
2nd Cup o Co ee meetings, archived videos
- Weekly newsletter
- Parent Surveys
- Graduate Student Surveys
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A6.

Resources Criterion [Charter Schools only]

e governing authority and the school leadership execute responsible resource planning for the future. e
school has developed policies, procedures, and internal controls for managing the ﬁnancial operations that meet
s ate laws, generally accepted practices, and ethical s andards. e school is ﬁscally solvent and uses sound and
ethical accounting practices (budgeting/monitoring, internal controls, audits, ﬁscal health, and reporting).
e charter school's governing authority, or Charter Council, has ultimate responsibility for ensuring
the school remains scally solvent with ade uate reserves, that audits are prepared and submitted on
an annual basis, and that nancial operations o the school remain transparent, legal and accurate.
e Charter Council and school leadership oversee a three-year Financial Plan to ensure our school
will be a long-term scally and operationally sound educational organization.
e plan addresses
critical success factors in the areas o sta ng, enrollment projections, budgeting, cash ow, and audit
re uirements.
e plan is reviewed by the school’s nancial director, faculty, Charter Council, and
charter authorizing agency throughout the budget reporting process. Preliminary budgets are
prepared in May and are updated during the 1st and 2nd interim reporting periods to adjust
assumptions regarding projected revenues and expenditures. A nal unaudited budget report is
prepared in September, and an independent scal audit o the school’s books and records is
conducted annually.
Resource allocation decisions are directly related to the school's purpose and the critical academic
needs o the students. Teachers, students, and parents are integral in identifying needs and help make
decisions regarding the allocation o resources toward these needs.
e school's facility was
constructed in 2007 to meet the needs o the entire program, therefore the planning for long-range
capital needs centers around technology and e uipment. Small classrooms and small school size are
two o the school's primary strategies for achieving the school-wide learner outcomes (SWPGs). e
school maintains a 21:1 student to teacher ratio in all grade levels (kindergarten through eighth grade),
along with an instructional assistant for each team o teachers, and rmly believes that smaller class
size leads to greater student achievement. e school has a 175-day school year that exceeds minimum
pupil instructional minutes, and believes students need more time, not less, to become self-motivated,
competent, lifelong learners.
Policies, procedures and internal controls have been developed to manage the nancial operations o
the school, and the school’s books and records are kept in accordance with generally accepted
accounting procedures as re uired by applicable law. Prior to becoming an independent charter
school we contracted with our sponsoring district for business services, thus most district policies
and procedures were in e ect for the school. e school developed its own policies and procedures as
needs were identi ed or when district policy wasn’t re ective o school practice or culture.
Additional procedures and internal controls have been developed due to the change to an
independent charter school status (i.e. purchasing and accounts payable procedures).
e school
currently contracts with an external business service provider, Delta Managed Solutions (DMS), for
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administrative support services including budget reporting, payroll, attendance accounting, and
accounts payable.
Key personnel, including the nancial director, operations manager and o ce assistants, have
responsibility for compliance with the scal policies and procedures o the school.
e nancial
director and human resource manager, along with the school's business service provider, have a shared
responsibility for maintaining and monitoring payroll information. Employee credentials and
certi cations are reviewed by the human resource manager for salary placement purposes upon initial
hiring. Payroll register reports are prepared and reviewed monthly, and employee certi cation and
sick leave balance reports are veri ed on a uarterly basis.
e school has clean audit reports for every year o operation, and audits are conducted in accordance
with applicable provisions o the California Code o Regulations. e scope and responsibilities
related to the independent nancial audit are described in the annual audit engagement letter and
the school's charter document (Element 9 - Annual Independent Financial Audits).
e school
prepares and submits all re uired scal reports to our charter granting agency per state law and the
terms o the school’s charter. Copies o the auditor's ndings are sent to the District and County
Superintendent o Schools, the State Controller, and to the California Department o Education by
December 15th each year.
Processes are in place to ensure the proper handling o institutional funds. Funds are maintained at a
federally insured commercial bank and are deposited in non-speculative accounts. Bank accounts are
reviewed and reconciled monthly by the nancial director and business service provider. e school's
governing board, as outlined in the charter document (Element 4, paragraph C - Charter Council
Duties), is responsible for the approval and monitoring o scal policies, check signing and credit
card authorizations, and contractual agreements.
e school has been scally solvent in all years o operation and the nancial plan projects a positive
ending balance through the period ending June 30, 2020. Reserve funds have been critical in
maintaining the nancial stability o the school during recent uncertain economic conditions in
California.
e substantial reserve fund enables the program to operate at current funding levels
without making cuts to educational uality.
e school has not cut employee salaries nor eliminated
any sta in any year o operation, and employee compensation is comparable to that o the
surrounding school district.
e school has a healthy waiting list o students interested in enrolling,
and marketing e orts have led to a more diverse student population that has become more re ective
o the surrounding community.
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Findings

Supporting Evidence

Strengths

Evidence

1. e school regularly involves stakeholders in the
review o its long-range plan/capital needs (and
other resources) in relation to the school’s vision,
mission, and schoolwide learner outcomes.
Decisions about resource allocation are directly
related to the school’s vision, mission, and
schoolwide learner outcomes.

- Charter Council meeting minutes and
agendas
- Faculty meeting minutes and agendas
- Co-Ad meeting minutes and agendas
- Parent Network meeting minutes and
agendas
- Classroom meeting minutes and agendas
- Decision Making Model diagram
- School Diagram 'Strategies & Structures' Small School and Small Class Size
- LCAP documents
- Instructional Assistants in each classroom
- RtI Aides / Lindamood-Bell Program
- Enrichment Program (Art, Music, Personal
Safety, PE)
- Money allocated to classrooms yearly for
materials (Instructional Supplies Budget)
- Parent volunteer resources – elective classes

2. e school has written policy that de nes
internal controls, contracts, regular accounting,
and external audit procedures.

- Charter Document 'Annual Independent
Financial Audits' (Element 9) - description o
budgeting process and audit re uirements (see
also "Budgeting and Direct Funding'
Miscellaneous Charter provisions).
- 3 Year budget reports (reviewed by
stakeholders at each reporting period)
- Audit Reports and Audit Engagement
letters
- Policy and Procedures binder, including
Banking, Purchasing and Accounts Payable
procedures
- Contract with Business Service provider
(Delta Managed Solutions)
- Corporate Bylaws
-Con ict o Interest policy

3. e school employs accountability measures to
ensure that personnel follow scal policies and
procedures.

- Contract with Business Service provider
(Delta Managed Solutions)
- Separation o duties (banking deposits,
account reconciliations, cash receipts)
- Dual signature re uirements for checks
(Parent Network)
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4. e school develops and monitors its annual
budgeting process to ensure transparency and
stakeholder involvement.

5. e school governing body provides ade uate
compensation to faculty, administrators, and sta ;
ade uate sta ng for the school’s program; and
reasonable accumulation o reserves.

6. e school has marketing strategies to support
the implementation o the developmental
program, including research and information to
help develop future planning.
7. e governing authorities and school leaders
inform the public and appropriate governmental
authorities about the nancial needs o the
organization.
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Annual audit - internal control uestionnaire
- Charter Document 'Annual Independent
Financial Audits' (Element 9) - description o
budgeting process and audit re uirements (see
also "Budgeting and Direct Funding'
Miscellaneous Charter provisions).
- LCAP documents
- Faculty meeting minutes and agendas
- Co-Ad meeting minutes and agendas
- Charter Council meeting minutes and
agendas
- Parent Network meeting minutes and
agendas
- Classroom meeting minutes and agendas
- Decision Making Model diagram
- Salary Schedules
- Comprehensive Bene ts packages (medical,
dental, vision, retirement, etc.)
- School Diagram 'Strategies & Structures' Small School and Small Class Size (sta ng
21:1)
- Instructional Assistants in each classroom
- RtI Aides
- Enrichment Program (Art, Music, Personal
Safety, PE)
- Strong Cash Reserves for economic
uncertainty
- Financial Statements and Budget Reports
- Audit Reports
- Charter Document - 'Student Recruitment
& Outreach E orts'
- School Brochures
- School website
- Annual Audit reports submitted to District,
County, CDE, & State Controller
- Budget Reports & Narratives
- Educator E ectiveness Grant Summaries
- LCAP's
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Category A. Organization: Vision and Purpose, Governance, Leadership, Sta , and
Resources:
Summary, Strengths, and Growth Needs
Antioch Charter Academy has a clear vision and mission.
e school also has clearly de ned School
Wide Performance Goals (learner outcomes).
ese outcomes are also referred to as our Graduate
Goals.
e students and parents are seen as valuable stakeholders. e school has created many ways
for parents to receive information, training, and support during the school year.
e school has a
governing board, the Charter Council, that is comprised o stakeholders who are community
members and parents o the school.
e sta has a working understanding o the Charter Council,
and several sta members attend the Charter Council meetings on a regular basis. e meetings are
open to all students and parents as well.
e sta members at the school have regularly scheduled
meetings during each month o the school year. ese meetings are facilitated by sta members.
e school is also supportive o the sta members receiving training and professional development.
School funds are available for sta members to attend trainings and conferences.
ese sta
members also report back and teach other sta members the valuable skills they have ac uired at
those trainings.
e school’s administration team is made up o current sta members at the school.
e Co-administrators meet each month and report back to sta at faculty meetings.
All sta members are part o the hiring process at the school.
e hiring process is multi-step, and
professional development is o ered to new sta members.
e budget and spending procedures are
made available to all sta members. Sta members have the opportunity to ac uire materials for
their students using the school’s nances. e processes we have in place will allow us to pursue the
resources we need to address our Critical Areas o Need. We plan on discussing at future faculty
meetings ways to make the time to focus on each Critical Area o Need.

Section A: Strengths- Not Prioritized
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

e school has established a clear, coherent vision and mission (purpose) o what students
should know and demonstrate; it is based upon high- uality standards and is congruent with
research, practices, the student/community pro le data, and a belie that all students can
learn and be college and career ready.
ere are e ective processes in place to ensure involvement o all stakeholders in the
development and periodic re nement o the vision, mission, and schoolwide learner
outcomes.
Students, parents, and other members o the school and business community demonstrate
understanding o and commitment to the vision, mission, the schoolwide learner outcomes,
and the district LCAP.
e district policies and procedures are clear regarding the speci c duties and roles o the
governing board and district administration in their relationship to the school and sta .
ere is clear understanding about the role and responsibilities o the governing board and
the professional sta .
Parents, community members, sta and students are engaged in the governance o the school.
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

ere is clarity o the evaluation and monitoring directed by the governing board and carried
out by the district administration.
e established governing board/school’s complaint and con ict resolution procedures as they
apply to the school’s stakeholders are e ective.
e school’s broad-based, collaborative planning process is a continuous improvement cycle
that a) assesses data to determine student needs, b) collaboratively determines and
implements strategies and actions and c) monitors results.
e school’s plan for student achievement is directly correlated to and driven by the analysis
o student achievement data.
e school leadership and sta demonstrate shared decision-making, responsibility, and
self-re ection on actions and accountability for implementing practices and programs that
support student learning.
e school has e ective existing structures for internal communication, planning, and
resolving di erences.
e school has procedures to ensure that sta members are uali ed based on sta
background, training, and preparation.
e school has a process to assign sta members and provide appropriate orientation for all
assignments, including online instruction and focused programs, to maximize the expertise o
the sta members in relation to impact on uality student learning.
e school implements a clear system to communicate administrator and faculty written
policies, charts, and handbooks that de ne responsibilities, operational practices,
decision-making processes, and relationships o leadership and sta .
e school e ectively supports professional development/learning with time, personnel,
material, and scal resources to facilitate all students achieving the academic, college-and
career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
e school implements e ective supervision and evaluation procedures in order to promote
professional growth o sta .
ere is a relationship between the decisions about resource allocations, the school’s vision,
mission, the schoolwide learner outcomes, the critical student learning needs, the district’s
LCAP and the Single Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA), the academic standards, and the
college- and career-readiness standards. e school leadership and sta are involved in the
resource allocation decisions.
ere are processes operating in relationship to district practices for developing an annual
budget, conducting an annual audit, and at all times conducting uality business and
accounting practices.
e school’s facilities are ade uate to meet the students’ learning needs, support the
educational program (i.e., accomplish the vision, mission, and the schoolwide learner
outcomes) and are safe, functional, and well-maintained.
e policies and procedures for ac uiring and maintaining ade uate instructional materials
and e uipment, such as textbooks, other printed materials, audio-visual, support technology,
manipulatives, and laboratory materials are e ective.
Resources are available to enable the hiring, nurturing, and ongoing professional development
o a well- uali ed sta for all programs such as online instruction and college and career.
e district and school’s processes for regularly and e ectively aligning the Local Control
Accountability Plan (LCAP) with site resource decisions ensures the continual availability
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24.

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

and coordination o appropriate funds to support students’ achievement o the critical
student learning needs, the academic standards, college- and career-readiness standards, and
the schoolwide learner outcomes.
e school regularly involves stakeholders in the review o its long-range plan/capital needs
(and other resources) in relation to the school’s vision, mission, and schoolwide learner
outcomes. Decisions about resource allocation are directly related to the school’s vision,
mission, and schoolwide learner outcomes.
e school has written policy that de nes internal controls, contracts, regular accounting,
and external audit procedures.
e school employs accountability measures to ensure that personnel follow scal policies and
procedures.
e school develops and monitors its annual budgeting process to ensure transparency and
stakeholder involvement.
e school governing body provides ade uate compensation to faculty, administrators, and
sta ; ade uate sta ng for the school’s program; and reasonable accumulation o reserves.
e school has marketing strategies to support the implementation o the developmental
program, including research and information to help develop future planning.
e governing authorities and school leaders inform the public and appropriate governmental
authorities about the nancial needs o the organization.

Section A: Growth-Prioritized
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

More collaboration time committed to sta expectations o Common Core State Standards.
Put LCAP report on school website.
Communicating student progress not clear for all parents, (new parents).
Include clearer academic language in Graduate Goals.
Explore new research to enhance student achievement, attend new trainings.
Formalize observation opportunities, add more peer observations or focused observations for
sta .
Hire more substitutes and attract more applicants.
More time available for new team member to meet with team to focus on training, not just
planning.
School email accounts for all sta exist, but can’t be accessed.
Schedule reviews o these (Handbook, etc) documents for sta .
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Category B: Standards-based Student Learning: Curriculum
B1. Rigorous and Relevant Standards-Based Curriculum Criterion
All students participate in a rigorous, relevan , and coherent s andards-based curriculum that supports
the achievement o the academic s andards, the college- and career-readiness s andards, and the
schoolwide learner outcomes, through s andards-based learning.
e Antioch Charter Academy strives to implement rigorous, relevant, and coherent standards based
curriculums at all levels. Teachers are; continuously trained in current educational research based
instructional methods, evaluated on a yearly/biyearly basis through observations, and are given time
to collaborate with their peers. Students are taught both the Common Core State Standards and the
ACA Graduate Goals (SWPGs) through a cohesively developed standards-aligned curriculum. e
Standards and Goals are used in all subject areas: Math, ELA, Social Studies, Science, and our
Enrichment program. College and Career readiness standards are re ected in our ACA Graduate
Goals.
Curriculum is driven by the School Wide Performance Goals and Outcomes for 8th grade, student
interest, teacher interest, and Common Core State Standards. Curriculum content is a medium used
to allow all students to achieve the School Wide Performance Goals. Curriculum is reviewed on a
continual basis through team meetings, sta collaboration, and student feedback. e process o
reviewing curriculum is adjusted based on e ectiveness and the needs o stakeholders.
e primary curriculum used by students in the Primary and Elementary classrooms at ACA is
Montessori. Montessori curriculum is directly aligned with State Standards and our ACA Graduate
Goals. Some curriculum used: Handwriting Without Tears, Scholastic Magazines, Engage NY,
Lindamood Bell, Bad Wol Press, and S.M.I.L.E. Montessori philosophies establish the foundation for
our students to meet our rigorous 8th Grade Graduate Goals.
In the Intermediate Program all students participate in a three-year cycle o instruction based on the
Common Core State Standards.
e curriculum is integrated into all subject areas as much as
possible to give meaning to the curriculum.
e elements o Brain Compatible Learning, Highly
E ective Teaching (HET), and Multiple Intelligences are implemented throughout the curriculum.
Some o the curriculums used are: Zaner-Bloser, Junior Great Books, CMP, Pearson, Write Source/Six
Plus 1 Traits, MobyMax, National Novel Writing (NanoWrimo), and Khan Academy.
In the Middle School Program all students participate in a two-year, project-based learning program
derived from the Common Core State Standards using the curriculum structure o Teaching for
Understanding and Highly E ective Teaching. Students produce multimedia presentations on
subject choices within a theme that are developmentally appropriate and interesting. Middle School
teachers incorporate elements o Brain Compatible Learning, and Highly E ective Teaching when
writing and choosing curriculum.
e elements and structures o Multiple Intelligences, Brain
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Compatible Learning, Highly E ective Teaching (HET), and Teaching for Understanding are
strongly correlated with the Montessori philosophy. Some o the curriculum used: CPM, MobyMax,
CommonLit, Digital Library, and Duolingo.
All students participate in a weekly Enrichment Program.
is program is also referred to as
Wonderful Wednesday. At the beginning o the school year, during sta development meetings,
classroom teachers share with the Enrichment teachers the main themes/subjects which will be
covered over the course o the school year.
en, with Standards, Graduate Goals, and Lifeskills in
mind, Enrichment teachers strive to integrate the themes into the subjects they are teaching.
e Antioch Charter Academy values “being there” experiences for all grade levels. Sta members
actively look for ways to include “being there” experiences into the student's’ education.
ese
experiences include professional guest speakers and performances, as well as o campus study trips.
Students are exposed several times a year to a variety o enrichment experiences, where they can learn
and interact with experts.
ACA alumni and their parents, provide feedback through surveys.
e surveys show that upon
graduating ACA, the alumni are prepared for high school and college. Each year, our Family
Network o ers a scholarship to an ACA alumni graduating from high school. Part o the application
process includes a letter stating how our school has impacted that student’s life.
ese letters are
evidence that the Graduate Goals, teaching methods, and school environment continues to hold
relevance to our graduates.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Strengths

Evidence

1. e school uses current educational research
to maintain a viable, meaningful instructional
program that prepares students for college,
career, and life.

-SWPGs and Graduate Goals
-Montessori Curriculum
-Multiple Intelligence Curriculum
-Lifeskills/Lifelong Guidelines Curriculum
-Being ere Experience/Study Trip Schedule
-Teaching for Understanding
-Project Based Learning
- inking Routines

2. e school has de ned academic standards
and college- and career-readiness standards for
each subject area, course, and/or program.

-SWPGs and Graduate Goals
-Curriculum binders
-Student Work/Folders
-Report Cards & Rubrics
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3. ere is congruence between the actual
concepts and skills taught, the academic
standards, the college- and career-readiness
standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes.

-Report Cards
-SWPGs and Graduate Goal Rubrics
-Students Performances
-Student Work
-Student Presentations
-Teacher Observations
-Rubrics

4. ere is integration and alignment among
academic and career technical disciplines at the
school.

-Enrichment Program (Art, Music)
-Graduate Goals
-Study Trips/Being ere Experiences
-Middle School Internships
-Middle School Human Centered Design Unit
-Middle School Career and Entrepreneur Unit
-Classroom observation
-Intermediate and MS research projects
-Continent alignment/integration in
Elementary
-Primary integrates, practical life, letter/sounds
o week

5. e school provides students access to
-Empowerment Project
curriculum and experiences to which students in -Communication with community leaders
other local schools have access.
-Interactions with other school administrators
-Outdoor Education program
-WE Day
-Study Trips
-High School Orientation
6. e school uses multiple non-traditional
sources for classroom curriculum.

-Walk rough Ancient Times
-Gourmet Ghetto Tour
-O Campus Internships
-Outdoor Education Program
-San Francisco Shakespeare Performance
-AT&T Park Program
-Chabot Space Museum
-Study Trips
-Google Classroom, Apps, Online sites
-Garden

rough this self-study, the stakeholders have discovered that there is a need to create a formal
process to evaluate, document, and develop/update our K - 8 curriculum, including our EL & SPED
programs, making sure that it is consistently rigorous, meaningful, and standard aligned.
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Findings

Supporting Evidence

Growth Areas

Evidence

1. More collaboration about curriculum between
3-4 and 6-7 teachers.

-Parent Surveys
-Sta Meeting Minutes

2. Develop an ongoing process to review and
assess curriculum.

-Discussions with sta about the multiple
curriculums currently used
-Surveys

3. Develop a curriculum bridge from level to
level. Gap between Montessori to Multiple
Intelligences/HET-create bridge.

-Previous WASC goal
-Meeting minutes

4. Assess student access to rigorous and standard -Testing data
aligned curriculum. Align curriculum to ELD
-Parent surveys
standards.
-Teacher discussions
5. Add more SPA projects at each level.

-Discussions with students and sta
-Graduate Goals surveys

Intermediate students studying Egypt made these sarcophagi using clay, stamps and acrylic paint. Students
learned about the shape, form and typical images of the face and headdress.
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B2.

Access to Curriculum Criterion

All students have equal access to the school’s entire program and are provided assis ance with a personal
learning plan to meet the requirements o graduation and are prepared for the pursuit o their academic,
personal, and career goals.
Students have e ual access to the entire school program. ACA strives to o er students a more
individualized learning experience. Teacher and students work together to set classroom learning
goals. Students are allowed to choose topics within larger topics, so they can personalize their own
learning. Students set personal goals and re ect on whether they are meeting them. Sta members
work with students to help them see the importance o asking for support from adults, to help meet
their academic/social goals. Curriculum is exible based on student’s needs and academic needs o the
classroom. Parents are kept informed and involved in their student’s learning through multiple
avenues including; weekly newsletters, conferences, folders, Seesaw, Wiki, 504 plans, IEPs, emails, etc.
Elementary and Primary level students are given independent work time following a lesson, allowing
them to choose the best way to reinforce their understanding. Most students work on a personal daily
contract. Intermediate students use a folder to help guide them through their week and remind them
o their learning goals o the week. Middle school students have access to a six-week unit o study
online and in class and use a planner, and notebooks to guide them. Middle School students have
access to their own school chromebooks (one-to-one), to provide them with assistance in meeting
their learning goals.
Students learn about the world around them at all levels. Middle School students raise awareness
and/or funds for local and global causes, allowing them to feel empowered to make change. Middle
School students participate in the internship program each year. Evidence o learning about the ‘real
world’ is apparent at the Intermediate level with their multiple intelligence projects. Students are
guided to use technology to research, prepare, and present information about areas o interest to
them. Primary and Elementary classes learn about geography and di erent cultures in the world
including various careers in the ‘cultural’ portable classroom. Primary students take a week to explore
the community, using public transportation, visiting the grocery store, rehouse, etc.
All curriculum is Standards based across grade levels. Teachers use Multiple Intelligences across grade
levels to ensure all student needs are being met. Montessori curriculum is used in grades k-3 and HET
is used in grades 4-8- both o which have very hands on real world applications. e whole school also
uses study trips as a large part o their curriculum- taking the learning outside o the classroom and
seeing how it applies in a real way. Teachers spend time going to trainings to stay current on latest
teaching practices and school philosophies.
At each level teachers are collaborating about students and curriculum during Wednesday's meetings.
Students who need guidance are met with daily or weekly to modify or assist with student work and
learning goals at each level. Students with special needs get a variety o support, with teachers
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o ering before and a er school meetings, extra conferences, and extra aide help.
Communication amongst sta and parents is strong. Weekly newsletters go out at each level. Email
communication occurs whenever needed. Folders are used at multiple levels to help with
communication. One-on-one conferences are held with students K-6, throughout the day/week. RtI
teachers communicate with teachers at weekly meetings, sharing student progress and
setting/evaluating goals. School Wide Performance Goals and Graduate Goals as well as Lifelong
Guidelines are clearly posted in classrooms. Students and sta hold many conversations about these
goals and help students understand how to accomplish them. ACA has high and attainable goals for
students and access to the curriculum is the key to their success.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Strengths

Evidence

1. Students have exposure to the real world
outside o the classroom.

-Graduate Goals
-Montessori Curriculum
-Multiple Intelligence Curriculum
-Lifeskills/Lifelong Guidelines Curriculum
-Being ere Experience/Study Trip Schedule
-Internships, MS themes

2. Teachers communicate with students daily
about their work, goals, and expectations.

-Contracts
-Work Plans
-Immediate Feedback
-Student interview
-Learning goal folders
-Contract
-Wiki, Google drive
-In class discussions, rubrics
-Planners
-Agenda and WOW on board
-Students allowed to take pictures o board

3. ere is curriculum that allows involvement
with the community and charitable causes.

-SPA community projects in Middle School
-Genius projects
-Passion Action projects
-WE Day projects
-Classroom meetings

4. e school o ers a variety o real world
curriculum that is based on multiple
intelligences practices.

-Elective program
-Music program
-Enrichment program
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-Human-Centered Design
-Career Unit
-Entrepreneur/Business Unit
-Maker Elective
-Electives
-National Novel Writing Month
-Multiple Intelligence projects
5. Parents, students, and sta at the school
collaborate in developing and monitoring a
student’s progress.

-Conferences
-Weekly Newsletters/Communications
-Student Contracts/Work plans
-Student Folders
-Seesaw, Portfolios
-Report Cards, Progress Reports
-Faculty Meeting Minutes
-Stakeholder meetings
-Student created rubrics

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Growth Areas

Evidence

1. More communication sent home in weekly
newsletters outlining the student’s week or
month in class at the Primary and Elementary
Levels.

-Parent Surveys
-Sta Meeting Minutes

Elementary students perform ‘Rumble in the Jungle’ for families in November.
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Category B. Standards-based Student Learning: Curriculum
Summary, Strengths, and Growth Needs
ACA stakeholders feel that students have e ual access to the entire school program and that we strive
to o er students a more individualized learning experience. Teacher and students and parents work
together to set classroom learning goals. Students learn about the world around them, and use
technology e ectively. All curriculum is standards based, and includes real-life, study trips,
meaningful work especially in the Middle School. Teachers attend trainings to stay current on latest
teaching practices and school philosophies and collaborate about students and curriculum including
support sta and Enrichment sta . Extra curricular support is given to students when needed.
Communication amongst sta and parents is clear, o en, and redundant. School Wide Performance
Goals and Graduate Goals are seen as the end goal for our curriculum. Students and sta hold many
conversations about these goals and help students understand how to accomplish them.
ACA stakeholders feel that we could align our curriculum to our Goals in more and more meaningful
ways, especially in the younger grades. We want to have a curriculum thread, beyond the standards
and philosophies. rough discussions, we hope to create a more formalized approach to reviewing
and updating our curriculum, within that approach, we want to inform stakeholders. We feel that
curriculum is a Critical Area o Need.

Section B: Strengths-Not Prioritized
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

e school uses current educational research to maintain a viable, meaningful instructional
program that prepares students for college, career, and life.
e school has de ned academic standards and college- and career-readiness standards for
each subject area, course, and/or program.
ere is congruence between the actual concepts and skills taught, the academic standards,
the college- and career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
ere is integration and alignment among academic and career technical disciplines at the
school.
e school provides students access to curriculum and experiences students in other local
schools have access to.
e school uses multiple non-traditional sources for classroom curriculum.
Students have exposure to the real world outside o the classroom.
Teachers communicate with students daily about their work, goals, and expectations.
ere is curriculum that allows involvement with the community and charitable causes.
e school o ers a variety o real world curriculum that is based on multiple intelligences
practices.
Parents, students, and sta at the school collaborate in developing and monitoring a student’s
progress.

Section B: Growth-Prioritized
1. More communication sent home in weekly newsletters outlining the student’s week or month
in class at the Primary and Elementary Levels. (Just do it!)
2. Assess student access to rigorous and standard aligned curriculum. Align curriculum to ELD
standards.
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3. Develop a curriculum bridge from level to level. Gap between Montessori to Multiple
Intelligences/HET-create bridge.
4. More collaboration about curriculum between 3-4 and 6-7 teachers.
5. Add more SPA projects at each level.
6. Develop an ongoing process to review and assess curriculum.

Elementary students from both ACA and ACA II collaborate and explore science concepts during
an on site science day.
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Category C: Standards-based Student Learning: Instruction
C1. Challenging and Relevant Learning Experiences Criterion
To achieve the academic s andards, the college- and career-readiness s andards, and the schoolwide learner
outcomes, all students are involved in challenging and relevant learning experiences.
Antioch Charter Academy is a “Learner-Centered” school. We pride ourselves in making sure our
students are the center o our program, including making sure students who attend the school are
given challenging learning experiences, by using a variety o instructional methods. Montessori,
Highly E ective Teaching, Multiple Intelligences, Project Based Learning, and Project Zero are some
o the instructional models we use to enhance, and to continue our school. e academic standards
and our School Wide Performance Goals are integrated into lesson plans, classroom meetings,
Enrichment classes, a er school programs, performances, and discussions.
Entering a classroom, an observer will immediately notice that students are grouped in classes o
mixed-ages. On any given day, students are engaged in a variety o learning and instructional
experiences including: teacher to student, teacher to class, peer to peer, hands on projects,
instructional videos, online programs/sites, Lifeskill cards, apps, and worksheets to name some. Team
teaching gives teachers the ability to di erentiate instruction according to students’ needs, with
immediate feedback given, and with smaller teacher to student ratios. Our RtI program, allows for
individual students to receive support in Math, Reading Comprehension, Writing, and Phonemic
Awareness in very small groups, in and out o the classroom. We provide an a er school program to
support our Special Needs community o students (ELL, SPED, Low SES), providing instruction in
Math, and school work support. Our school garden provides students instruction in how to
collaborate to create a living, joyous space to grow food and nurture plants supporting curriculum in
Science, Math, Social Science, and ELA.
In addition to inside and outside classroom learning opportunities at each level, students learn from
outside sources as well. Guest speakers, educational study trips, Outdoor Education (Occidental,
Yosemite), professional re-enactors, living history days, alumni, parents, play troupes, DAR
volunteers, and others are a main component o the students’ learning experiences. Sta members
and families are not afraid to bring additional learning experiences to the students we feel will
enhance their understanding, which leads to each year’s learning opportunities changing and evolving
to meet students needs.
Students in the Middle School and graduates are another instructional resource; teaching electives,
helping in the instrumental program, volunteering to assist in classrooms. In fact, we nd some o our
students come back to ACA on most days they have o from their high school, just to o er support
and to check in to see how we are doing.
For three days every year, our Middle School students’ job shadow/intern at the business o their
choosing, putting them in real world environments, learning directly from experts in the eld. ey
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also participate in a Human-Centered Design challenge and Entrepreneur unit, concluding with a
‘Shark Tank’ experience, where they present and sell their designs to a team o community members
and engineers, seeking funding for their projects. Intermediate students participate in Walk through
History performances, where they each learn historical gures, in depth, to perform in front o each
other and families. Students create Multiple Intelligence projects each trimester on topics o choice.
Primary, Elementary, Intermediate, and Middle School students complete Young Author’s books,
research projects, and presentations, allowing for students to become teachers, thereby solidifying
their learning.
Our 4th -8th grade students have the choice o electives four days a week. ese electives are taught
by our Music team, parent volunteers, board members, and students, and allow the students to
investigate areas o study, related to their interests. Our Enrichment Program, which takes place on
Wednesday, opens up the world o art, dance, music, PE, and Shaolin Kenpo). Teachers tailor our
enrichment instruction to integrate with the themes and concepts at each level and according to the
age groupings o their class. You will see this when Intermediate students studying Ancient Egypt
create clay sarcophagi in Art while learning about shape and form. Or where Elementary students
studying botany look at the parts o a ower, make observations o the work o Georgia O’Keefe and
then paint their own owers on canvas tiles. Or when Middle School students learn about music
history and its impact, while focusing on the concept o Impact in the classroom.
All o our students are given a level o choice and the tools they need to know what is expected o
them, both academically and socially through the use o rubrics, written directions, verbal directions,
goal books, contracts, learning goal folders, pace charts, immediate verbal feedback or immediate
online feedback(Google Forms, CommonLit, MobyMax) or online tools (Wiki and Google Drive).
Teachers, aides, students, and parents use these tools, and others to help track the students’ individual
progress. One o the advantages o a small school is the individual attention students receive.
Immediate feedback and direction are more readily available. Our students have a great
understanding o the School Wide Performance Goals, and how they are connected to the instruction
they receive and give. Students also have a good understanding o where to obtain instructional
support and information when needed.

Findings
Strengths

Supporting Evidence
Evidence

1. Students are involved in challenging and
relevant work as evidenced by observations o
students working and the examination o
student work.

-Student SPA projects
-Intermediate Application Class
-Smaller instructional groups - observe in
classrooms
-Elementary science journals tied to study trips
-Wonderful Wednesday Program
-Lesson plans/projects in Elementary,
Intermediate and Middle School
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-Scholastic Weekly Readers and Elementary’s
Great Lesson Binders.
-Middle School students engaged in rigorous
meaningful work - real world experiences.
Intermediate Application class gives students
relevant work
-Study trips are tied to students work and
studies
- e arts are connected to other areas o study
-Students are engaged in many rigorous
group/unit projects and research throughout the
year
-All levels use current events and new ndings
in science in their lessons
-All students engage in and produce rigorous
work
-SWPG Rubrics
-Art, Music, PE Rubrics
-Verbal, Written, Online available expectations
-Sign o
-Immediate feedback from teachers and self,
correcting keys, Google forms, etc.
-Rubrics
-Student created rubrics, peer feedback
-Samples shown and/or available (MI projects,
YA book, YA portfolios, Students observe and
attend presentations and performances)
-Lessons modeled (Montessori)
-Pace charts
-Learning goals folders
-Contracts in Elementary
-Exemplars shared with students
-Intermediate Application Class
-Observations, small group instruction, group
structures (ability group lessons)
-Extra assignments o ered in MS Humanities
class
-A er school tutoring
-Math Shack
-Textbook (SRA, Math, Spelling)
-Moby Max, CommonLit, NewsELA, Duolingo,
Khan, Youtube, Flocabulary, Scholastic, CSpan,
online lessons
-Smaller instructional groups when needed
-Intermediate students move up to MS math

2. Students understand the standards/expected
performance levels for each area o study.

3. Sta members di erentiate instruction,
including integrating multimedia and
technology, and evaluate its impact on student
learning.
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program, Elementary move up to Intermediate
math, electives, music, etc.)
-MS students tutor/TA in Elementary
-Peer-Peer instruction in research projects, class
jobs, weekly and daily assignments
-Individual Learning Contracts
-Instructional videos available for students
-Teaching for Understanding, Montessori, and
HET models used
-Songs and Games used to learn (Science, Music,
Social Science, Cash Flow, etc)
-Multiple Intelligence research projects
-Chrome books 1 to 1 in Middle School
-Class groupings
-Multiage resources in classrooms
-Di erentiation is the expectation
-Older students teaching younger students

4. Students are instructed in Multi-age
classrooms.

Elementary students studying botany in their regular classroom looked at the parts of a flower and made
observations of the work of Georgia O’Keefe. Students then painted their own flowers on canvas tiles.
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C2.

Student Engagement Criterion

All teachers use a variety o strategies and resources, including technolo and experiences beyond the textbook
and the classroom that actively engage students, emphasize higher order thinking skills, and help them succeed
at high levels.
Students and teachers use a wide range o strategies and resources to guide learning experiences. Part
o our philosophy is Highly E ective Teaching, in which “being there” experiences are emphasized.
We strongly believe that study trips are a vital resource for both students, parents, and teachers at all
levels. Experiencing events that foster the current curriculum helps both students and teachers to
grow and learn.
e sta at ACA attends trainings or learns on their own new strategies to instruct
students that emphasize higher order thinking. Sta members have signi cantly increased the use o
technology since the purchase o over 60 chromebooks. Teachers use large screen TVs attached to
computers to engage students in many ways. Sta has the freedom to create experiences beyond the
classroom, to add online resources, to attend trainings, and the monetary resources through
classroom budgets and stakeholder support to ensure students succeed at high levels and are more
engaged with the curriculum and with the world.
Students in Middle School create multimedia projects throughout their time in 7th and 8th grade,
using technology and a tool to be creative and to innovate. Intermediate students have Ipads,
desktops, and a shared cart o chromebooks to use for research, assessments, and in class projects.
Elementary students have a shared cart o chromebooks to use for research, assessments and in class
projects. Teachers use laptops, projectors, large screen TVs and Smart Boards to enhance student
learning experiences. Teachers instruct using a wide variety o online resources to support student
engagements and learning, including MobyMax, CommonLit, Newsela, Youtube, etc..
We also support Howard Gardner’s theory o Multiple Intelligence. By teaching with and through
multiple modalities students are more actively engaged in all areas o the curriculum. Primary
students are given “ e Teele Inventory o Multiple Intelligences” to help understand a student’s
dominant intelligence. Intermediate students learn to understand all modalities by creating
individualized research projects based on all the intelligences. e Teaching for Understanding and
Project Based Learning are frameworks that Middle School teachers use to develop curriculum,
instructional practices, and to help students develop higher order thinking skills, the framework
includes the multiple intelligences.
Primary and Elementary students perform whole class musicals, participate in Cultural Day, garden
projects, and spend a week exploring and learning from locals in the community. Intermediate
students participate and perform in interactive units on the Gold Rush, Walk through History
programs, uests, Nano Wrimo, and create multiple intelligence projects.
Middle School students participate in performances by creating a Human-Centered Design,
businesses based on that design, math performances, Science experiments, and Middle Ages museum,
through art displays, videos, written reports, and dramatizations to name a few. Many Language Arts,
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Social Science, Science assignments and PowerPoint presentations allow for teaching and learning
through the multiple intelligences. Teachers set up many opportunities for students to become
instructors. Teachers use simulations in class and invite outside presenters, speakers, and performers
to enhance our students’ ability to achieve at higher levels and to think critically.
e Special Programs o ered at ACA: e Enrichment Programs (Wednesday and Elective), School
Families, SMILE, Brain Gym, Garden, and Yoga are experiences that enrich the level o understanding
each student reaches. Classroom Meetings are held daily in almost every classroom at every level, the
process fosters higher order thinking skills and allows for students to be part o solutions and
planning. School Families meet each month and allow for students to create and lead other groups o
students in activities, potlucks, assemblies, spirit days, and performances. Wednesday Enrichment
teachers provide opportunities for students to create together; musical groups, art projects, sparring,
dance, and PE games allow students time to develop higher order thinking skills. Our Guest Artist
Program, allowes for students to receive instruction from artists around the Bay Area (Native
American Heritage, Asian Drumming, Storytelling, Movement, and Dance).
ACA’s strength is in its instructional practices. We feel the combination o the many ‘best teaching’
practices used at ACA actively engages our students and emphasizes higher order thinking, which
gives our students a ‘leg up’ in their educational pursuits. Our future goals will be to formally look at
our special needs population across grade levels, to more opportunities for students in K-6 to
innovate in meaningful and empowering ways in the community and to increase high order
instructional and learning opportunities in Math.

Findings
Strengths

Supporting Evidence
Evidence

1. Teachers are current in the instructional
content taught and research-based instructional
methodology, including the integrated use o
multimedia and technology.

-Middle School online programs used:
Flocabulary, Duolingo, CommonLit, MobyMax,
Newsela, YouTube videos, PBS Programming
(History, etc), Tolerance.org, Perspectives o
CNN Student news (CNN10), Students create
presentations using Prezi, PowerPoint, Google
Shares, Kahoots, Powtoons, Prezi, WiKi,
C SPAN for students, Khan Academy
-Teachers received training on online
programs-Perspectives o Diverse America,
CommonLit Webinars, Career Compass
-Classroom observations
- inking routines
-Conferences/training attended by sta
-Intermediate online programs: YouTube videos,
(MathAntics/Numberock), Songs (based on
topic/subject matter), Kahoot, MobyMax,
BrainPop, Khan, Newsela, CommonLit,
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Phet.colorado.edu, Scholastic News online
-iPads use and apps
-Documentary videos
-Elementary Programs used: YouTube videos,
PBS Programming(History, etc), FaceBook Live:
(Interacted with NASA), Students create
presentations using PowerPoint (3rd grade),
Kahoots, MobyMax, Scholastic weekly reader
videos, Newsela, KooKoo Kangaroo, Scholastic
News Online Teacher Resources (digital issue
read aloud to students and videos)
2. Teachers actively work as coaches to facilitate
learning and to engage all students.

-Classroom meetings
-Student research projects (presentations –
Prezi, PowerPoint)
-Peer teaching
- uests
-Classroom observations
-Use o Pop-Culture (help student interest level
and engagement)
-Use o hands on manipulatives and hands on
activities (garden/real life applications)
-Use o novels/Jr. Great books to create
curriculum
-Interactive units (Gold Rush Games, Taxation)
-Walk rough History
-Musicals
-Study Trips Rosicrucian Museum, China Town,
AT&T Park, etc.
-Weekly Readers (Scholastic News)
-NaNo Wrimo (“Night o Writing Dangerously)
and whole class activity
-Guest Presenters (Lawrence Hall o Science,
“Bee guy”, etc)
-Classroom observations
-Student Interviews
-Cultural Days

3. Students demonstrate that they can apply
ac uired knowledge and skills at higher
cognitive levels to extend learning
opportunities.

-Student debates
- inking routines (3-2-1, CSI, etc.)
-Peer teaching
-Passion Projects (Genius hour – Weekly, such as
claymation, trampolining, journalism)
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-Student research projects (presentations –
Prezi, PowerPoint)
-Student feedback sessions
-Montessori jobs
-SPA (Civic Letter Writing, PSA, UN 2030
Schools, etc.)
-Middle School -concepts connections
-Video/picture documentation (events)
-Math Groups, Science Groups
-Student created websites
-SWPG Rubric
-Internships
-Business plans
-Human-Centered Designs
-Student presentation videos
-SeeSaw - video/picture documentation (jobs)
-Student PowerPoint/Google/Prezi
presentations
-Year End Portfolios
-Multiple Intelligence Projects
-Peer teaching
-Young Authors book/portfolios
- uests
-Sbac practice (Math Card, Performance tasks)
-NaNo Wrimo (“Night o Writing Dangerously)
and whole class activity
-Middle school use o PBworks Wiki, Google
Drive, Hangouts

4. Students demonstrate higher level thinking
and problem solving skills within a variety o
instructional settings.

5. Students use technology to support their
learning in achieving academic standards and
the expected School Wide Performance Goals.

-Elementary use o internet for research projects
-Intermediate: ipads
-Music e uipments
-IPod dictionary / calculators
-Middle School Museums

6. Students use a variety o materials and
resources beyond the textbook and that are
connected to real world experiences.

-Going-out experiences
-Montessori hands on materials
- e school garden
-Assemblies and Simulations (Local and Global
issue, Shakespeare performance, Human
Centered Design, Interact Middle Ages)
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-Guest Artist materials
-Art, Dance, Shaolin Kempo, Instrumental
-Hand Writing Without Tears Program
-Weekly Readers (Scholastic News)
7. All students have access to and are engaged in
career preparation activities.

-Job shadowing “internships” (MS)
-School garden
-Fundraising for outside current events (student,
parent and teacher initiated)
-Entrepreneur projects (MS)
-Career Unit (MS)
-Human Centered Design (MS)
-Genius Projects (MS)
-Showcase o the Arts
-MS community projects

In our discussions o our instructional practices we uncovered ve areas for improvement. Increasing
expectations in Elementary writing and extending time in Elementary on math instruction was
discussed as one way to increase rigor at that level. Elementary students are needing more instruction
in how to use chromebooks, so that they can show what they know on CAASPP assessments. We felt
that looking at student work samples to see alignment with Bloom’s Taxonomy and Webb’s Depths o
Knowledge would assure us that our expectations from students K-6, is extending student thinking to
the creating and innovating level. Setting up a formal process for communicating instructional
practices and interventions that are being used for our special needs population is another area o
focus. Instructing students in ways to innovate in meaningful ways, creating some kind o uni ue
curriculum thread beyond HET concepts was discussed as a way to create more cohesion.

Findings
Growth

Supporting Evidence
Evidence

1. Increase expectations and instruction time to
1st- 3rd grade in writing.

-Currently 3rd grade students expected to write
paragraphs, but not multiple paragraph essays.
-teachers discussions-minutes, notes
-Teacher discussion-minutes, notes
-Program schedule
-CAASPP scores
-Teacher discussions-minutes, notes
-CAASPP scores

2. Increase extended direct math instruction,
guided practice, and independent practice time
in Elementary.
3. Increase time spent on instruction o
chromebook use/Google drive in Elementary
and Intermediate.
4. Begin looking at student work samples (Math
and ELA) at transitional grade levels (3rd to 4th
and 6th to 7th) for alignment to DOK and
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CCSS.
5. Teachers across levels are not consistently and
formally communicating what di erentiation/
interventions/instruction methods that are
being used for Special Needs students.
6. Increase instruction on ways students can
apply knowledge and use higher order thinking
skills and innovate in meaningful ways.

-Teacher discussion-minutes, notes

-Teacher discussion-minutes, notes
-Observations

Middle School students collect food, toys, and money for the Antioch animal shelter. Students hold weekend
pet adoption day to help find home for shelter animals.
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Category C. Standards-based Student Learning: Instruction:
Summary, Strengths, and Growth Needs
ACA students are engaged in meaningful, relevant, and rigorous work every day. Our teachers create
lessons that challenge students and help them develop higher order thinking skills. Teachers use
many di erent strategies, philosophies, materials, and online resource in their class to allow students
to be industrious. ACA’s stance on the importance o being-there experiences give students the
opportunity to learn and work outside o the classroom and allows them to go “beyond the textbook.”
Our multi-age grouped classrooms and small group lessons lend themselves to di erentiation.
Montessori, Project-Based learning, HET concepts, and teacher created resources allow teachers to
di erentiate instruction on many levels and in many ways. Instruction was not identi ed as a critical
learner need, but we feel that focusing on Curriculum, Measures and Assessment and our Special
needs students will lead to changes in instruction. We also felt that some o our areas o growth are
what we consider ‘Just Do Its’ and could/would be done immediately by teachers.
Section C: Strengths-Not Prioritized
1. Students are involved in challenging and relevant work as evidenced by observations o
students working and the examination o student work.
2. Students understand the standards/expected performance levels for each area o study.
3. Sta members di erentiate instruction, including integrating multimedia and technology,
and evaluate its impact on student learning.
4. Students are instructed in Multi-age classrooms.
5. Teachers are current in the instructional content taught and research-based instructional
methodology, including the integrated use o multimedia and technology.
6. Teachers actively work as coaches to facilitate learning and to engage all students.
7. Students demonstrate that they can apply ac uired knowledge and skills at higher cognitive
levels to extend learning opportunities.
8. Students demonstrate higher level thinking and problem solving skills within a variety o
instructional settings.
9. Students use technology to support their learning in achieving academic standards and the
expected School Wide Performance Goals.
10. Students use a variety o materials and resources beyond the textbook and that are connected
to real world experiences.
11. All students have access to and are engaged in career preparation activities.
Section C: Growth-Prioritized
1. Increase expectations and instruction time to 1st- 3rd grade in writing. (Just do it!)
2. Increase extended direct math instruction, guided practice, and independent practice time in
Elementary. (Just do it!)
3. Increase time spent on instruction o chromebook use/Google drive in Elementary and
Intermediate. (Just do it!)
4. Teachers across levels are not consistently and formally communicating what di erentiation/
interventions/instruction methods that are being used for Special Needs students.
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5. Begin looking at student work samples (Math and ELA) at transitional grade levels (3rd to 4th
and 6th to 7th) for alignment to DOK and CCSS.
6. Increase instruction on ways students can apply knowledge and use higher order thinking
skills and innovate in meaningful ways.

Middle School business faire. Students in groups of two to five created businesses from scratch after
learning how to generate ideas, write business plans, marketing, and execution.

Elementary students participate in Constitution Day.
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Category D: Standards-based Student Learning: Assessment and Accountability
D1. Using Assessment to Analyze and Report Student Progress Criterion
e school s a uses a professionally accep able assessment process to collec , disa regate, analyze, and report
student performance da a to the school s a , students, parents, and other s akeholders.
Teachers create formal and informal assessments to initially assess students and to monitor progress
on assigned tasks. Some examples o this are daily work reviews, weekly unit uizzes, chapter
assessments, unit review tests, math assessments, and Scholastic Reading Skill Kit assessments.
Montessori materials are self-correcting and allow for immediate assessment.
is information is
provided to students and parents through progress reports, report cards, and conferences.
Intermediate and Middle school students are also involved in analyzing this data to understand their
own areas o strength and weakness. e online Khan academy in math provides activity and lesson
data to middle school students and teachers, as well as MobyMax in subjects such as Language Arts,
Math, Social Studies, and Science in Intermediate.
Using immediate feedback, students are constantly encouraged to do their personal best in all areas o
learning. Teachers have numerous face to face conferences with students regarding their work, thus
gaining knowledge about their students’ areas o strength and growth on a regular basis. Daily and/or
weekly conferences are conducted between student and teacher to evaluate student progress with
both academic and ACA school wide performance goals. Teachers use this knowledge to create and
change student groups, curriculum, and instructional practices, and to di erentiate instruction.
ACA attempts to meet the needs o all students by tailoring curriculum based on student assessment.
Montessori materials are designed for all abilities, from special needs through gi ed children.
Intermediate and Middle School students are grouped in such a way that they can be supported and
excel. Since assessments are ongoing, and sometimes individualized, curriculum and assessment
modi cation is more immediate and occurs naturally. Some examples are: more time on tests when
needed, choice in curriculum subjects, extra credit projects, and assignments and projects that allow
students to go as far as their curiosity and talents will take them.
All students in 3rd to 8th grade take the CAASPP in the spring, and 5th and 7th graders take the
California State physical tness test and CST Science test (until suspended). To assess reading level
and comprehension, the Moby Max computerized reading assessment is used in Intermediate and
Middle School, the Reading Inventory comprehension test is used in Intermediate and Elementary,
and the SRA reading test and a running record o passage reading is used in Elementary. At present,
summative assessments (particularly in math) vary greatly within each level. Our next step is to
develop a standardized, common-core aligned assessment procedure to track and communicate
student progress across grade levels.
Students in all levels are becoming more familiar with practice on computers for both math and
writing. Much o the online assessment opportunities that students participate in however, are used
as either enrichment to deepen understanding o concepts (MobyMax or Khan Academy), or for
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exposure to new materials (Flocabulary, Duolingo, Newsela). Students can “test out” o portions o
MobyMax and Khan with repeated practice o speci c math content (Fact Fluency, speci c math
lessons). Still, these assessment tools are used with caution by our teachers as many o them are
completed in unsupervised settings. Speci cally for math, online assessments are not used in isolation
so it can be determined i students have gained mastery o content.
Currently, all o our ELA teachers are assigning student writing assignments on computer programs
for “interim” assessment opportunities (MobyMax, CAASPP interims).

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Strengths

Evidence

1. e school uses many and varied assessments
to collect student performance data and
determine achievement and appropriate and
individualized curriculum for students.

-Assessments across all grades are aligned with
Common Core State Standards and
School-wide performance goals through
textbooks, website materials, and teacher
created materials.

2. Stakeholder feedback o student performance
and progress is regular and individualized.

-Regular face to face meetings with students
provide immediate feedback for students and
serve as a formative assessment for teachers.
-Conferences

3. CAASPP results are shared and discussed at
stakeholder meetings and sta meetings to
analyze our student progress by level, grade, and
various demographic groups.

-See minutes o sta meetings and WASC
stakeholder events.

4. School-wide performance progress is
measured in both ongoing classroom procedures
and student and parent input across all levels.

-Each classroom tracks daily, weekly, and/or
monthly work goals.

5. Report cards at each level are becoming more
aligned with common core measures for
academics and school-wide performance goals.

-See report cards at all levels.
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6. e school informs parents about student
progress toward achieving the academic
standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes.

-Whole School: Parents informed through
emails/newsletters, report cards, Enrichment
additions,parent-teacher conferences.
-Primary: Math, Science,and Writing
Portfolios, Mastery demonstrated in jobs,
con rmed with teacher observation
-Elementary: SeeSaw – work portfolio,,Daily
individual contracts communicated to parents
(only select students) ,Mastery demonstrated in
jobs, con rmed with teacher observation
-Intermediate: Daily conferences/notes in
Learning Goals Folder (which is sent home
daily), Parent Initials on tests, MobyMax access
sent to parents
-Middle School: Progress reports emailed to
parents, Moby Max and CommonLit access
sent to parents,Google Forms/ uizzes
Immediate reports, MobyMax Writing scores
to students, SWPGs rubric overview goes home

7. e school informs and creates understanding -SARC report to state
through e ective processes in order to keep
district, board, business and industry -Charter Council Minutes
community informed about student progress -Annual report to chartering agency
toward achieving the academic standards, the
college- and career-readiness standards, and the
schoolwide learner outcomes.
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8. e school has many e ective systems to
determine and monitor student growth and
progress toward meeting the academic
standards, the college and career readiness
standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes,
including a sound basis upon which students’
grades are determined and monitored.

-Whole School: CAASPP results, rubrics for
writing, percentage scores for math uizzes and
tests
-Primary: Mastery demonstrated in jobs and
con rmed with teacher observation,
Montessori jobs are numbered and se uenced,
weekly/daily contracts, reading inventory
assessment
-Elementary: SRA practice, Basic Reading
Inventory, Weekly/Daily contracts, Scholastic
reader weekly uiz, folder math assessments,
rainbow drawer practice, fact uency, word
problem assessments, weekly math assessments
-Intermediate: Student/teacher
re ection/discuss school wide performance
goals in folder, Scholastic Skill Kit, Reading
Inventory Assessment, teacher spreadsheet o
math grades, Weekly/Daily contracts in folder,
MobyMax reading and math assessments, math
textbook work and completion, unit tests in
math/science/social studies, modi ed math and
ELA work, math score charts for student
re ection, 1st and 2nd dra for writing with
teacher feedback, mad min progress, individual
paths within units, science binders,reading and
writing journals ( R ), math journals, multiple
intelligence reports and presentations.
-Middle School: Student/teacher
re ection/discuss school wide performance
goals o en, MS research reports, teacher
spreadsheet o math grades, MobyMax reading
and math assessments, math textbook work
and completion, unit tests in
math/science/social studies, modi ed math and
ELA work, math work in Khan Academy, 1st
and 2nd dra for writing with student/teacher
feedback, reading and writing journals (R W),
science binder and journals
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9. Students have mastery opportunities for ELA,
Math and Science using many electronic and
online programs.

-Grades 3-8 use MobyMax for ELA, Math, &
Science
-Grades 7 & 8 use Khan, Duolingo, Flocabulary,
Newsela

10. Teachers use assessment data from computer
programs (STAR/MobyMax) with caution.

-Results o these assessments are not used in
isolation for placement and/or summative
assessments for students

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Growth Areas

Evidence

1. Create/adopt standardized, Common Core
aligned assessments to track and communicate
student progress to all stakeholders.

-Current data at the Primary & Elementary level
are raw and/or narrative making it di cult for
student achievement to be tracked over time at
ACA.
-Parent and teacher feedback indicate that
student achievement in grades K-3 is unclear.
More concrete measures are desired.

2. e school needs to align (point out) the
college and career readiness standards with our
school-wide performance goals.

-While we are measuring student progress on
our school-wide performance goals, our
stakeholders would bene t from learning how
aligned these are with the state’s college and
career readiness standards.

3. Create/adopt standardized, Common Core
aligned assessments to track and communicate
student progress to all stakeholders.

-Current data at the Primary & Elementary level
are raw and/or narrative making it di cult for
student achievement to be tracked over time at
ACA.
-Parent and teacher feedback indicate that
student achievement in grades K-3 is unclear.
-More concrete measures are desired.

4. Need to develop a cohesive reporting and
interpreting system o assessment results for all
stakeholders.

- rough whole-school discussions regarding the
identi cation and servicing o SPED students, it
has become evident that each level is
interpreting assessment results di erently.
-Students who are performing below grade level
are identi ed later than is ideal.
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5. We should aim to use computer programs
(online) for additional assessment data by
ensuring integrity and using class time to
supervise student work.

-Currently most use/access to these programs is
homework

D2. Using Assessment to Monitor and Modify Learning in the Classroom Criterion
Teachers employ a variety o appropriate formative and summative assessment strategies to evaluate student
learning. Students and teachers use these ﬁndings to modify the learning/teaching practices to improve student
learning.
At all levels (primary, elementary, intermediate and middle), students are given beginning o the year
assessments for placement and progress in ELA and in Math. In addition, students are given teacher
made and concept speci c ELA and Math assessments throughout the trimester in regular intervals.
Intermediate and Middle school students are also given end o unit exams (for math and science), as
well as MobyMax placement tests for math and reading, and Scholastic Skill Kit (intermediate) and
computerized STAR tests (middle) for reading assessment throughout the year.
While these more formal assessments attempt to determine student placement and progress with skill
ac uisition (reading uency or comprehension, writing ability, and/or math computation, problem
solving etc.), additional unit, weekly, and daily assessments at all levels attempt to assess student
academic progress and progress with our schoolwide learner outcomes.
ese more formative
assessments include daily lesson work and contracts in Primary /Elementary, weekly folder work and
project management in Intermediate, and Unit Planning and Pacing Charts in middle school. Within
these regular measures, students are asked to demonstrate the ACA School Wide Performance Goals
and Outcomes on a daily basis.
Summative assessments are given at varying intervals and are o en teacher made and individualized
and/or used in small groups. is is a result o ACA’s individualized approach to student curriculum.
Instead o using a formal predetermined pacing guide, student progress (and not a textbook)
indicates when summative assessments are ideal.
is can and does lead to fewer summative
assessments over the course o the year; however it does encourage mastery. Striking a balance
between mastery o content and coverage o curriculum remains a challenge at all levels.
Student understanding o teacher expectations are measured in a variety o face to face and/or small
group discussions at each level. In the Primary/Elementary classroom, all student work is evaluated
and “checked o ” by a teacher as the student brings it to her/him. Similarly, in the intermediate
classroom, students and teachers meet and discuss work before it is “signed-o ” in their folder.
During these face to face discussions, much is learned and communicated about what the student
understands and what the teacher expectations are. In the middle school, written and verbal
re ections on work and student led conferences give teachers a better understanding o what
students really know and what expectations need clarifying. Also, practice presentation and
observations o peer collaboration, give the middle school teacher multiple opportunities to
communicate to students what is expected in their nal presentations.
End o year and graduate performance goal surveys, which ask students to re ect on school climate
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and learning expectations reveal student understanding o our school’s expectations. Additionally, a
random sampling o our students revealed that most o our intermediate and middle school students
and some o our Elementary and Primary students have a clear understanding how our School -wide
performance goals inform our instruction and help prepare them for college, career and life.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Strengths

Evidence

1. Summative assessments are many and varied.
Student achievement is not only assessed through
paper/pencil exams, but also through embedded
tracking tools, project work, presentations,
computer based tools and observations.

-Primary:Reading readiness test, shapes,
names, CVC words, simple sentences,
number recognition, matching number
uality, simple addition
-Elementary:Basic reading inventory,
MobyMax placement, pre-post tests in math,
end o unit skill tests, science journals,
surveys/rubrics
-Intermediate: face to face reading
assessment, MobyMax placement, multiple
essays with rubrics, beg/mid/end year math
tests, bi-weekly math assessments, end o unit
test in math and science and social studies,
folder records, self-assessment and
teacher/parent completion o SWPG rubrics,
study trips, Wednesday teacher input
-Middle School: STAR reading assessment,
Mobymax placement, all styles o writing
rubrics, MobyMax placement, trimester tests
for math, weekly level tests, pre/post unit
tests in science and social studies, project
rubrics, self-assessment and teacher/parent
completion o SWPG rubrics, study trips,
Wednesday teacher input.
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2. Formative assessments are used at all grade
levels to individualize student curriculum
throughout the year.

-Whole School: initial assessments in writing
and math are given at each level at the
beginning o the year and at regular intervals
throughout the year, regular face to face
meetings, conferences, and feedback on daily
work help teachers tailor student curriculum
in these areas, tracking o student work
completion at each level
-Intermediate and Middle School:Unit tests
in science and social studies occur regularly
in the intermediate and middle school levels
and also help inform teaching and curriculum
planning throughout the year.
- inking routines, protocols, R W
re ections, Science journal, Math uizzes.
(MS)

3. School wide performance goals are assessed at
all grade levels throughout the year.

-Tracking o Montessori jobs, Wednesday
teacher reports, parent surveys, rubrics
completed by teachers,students (sel
assessment), and parents, observation o
study trips.
-SWPG rubrics

4. Each level provides regular and numerous face
to face opportunities for feedback on student
work.

-Daily contract work in Primary Elementary
-Mastery o jobs demonstrated
-Folder sign-o for Intermediate students
-Re ections and use o the WIKI for student
and teacher feedback on assignments
-Presentation feedback
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Findings

Supporting Evidence

Growth Area

Evidence

1. Summative assessments are given at irregular
intervals across levels. Standardized timelines and
measures o student progress against grade level
expectations are not easily shared across levels.

-Disagreements between grade level teachers
on achievement levels o students.
Identifying SPED kids is delayed.

2. Need to create/adopt a standardized, common
core alignment o assessments to track and
communicate student progress to all stakeholders.

-While summative assessments are numerous
at each grade level, results are not similarly
interpreted across grade levels. We need
more standardized measures for whole
school summative assessments.

3. Develop a comprehensive, meaningful and
manageable collection o assessment measures to
share between levels and with stakeholders for
input.

- e many and varied assessments o
academics at each grade level should be
streamlined in order to report results to all
stakeholders.
-Currently, CAASPP results are the only
readily available data for our school to share
easily between levels and with all
stakeholders

Intermediate students attend Outdoor Education camp, Occidental.
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D3. Using Assessment to Monitor and Modify the Program Schoolwide Criterion
e school, with the support o the district and community, has an assessment and monitoring system to
determine student progress toward achievement o the academic s andards, the college- and career-readiness
s andards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes. e system drives the school’s program to continually improve
and to allocate resources to eﬀectively meet student needs.
Changes are being made at every level based on stakeholder feedback about assessment data. e
Charter Council and AUSD reviews our assessment data to renew our charter. e Charter Council is
part o the process in approving LCAP goals. All state standardized tests results are reported to all
stakeholders. We report assessment results to the district and prepare to address any uestions or
concerns they may have.
Parents impact assessing and monitoring through feedback given through parent meetings,
conferences, emails, as well as through surveys that have been developed to measure and share student
progress on our SWPGs. Elementary, Intermediate and Middle School sta all involve students and
parents in assessing and monitoring student progress in di erent ways.
Primary/Elementary sta started using an app called See Saw to post pictures o activities students
have done during the day and is always available for parents to log on and see a digital portfolio o
work their child has posted. Elementary students take home completed work in a purple folder each
ursday. With parents, students review and re ect on that work, and choose one piece to return to
school on Friday to add to their student portfolios. Elementary and Primary teachers updated report
cards to include Common Core standards and ACA Graduate Goals. Elementary sta uses the results
o the a math topic test to determine i a student can move on to the next math concept or be
retaught and assigned more jobs to help teach the concept. In addition students with low reading
assessment scores are pulled-out for Lindamood Bell Seeing Stars program.
At the Intermediate level, a er sharing assessment results, parents expressed concern that they were
unclear about the grade level o their child’s progress. As a result, the Intermediate sta changed the
wording on their report cards to read “at grade level.”
e Intermediate sta also impacts assessing
and monitoring students progress by assessing students in multiple ways for math and language,
tracking these results, then using the assessments to inform about student progress.
ese
assessments are used to identify stru ling students as well as students who are excelling. A student
can be moved to di erent level group (higher or lower) and/or given extra support through the Linda
Mood Bell program. Parents impact the assessing and monitoring o student progress by staying
informed, attending conferences and asking uestions, lling out surveys and graduate goal rubrics or
expressing concerns. Average scores o math topic/units tests, grade-level math assessments and
reading levels are reported on student report cards.
e grade-level assessment scores are also
recorded in each student’s individual learning goals folder, which goes home and is available for
parent review. Science and math topic/unit tests are sent home for parent signatures. Parents are also
informed through conferences.
Middle school sta impact assessing and monitoring student progress by using assessments to place
students and change curriculum. Students take a grade-level placement test in math 4x’s per year.
Each week the students take a Moby Max test on the current concept and a review topic. Each
student is tracked for mastery on a concept list according to the course they are taking. Students can
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be moved up/cover material faster i they are able. Pacing guides are week to week to determine
curriculum.
Middle school language students take the STAR reading test 3x’s/year to establish a reading level. I
the reading level is low, a formal reading assessment is given. Each student also takes a reading
assessment on MobyMax 1x/trimester. Writing is assessed through assignments and tests. Writing
samples are given in the beginning o the school year and are graded with a rubric. All styles o
writing ie: narrative, expository/informative, persuasive/argumentative, summary and literary essays
are written 2-3x’s/year.
ese writing assignments inform instruction. Students submit writing on
MobyMax or Google, the teacher then can assess, reteach and the students can re-submit their
writing. Formative assessments are done through group presentations. Practice presentations are
given, the students receive feedback by way o reteaching an element o presentation or pull out a
speci c group that is having a problem. Graded rubrics are given back to the students which allows
parent preview. Parents are informed weekly about uizzes or tests coming up. Middle school has
implemented changes to their program to target stru ling students. Students are put into small
rotation groups which allows the teacher or aide to have more one-on-one time with each student.
Kids with 504s, IEPs or those who need extra support are grouped together so they can receive
speci c lessons that target their stru le and work with the resource teacher and/or the RTI aide.
Based on assessment results, the SPED program has been revamped, and re-evaluated. is process
included feedback from parent/teacher conferences, surveys, and sta meetings. Student progress is
further impacted by business and industry because we have developed units for middle school based
on what the East County Business and Industry have expressed needing now and in the future from
their employees.
CAASPP test results are projected for all stakeholders to view and evaluate during the sta meetings
in the rst few months o school. e results are compared with previous year results. is year, data
for the same group o kids were posted so that we could analyze and evaluate the test results for the
same group o kids over the last 3 years. Teaching teams at each level take this information back to
their classrooms and make curriculum and instruction adjustments.
At each level, teams examine and analyze their own common-core aligned curriculum and assessment.
Each level has made changes to their math and language curriculum and assessment, as a result o this
procedure. We do not have a procedure for this to be done with whole school input. is is an area o
growth, as these opportunities to examine and analyze assessment data only regularly occur at each
level. ese regular team examinations o assessment results; however, have been used to inform
signi cant changes at each level. Low assessment scores in math and with ELL students pushed sta
to make changes.
For example, a sta member at each level has been trained in Lindamood Bell Cloud 9, Visualizing
and Verbalizing and See Stars programs. Sta members have also attended CAASPP, Interim
Assessment, Digital Library trainings, CommonLit trainings and have shared these interventions with
other sta . A Response to Intervention Aide has been hired and students are pulled-out o the
classroom for training in these programs as needed in language arts and math. An a er-school “Math
Shack” was developed for our special needs students, which provides small group help with math
homework and direct instruction as needed.
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Elementary teachers increased the total minutes each student receives direct math instruction. is is
in addition to the 2 times per week 10 minute lessons they received prior to this year. Elementary
teachers have all been trained in all Lindamood Bell programs and use them alongside the Montessori
methods.
Intermediate teachers changed math instruction from 45 minutes 2 days per week to 1 hour 4 days a
week. Students are put into skill-leveled groups. Groups are small (10-12 students) and the pace is
changed as needed for each group. All three intermediate teachers attended a math training. An
online program called MobyMax has been added to the students’ week work to assess and track
student mastery o math concepts Second language learners are given more one-on-one time due to
the small groups and they are allowed to work at a pace that is needed. In addition, students also
receive additional math instruction in an “Application” class, in which students are given real-life
problems and project based math activities. Stru ling students, including ELL, are also given
Lindamood Bell Cloud 9 instruction on a pull-out basis.
Intermediate level changed language instruction by organizing the groups based more on reading
levels instead o heterogeneously. Reading assessments, Scholastic Reading Skill Kit scores, state
testing scores, and teacher observation led to changing the way groups are organized.
ese scores
also led to changing the schedule o instruction so that students have language arts group every day,
rather than two days a week.
ese scores also have led to RTI time dedicated to language (Seeing
Stars, Visualizing Verbalizing) as well as electives for reading and writing intervention with speci c
invites for at risk students. Further changes in the intermediate classroom have occurred in ELA
instruction with the implementation o MobyMax. e program is used to assess reading level and
provide opportunities for students to practice reading skills on a screen.
is data is collected and
recorded and analyzed during the year as well as in future years (while the students are at our
school). It provides helpful insight to the next level as well as dictating group placement for students
during our three year rotation. CAASPP Interim Assessments are also being tested as a tool to
inform instruction.
Middle School has added a CommonLit online program, increased MobyMax use, a “Math Shack”
intervention and changed student groupings to address needs revealed in assessment discussions.
CommonLit is an online program that is used to assess and track comprehension, vocabulary etc. for
all students. Middle school students are prioritized with “Math Shack” placement -an a er-school
program for at-risk students (ELL, free and reduced lunch, Special Ed, etc.) who stru le in math.
is program o ers skill development in math, as well as homework help in all subjects. e middle
school teacher has attended NCTM, Cucina Matematica, and CC County o ED math trainings to
help develop the “Math Shack” intervention. CAASPP Interim Assessments are also being tested as a
tool to inform instruction.
A school-wide procedure for assessing student growth on our SWPGs has been developed and applied
successfully. Rubrics have been developed for all grades and tracked speci cally for grades 3, 6 and 8.
e rubrics are for teacher assessment, student self-evaluation and parent feedback.
ese rubrics
help evaluate each student's’ progress toward mastery o each SWPG.
ird, sixth and eighth grade
students use these rubrics to self-evaluate at the end o each trimester. All students 4-8 grade
complete a self-evaluation at the end o each school year. Teachers ll out an evaluation at the end o
the school year for third, sixth and eighth graders .
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Each level believes that we do have a challenging, coherent and relevant curriculum. However, since
it is created by sta and constantly changing, we need to do a curriculum review. Creating a process
to review and assess e ectiveness o all programs to ensure student needs are met through a
challenging coherent and relevant curriculum is a growth area.
All teachers are trained in procedures to administer state testing. Students take the CAASPP on
chromebooks in a uiet setting monitored by a teacher. Students with 504 plans or IEPs take the test
in a separate setting with a special education teacher monitoring.
is year, teachers/students at all three levels have used the interim assessments to help establish
more familiarity with the testing procedure and to insure that proctors are familiar with how the
tests can be e ectively administered. Each level is responsible for administering the CAASPP tests
for their students, and all documents remain locked in the o ce while not in use. Students in each
grade test on the same day as their cohorts, so that test uestions are not shared prematurely between
students.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Strengths

Evidence

1. Stakeholders are surveyed (asked to complete
rubrics) on student progress with the SWPGs
and ndings are discussed with stakeholders.

School-wide performance goal
Surveys/Rubrics are completed by
teachers/students/parents and results are
shared with charter council

2. Stakeholders participate in regularly scheduled See calendar
parent conferences (teachers/parents/students).

-STAFF MEETING MINUTES: 10/14/15, 10/28/15,
3. CAASPP results are regularly reviewed by sta
and stakeholders at sta meetings, and trends are 8/31/16, 10/26/16, 11/2/16, 8/30/17
discussed.
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4. Discussion o these CAASPP result and
stakeholder surveys lead to speci c sta training,
schedule/grouping changes at each level and the
implementation o support/intervention
programs.

-Whole School: Teacher Trainings:Lindamood
Bell Cloud 9, Visualizing and Verbalizing and
Seeing Stars programs, CAASPP Interim
Assessment, Digital Library trainings,
CommonLit trainings, NCTM, Cucina
Matematica, and CC County o ED math
trainings. RtI groupings and Math Shack
pull-out/a er-school program
-Elementary:increased minutes and fre uency o
math lessons-see schedules.
-Intermediate: increased minutes and fre uency
o math lessons and “Application” class, Seeing
Stars/Visualizing and Verbalizing electives for
support with reading and writing

5. Discussion o these CAASPP results and
stakeholder surveys, lead to the creation o the
“Math Shack”.

-A er school math intervention/support program

6. Discussion o these CAASPP results and
stakeholder surveys, lead to the creation o our
RtI/ Linda Mood Bell interventions.

-See RtI schedule for Seeing Stars, Visualizing
and Verbalizing, and On Cloud 9

7. Discussion o these CAASPP results and
stakeholder surveys, lead to the creation o the
Linda Mood Bell pull-out and reading and
writing electives.

-See Elective schedules

8. All teachers are trained in procedures to
administer state testing.

All sta administer tests using a planned
procedure; testing the same grade level and test
each day, in uiet / removed room.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Growth

Evidence

1. Test result implications should be discussed for
each level as a whole sta . As patterns emerge, we
need a procedure for helping evaluate and adjust
programs across levels.
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2. Special Needs students need to be more o a
focus (EL, SPED, GATE), in regards to assessment
scores and growth.

-Lack o conversations regarding these
groups in faculty meetings and surveys.

Category D. Standards-based Student Learning: Assessment and Accountability:
Summary, Strengths, and Growth Needs
e school shows strength in using a variety o and developmentally appropriate assessment tools to
monitor student growth. Each level analyzes student achievement on common core aligned classroom
assessments as well as the CAASPP test results. ese assessment results and classroom observations
are used to facilitate changes in both curriculum and instruction at each level.
Additionally, the school uses a variety o e ective methods to inform stakeholders o this data.
Formative and summative assessments are given regularly at each level for core subjects. Student
academic growth and need as well as progress on SWPGs is discussed informally on Wednesdays
between level teachers, with level representatives (i needed), and as updates with the RTI aide on
progress. Many assessments include opportunities for students to demonstrate both academic and
SWPG progress (projects, daily, weekly and monthly contracts) and the assessment for SWPG is
seamlessly built into our program at each level. Students are aware o teacher expectations based on
guided lessons, examples o work, and use o rubrics. ey also receive individual feedback and are
given the opportunity to make corrections on work.
e areas o growth in this section are that the school needs to share developed assessments and
running records for student progress across levels, as well as to make the academic assessments more
visibly aligned to Common Core Standards by grade level and easy to communicate to all
stakeholders. We consider this a critical area o need.
Section D: Strengths-Not Prioritized
1. e school uses many and varied assessments to collect student performance data and determine
achievement and appropriate and individualized curriculum for students.
2. Stakeholder feedback o student performance and progress is regular and individualized.
3. CAASPP results are shared and discussed at stakeholder meetings and sta meetings to analyze our
student progress by level, grade, and various demographic groups.
4. School-wide performance progress is measured in both ongoing classroom procedures and student
and parent input across all levels.
5. Report cards at each level are becoming more aligned with common core measures for academics
and school-wide performance goals
6. e school informs parents about student progress toward achieving the academic standards, and
the schoolwide learner outcomes.
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7. e school informs and creates understanding through e ective processes in order to keep district,
board, business and industry community informed about student progress toward achieving the
academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide learner
outcomes.
8. e school has many e ective systems to determine and monitor student growth and progress
toward meeting the academic standards, the college and career readiness standards, and the
schoolwide learner outcomes, including a sound basis upon which students’ grades are determined
and monitored.
9. Students have mastery opportunities for ELA, Math and Science using many electronic and online
programs.
10 .Teachers use assessment data from computer programs (STAR/MobyMax) with caution.
11. Summative assessments are many and varied. Student achievement is not only assessed through
paper/pencil exams, but also through embedded tracking tools, project work, presentations,
computer based tools and observations.
12. Formative assessments are used at all grade levels to individualize student curriculum throughout
the year.
13. School wide performance goals are assessed at all grade levels throughout the year.
14. Each level provides regular and numerous face to face opportunities for feedback on student work.
15. Stakeholders are surveyed (asked to complete rubrics) on student progress with the SWPGs and
ndings are discussed with stakeholders.
16. Stakeholders participate in regularly scheduled parent conferences (teachers/parents/students)
17. CAASPP results are regularly reviewed by sta and stakeholders at sta meetings, and trends are
discussed.
18. Discussion o CAASPP results and stakeholder surveys lead to speci c sta training,
schedule/grouping changes at each level and the implementation o support/intervention programs.
19. Discussion o these CAASPP results and stakeholder surveys, lead to the creation o the “Math
Shack”
20. Discussion o these CAASPP results and stakeholder surveys, lead to the creation o our RtI/
Linda Mood Bell interventions.
21. Discussion o these CAASPP results and stakeholder surveys, lead to the creation o the Linda
Mood Bell pull-out and reading and writing electives.
22. All teachers are trained in procedures to administer state testing.
Section D: Growth-Prioritized
1. Create/adopt a standardized, Common Core aligned assessments to track and communicate
student progress to all stakeholders.
2. Develop a comprehensive, meaningful and manageable collection o assessment measures to share
between levels and with stakeholders for input.
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3. Need to develop a cohesive reporting and interpreting system o assessment results for all
stakeholders, beyond what is already being used.
4. Special Needs students need to be more o a focus (EL, SPED, GATE), in regards to assessment
scores and growth.
5. e school needs to align (point out) the college and career readiness standards with our
school-wide performance goals.
6. Summative assessments are given at irregular intervals across levels. Standardized timelines and
measures o student progress against grade level expectations are not easily shared across levels.
7. Test result implications should be discussed for each level as a whole sta . As patterns emerge, we
need a procedure for helping evaluate and adjust programs across levels.
8. We should aim to use computer programs (online) for additional assessment data by ensuring
integrity and using class time to supervise student work.

Middle School students business fair.
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Elementary teamed up Daughter of the American Revolution to help populate monarch butterflies, learn
songs about migration patterns, and create a monarch way station in the school garden.

Category E: School Culture and Support for Student Personal and
Academic Growth
E1. Parent and Community Engagement Criterion
e school leadership employs a wide range o strategies to encourage amily, business, industry, and community
involvemen , especially with the learning/teaching process.
Parents are continually o ered a variety o options for school involvement. ACA sta members o er
parent orientations and parent surveys to strengthen this partnership and to provide additional
support for students when they are doing schoolwork at home, with parent supervision or help.
Parents are also encouraged to teach an elective class in an area in which they have expertise for the
Intermediate and Middle School students. Parents may also participate in the Family Network,
which is similar to a PTA at a traditional school, where the Family Network can provide support to
the classroom teachers in ways determined by each teacher. Parent volunteers assist in our classrooms
with one-to-one tutoring as well as with special activities, eld trips, “being there” and “going-out”
experiences, cultural days, eld research, carpool supervision, and outdoor education. Parents are
noti ed o involvement opportunities through the annual Parent Handbook, at parent education
nights, weekly newsletter announcements, and teacher re uests.
Community involvement is steadily increasing at ACA.
e school garden incorporates joint
involvement from the community and the school. We team with our city to educate our students
about waste free lunches, and worm composting. Middle School students participate in three-day
internships, which allow for local businesses and our students to form helpful relationships. e
Middle School participates in SPA activities that provide assistance to local charities and creates
fundraisers to support the charities in a nancial manner. Our campus has bene ted from the
completion o several Eagle scout projects including the current garden boxes, and work/snack tables
for the primary/elementary rooms.
Findings
Strengths
1. e school implements strategies and processes for
the regular involvement o all stakeholder support
groups in the learning and teaching process,
including parents o non-English speaking, special
needs and online students.
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Supporting Evidence
Evidence
-Second Cup o Co ee
-School and garden Clean-up days
-fundraisers
-special events
-evening meetings, parent education nights
-ACA Facebook page
-elective program
-Book Fair
-Being there experience opportunities
-Parent volunteers serve as elective instructors,
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2. e school uses community resources to support
learning.

Wednesday Enrichment Instructors, and as
chaperones and assistants for instruction in and
outside the classroom.
-Wednesday enrichment class – guest artists
-Community members to participate in MS
business fair, Shark Tank, student job
interviews
-school garden
-Internships
-Eagle Scout projects
-Local theatre and choir companies
-Community being there experiences – local re
department, police department, library, local
businesses (grocery store, restaurants, etc)
-City o Antioch-aid with waste free lunches
and worm composting
- Partnering with local Neighborhood Watch

Middle School students raise awareness, collect supplies, and raise over $1,200 for Shelter Inc.; local
organization helping to keep families from becoming homeless.
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Findings
Growth

Supporting Evidence
Evidence

1. Create a clear plan on how we are
di erentiating math and ELA instruction,
assessment, and curriculum for our GATE
students? English Learners? High achieving
students? All.

-Sta discussions-minutes, notes

2. Assess GATE program/testing for added value
to ACA.

-Sta discussions-minutes, notes

3. Provide parents/families with a clear
-Sta discussions-minutes, notes
description o how all students with special needs
allowed access to a rigorous standards -based
curriculum (GATE, EL, special education) once
we become our own LEA.
4. Increase involvement o all families.

-Sta discussions-minutes, notes
-Parent network discussions.
5. Increase community/business connections with -Sta discussions-minutes, notes
student projects at all levels.
6. Ensure e uity in curriculum for all students
(English Learners, GATE, Special Ed, General
Population).

-Sta discussion
-faculty meeting minutes

7. Get ACA out in the Community more. Visibility

-Parent discussions
-Faculty discussions-minutes, notes

8. More time available for new team member to
meet with team to focus on training, not just
planning. Add more Community projects (SPA
or Expeditionary Learning).

-Teacher discussions-minutes, notes

in our Community--Educating community about
Charters and Our Charter Speci cally.
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E2. School Environment Criterion
e school is a) a safe, clean, and orderly place that nurtures learning and b) has a culture that is characterized
by trus , professionalism, high expec ations for all students, and a focus on continuous school improvemen .
Antioch Charter Academy strives to maintain a safe and clean environment through the help o
students, sta , and parents. All visitors must sign-in at the o ce and wear a visitor sticker
notifying the sta that they have checked in with o ce sta . e classrooms are monitored and
cleaned daily through student and teacher help as well as an employed custodian. Students and
sta have paper-recycling bins in each classroom to help reduce waste. Students also enjoy the
responsibility o keeping their lunch area (cafeteria) cleaned by reminding each other about
picking up a er themselves and what items can or cannot be recycled or placed in the compost
(worm) bins. All students participate as lunch clean-up helpers. e classroom layout is open
and easily viewed by the teacher for child safety and exits are clearly marked. Emergency exit
plans are posted in every classroom and re drills are held monthly. We have had very few minor
accidents, and no major accidents.
Along with physical safety, ACA practices key philosophies and policies, which also create a
safe, and orderly environment that is learner centered. Students feel safe and valued at ACA
through character education programs and curriculum (Grace and Courtesy, Lifelong
Guidelines and Lifeskills, and Positive Discipline). Students build trust with each other and
their teachers through small learning groups, peer-to-peer collaboration, and daily classroom
meetings.
rough classroom meetings, students learn that they can voice their opinion and be
respected and heard from the entire group. Teachers collaborate together on an “as needed”
basis, discussing any issues that may have surfaced in their classroom meetings and discuss an
action plan o resolution for student success. e Lifelong Guidelines (LLG) and Life Skills
curriculum create an environment o respect for individual di erences. Our diverse student
population feels accepted and respected. e sta meets regularly; a er school, during our
Wednesday planning time and sta meetings to discuss and enhance the school curriculum. e
sta also sets aside three half-day planning days designated for collaboration across classrooms
and/or schools. is commitment to professional development and discussions ultimately raises
expectations for student success.

Findings
Strengths

Supporting Evidence
Evidence

1. e school has existing policies and regulations
and uses its resources to ensure a safe, clean, and
orderly place that nurtures learning, including
internet safety.
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-Class Meetings minutes/agendas.
-Peace Table for problem solving between
individuals. Observations
-Lifeskills re ection
-Positive Discipline is used at all levels teaching
respect for all people and all property. It
promotes peaceful problem-solving and
maintains an atmosphere o kindness.
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2. e school demonstrates caring, concern, and high -All students are taught the Lifelong Guidelines
expectations for students in an environment that
and Lifeskills which foster respect and
honors individual di erences and is conducive to
individual di erences. Each student is expected
learning.
to make goals o the LLG and Life Skills and
these are referred to in their daily lessons,
literature, and assignments.
-LLG and Lifeskills are posted on the walls o
classrooms and taught at each level.
-Each level creates rules/procedures to follow to
keep students safe (developed by the students)
-Observe classroom Lifelong Guideline lessons.
-Classroom meeting minutes are held to discuss
all “Agenda” items
-School Families help create sense o community
amongst all levels (TK – 8)
3. e school has an atmosphere o trust, respect, and -Parent participation in creation o Graduate
professionalism.
Goals
-LCAP to include goals o (a) including parents
as a vital part o our school’s dynamics and
making them partners in their child’s education
(b) present a highly successful program for all
students through critical thinking activities,
acknowledging individual strengths, and
awareness and celebration o diverse learning
styles, and (c) create classroom settings that
address individual needs with regards to
academics, emotional and physical structure,
and time management
-Observation
-Survey, Interviews
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E3.

Personal and Academic Student Support Criterion

All students receive appropriate academic support and intervention to help ensure school, college, and career
success. Students with special alents and/or needs have access to a system o personal support services,
activities, and opportunities at the school. ese are enhanced by business, industry, and the community.
ACA provides many support services for student’s personal needs. We use technology,
paraprofessionals, and a er school programs in our e orts to implement a personalized approach to
learning. Leadership (Co-Administrators and Level Representatives) and all sta members work to
ensure that students receive support services (ie RtI teacher support, Resource support, a er school
homework and math support) and we create relationships with students, so that they feel empowered
to get the support they need. Sta members are trained to catch stru ling students early and to
work to make individual accommodations or modi cations, so that students are taught from where
they are.
We want to work to ensure that we are not reaching too low a bar for students with our curriculum,
instructional methods, and assessments. We want to look at whether we are providing access to a
challenging, relevant, and coherent curriculum. We want to further review our curriculum to ensure
e uitable access. We have just begun having those conversations and a full review o curriculum needs
to be done in order to ensure that those ever changing materials are what each o our students needs.

Findings
Strengths

Supporting Evidence
Evidence

1. e school has available and ade uate services
to support student’s personal needs.

-SST
-Parent/Teacher/OT conferences and
connections
-A er school tutoring
-Career Exploration Middle School Teachers
-RtI aide, Lindamood Bell
-Moby Max
-Push in aides, garden
-EL Math Shack
-AUSD SPED, resource teacher and aide,
-Chromebooks, tablets, computers, Audible,
books on tape, access to phones

2. Strategies are used by the school leadership
and sta to develop and implement personalized
approaches to learning and alternative
instructional options.

-IEP & Individualized Learning Plans
-Continual observation and assessment
-Conferences with teachers and parents
-Email communication
-A er school tutoring—ELA (MS) Math shack.
-Aides in each classroom, 2 RtI aides, pull out
Lindamood Bell, push-in aide,
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-Conferences and training for sta
3. e school leadership and sta ensure that the
support services and related activities have a
direct relationship to student involvement in
learning based on the academic standards and the
schoolwide learner outcomes, e.g., within and
outside the classroom, for all students, including
the ELL, GATE, special education, and other
programs.

-Conferences
-Trainings
-Sta Development
-Philosophy Trainings
-Collaboration Days
-Hired Aides
-Parent Volunteers
-Elective Teachers & Enrichment Program
-Garden
-Assemblies
-Study Trips & ‘Being ere’ trips
-in uiry, self-directed learning

4. rough the use o e uitable support all
students have access to a challenging, relevant,
and coherent curriculum.

-Brain compatible Learning environments
-MS themes, project based learning,
simulations
-Montessori age- ranges, cultural,
-discussion, debate, metacognition, in
Intermediate, MS, Elementary
-Montessori Curriculum/Philosophy
-HET Philosophy
-Project Zero Philosophy
-Multiple Intelligence Curriculum
-Teachers loop with students for 2-3 years
-Complete inclusion in all classes
-Curriculum evolves and changes throughout
the year
-Multiaged Classrooms and Learning Groups
-Full inclusion o all students in all classes
-Individualized Learning Plans

5. e school ensures that there is a high level o
student involvement in curricular and
co-curricular activities that link to the academic
standards, the college- and career-readiness
standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes.

-Assemblies
-Spirit Days
-School Families
-Fundraiser Elective
-Class Meetings
-Student Lead Programs
-Garden
-Peer Teaching/Mentoring
-Human-Centered Design Challenge
-Social Entrepreneur Shark Tank
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Category E. School Culture and Support for Student Personal and Academic Growth:
Summary, Strengths, and Growth Needs
Stakeholder involvement is an integral part o the learner-centered approach at ACA. Parent
involvement is one o the bi est factors in student success at ACA. ACA continues to nd new and
innovative ways to involve community resources to support/enhance learning and academic
achievement for all students. ACA strives to maintain a safe and clean environment through the help
o students, sta , and parents. Along with physical safety, ACA practices key philosophies, policies,
and education programs which create a safe, and orderly environment that is learner-centered. e
commitment to our philosophies has created a safe school environment where all stakeholders can
feel safe and valued. ACA sta is committed to professional development and discussions which
ultimately raises expectations o all students. ACA provides many support services for student’s
personal needs. Programs have been implemented to create a personalized approach to learning. Sta
members work to ensure students receive appropriate support services, accommodations, and
modi cations. Sta wants to evaluate, document, and develop challenging, coherent, and relevant
K-8 curriculum that is rigorous and standards aligned, ensuring that all students have e ual access.
We want to add additional community projects at all levels.
Category E: Strengths -Not Prioritized
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

e school implements strategies and processes for the regular involvement o all stakeholder
support groups in the learning and teaching process, including parents o non-English
speaking, special needs and online students.
e school uses community resources to support learning.
e school has existing policies and regulations and uses its resources to ensure a safe, clean,
and orderly place that nurtures learning, including internet safety.
e school demonstrates caring, concern, and high expectations for students in an
environment that honors individual di erences and is conducive to learning.
e school has an atmosphere o trust, respect, and professionalism.
e school has available and ade uate services to support student’s personal needs.
Strategies are used by the school leadership and sta to develop and implement personalized
approaches to learning and alternative instructional options.
e school leadership and sta ensure that the support services and related activities have a
direct relationship to student involvement in learning based on the academic standards and
the schoolwide learner outcomes, e.g., within and outside the classroom, for all students,
including the ELL, GATE, special education, and other programs.
rough the use o e uitable support all students have access to a challenging, relevant, and
coherent curriculum.
e school ensures that there is a high level o student involvement in curricular and
co-curricular activities that link to the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness
standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
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Category E: Growth - Prioritized
1. Create a clear plan on how we are di erentiating Math and ELA instruction, assessments, and
curriculum for all students. (GATE, English Learners, SPED, All)
2. Provide parents/families with a clear description o how all students with special needs are
allowed access to a rigorous standards -based curriculum (GATE, EL, special education) once
be become our own LEA.
3. More time available for new team member to meet with team to focus on training, not just
planning. Add more Community projects (SPA or Expeditionary Learning).
4. Increase community/business connections with student projects at all levels.
5. Increase involvement o all families.
6. Assess GATE program/testing for added value to ACA.
7. Ensure e uity in curriculum for all students (English Learners, GATE, Special Ed, General
Population).

Intermediate STEM materials: ‘Shake Tables’. Donated to students from Donors Choose.
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Prioritized Areas o Growth Needs from Categories A through E
We prioritized our areas o growth into four categories (Curriculum, Assessment, Special Need
Students and Other). We believe the rst three categories should be made into our goals. e last
category we feel contain many ‘Just do its!
1. Assess student access to rigorous and standard aligned curriculum.
2. Develop a curriculum bridge from level to level. Gap between Montessori to Multiple
Intelligences/HET-create bridge.
3. More collaboration about curriculum between 3-4 and 6-7 teachers.
4. Add more SPA projects at each level. All
5. Develop an ongoing process to review and assess curriculum. Align curriculum to ELD
standards.
6. Explore new research to enhance student achievement through curriculum, attend new
trainings.
7. More collaboration time committed to sta expectations o Common Core State Standards.
8. More time available for new team member to meet with team to focus on training, not just
planning. Add more Community projects (SPA or Expeditionary Learning).
9. Ensure e uity in curriculum for all students (English Learners, GATE, Special Ed, General
Population).
10. Begin looking at student work samples (Math and ELA) at transitional grade levels (3rd to 4th
and 6th to 7th) for alignment to DOK and CCSS.
11. Increase community/business connections with student projects at all levels.
12. Increase instruction on ways students can apply knowledge and use higher order thinking
skills and innovate in meaningful ways.
13. Create/adopt a standardized, Common Core aligned assessments to track and communicate
student progress to all stakeholders.
14. Develop a comprehensive, meaningful and manageable collection o assessment measures to
share between levels and with stakeholders for input.
15. Need to develop a cohesive reporting and interpreting system o assessment results for all
stakeholders, beyond what is already being used.
16. Special Needs students need to be more o a focus (EL, SPED, GATE), in regards to
assessment scores and growth.
17. Summative assessments are given at irregular intervals across levels. Standardized timelines
and measures o student progress against grade level expectations are not easily shared across
levels.
18. Test result implications should be discussed for each level as a whole sta . As patterns
emerge, we need a procedure for helping evaluate and adjust programs across levels.
19. We should aim to use computer programs (online) for additional assessment data by ensuring
integrity and using class time to supervise student work.
20. Create a clear plan on how we are di erentiating Math and ELA instruction, assessments, and
curriculum for all students. (GATE, English Learners, SPED, All).
21. Create processes for students with special needs, include stakeholders, create best practices
for identifying, assessing, instruction, for SPED students, English Learners, and GATE
students.
22. Teachers across levels are not consistently and formally communicating what di erentiation/
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23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

interventions/instruction methods are being used for Special Needs students.
Provide parents/families with a clear description o how all students with special needs are
allowed access to a rigorous standards -based curriculum (GATE, EL, special education) once
be become our own LEA.
Assess GATE program/testing for added value to ACA.
Get ACA out in the Community more. Visibility in our Community--Educating community
about Charters and Our Charter Speci cally.
Communicating student progress not clear for all parents, (new parents).
Increase involvement o all families.
Put LCAP report on school website. (Just do it!)
e school needs to align (point out) the college and career readiness standards with our
school-wide performance goals. (Just do it!)
Include clearer academic language in Graduate Goals. (Just do it!)
Formalize observation opportunities, add more peer observations or focused observations.
(Just do it!)
Hire more substitutes and attract more applicants. (Just do it!)
More communication sent home in weekly newsletters outlining the student’s week or month
in class at the Primary and Elementary Levels. (Just do it!)
Increase expectations and instruction time to 1st- 3rd grade in writing. (Just do it!)
Increase extended direct math instruction, guided practice, and independent practice time in
Elementary. (Just do it!)
Increase time spent on instruction o chromebook use/Google drive in Elementary and
Intermediate. (Just do it!)
School email accounts for all sta exist, but can’t be accessed.
Schedule reviews o these (Handbook, etc) documents for sta . (Just do it!)

Multicultural potluck, put on by Intermediate students.
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Chapter IV: Summary from Analysis o Identi ed Critical Student
Learning Needs
Our critical student learning needs were determined a er several stakeholder discussions regarding
our ndings in each category (A E). ere were 38 identi ed areas o growth, which we sorted into 4
categories: curriculum, assessment, special needs population, and other-“Just Do it” (things we can
easily address without making a timeline). We reviewed our prioritized list and our former
prioritized list from our last self-study, so that we could see progress, look for connections, and make
an informed decision regarding our new Critical Areas o Need. Keeping in mind our Initial Areas o
Need, and these lists helped us to identify our three goals.
e three goals that emerged were closely related and their impact on our learners was clear. As a
stakeholder group, we noticed cohesion within teaching levels (Primary, Elementary, Intermediate,
and Middle School) on all areas (curriculum, instruction, assessment, culture), but noticed the lack o
cohesion across levels. While students in our K-3 Montessori program receive access to strong
curriculum, instruction and assessment, it is di cult for all stakeholders to see the bridge between
what these students achieve and how students achieve in the Intermediate and Middle School.
Particularly, the curriculum and assessment methods used at all three levels are not easily and readily
identi able for all stakeholders.
It was determined that our goals and our action plan should include a concerted e ort to de ne and
share curriculum and assessment tools between each level. Ultimately, while it was discovered that
each level provides opportunities for students to participate in both de ned curriculum and
assessment opportunities, our students are not being tracked across levels in an easily identi able
procedure. We don’t see a clear curriculum line or assessment line from Kindergarten through 8th
grade. Further discussion revealed that while working on curriculum and assessment, it would be
important to ensure that all o our student populations were given opportunities to access higher
order thinking activities and to be assessed in a standardized way. We chose our three goals with these
ideas in mind.
Goal #1: Develop a process to make sure our curriculum is equi able, cohesive, rigorous, current and aligned to
CCSS and ELD s andard” in order to make visible to all stakeholders that student access to a rigorous
curriculum is happening for all at all levels. Create a cohesive curriculum thread.
Goal #2: “Deﬁne eﬀective Common Core aligned grade level assessments in Math and ELA, create s andardized
timelines and measures o student 0progress which will be shared, reported and interpreted” in order to
establish a running record o progress for students as they progress through our school and inform
stakeholders o that progress.
Goal#3: Create a schoolwide procedure for supporting the achievement and growth o our Special Needs
learners (i.e. ELL, SPED, GATE). is last goal will be helped along by the completion o Goal #1 and #2
and will serve to support these student populations.
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Chapter V: Schoolwide Action Plan
Goal #1: Develop a process to make sure our curriculum is e uitable, cohesive, rigorous, current and
aligned to CCSS and ELD standards
Tasks

Responsible
Persons

Professional
Development/
Resources

Assessment

Timeline

Reporting

Create an online
ongoing document
that shows the K-8
curriculum
alignment to CCSS
and ELD standards
and time allotted

Kris
Sarah
ALL

Substitute
Teachers

-documents
will be online
in TLCS
folders

2018-2019

Kris,
All Sta

Research and
develop rigorous
projects based on
new educational
research, including
SPA/HET and
Expeditionary
Learning

Edna
Adrienne
ALL

Substitutes,
-Expeditionary
Learning
Leadership
-Perspective for
a Diverse
America
Training

-Faculty
Meeting
minutes
-Decision and
adoption

2018-2020

Edna
All Sta ,
Stakeholders

Formalize
collaboration
between levels to
develop a
curriculum bridge

Adrienne
Angie
Kevin
Abe

Wednesday
Collaboration
Time, Faculty
Meeting Time

-Minutes
-Schedule

2018-2019

Adrienne, Kevin

Create curriculum
bridge that includes
community based
projects.

Tom
Allen
Amber
Cynthia

Wednesday
Collaboration
SDD
Substitutes

-Bridge de ned
and in writing
-Projects up
and running

2019-2020

Allen, Amber, Tom,
Cynthia

Train stakeholders
on the curriculum
alignment and
creation processes

Edna
Sarah
ALL

-Co-ad time
-New teacher
training day

-Calendar
-PEP

2021-2024

Edna and Sarah

Develop an ongoing
process to review
and assess
curriculum
processes

Shellie

Substitutes

-Faculty
Meeting
Minutes
-Calendar

2022-2023

Shellie
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School Wide Performance Goals and Outcomes Addressed: #1, #2, #11
LCAP Goal Addressed: LCAP Goal #1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8
Growth Targets: Sta members are all clear on the curriculum alignment that all levels are using.
Student surveys show that they feel more empowered and able to contribute to society. Student
achievement in Math and ELA improves on in class assessments, Dashboard, or CAASPP.
Growth Target: ALL students feel empowered to contribute to society and make change. Curriculum
alignment is clear for stakeholders.
Follow Up: Curriculum online documents on Google drive. Stakeholder education has occurred.

Student created art connected to classroom curriculum, displayed during Mini-showcase in November.
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Goal #2: De ne e ective Common Core aligned grade level assessments in Math and ELA, create
standardized timelines and measures o student progress which will be shared, reported and interpreted.
Tasks

Determine
expectations for
assessment for
each level and
create a schedule
De ne and
develop grade
level assessments
(teacher-made,
online, &
standardized)

Responsible
Persons

Professional
Development/
Resources

Assessment

Timeline

Reporting

Allen
Kris
Sarah/Adrienne
Rebecca

Wednesday
collaboration/Aide
for Wednesday
Primary

Assessment
schedule

2018-2019

Allen

Allen
Kris
Sarah/Adrienne
Rebecca

Wednesday
collaboration, team
level collaboration,
research for existing
standardized
assessment,
Extra SDD

Assessment
schedule and
speci c
battery o
assessments

2018-2020

Allen

Develop a process Allen
to track assessment Kris
results
Sarah/Adrienne
Rebecca

Wednesday
collaboration, team
level collaboration,
research for existing
standardized
assessment,
Extra SDD

Create
running
record for
each student

2019-2020

Allen

Develop a process
to communicate
and evaluate
assessment results
to stakeholders

Wednesday
collaboration, team
level collaboration,

Annual Sta
Calendar
meeting,
Progress
reports for
Parents and
Charter
council

2019-2020

Kris

Allen
Kris
Sarah/Adrienne
Rebecca

School Wide Performance Goals and Outcomes Addressed: #1, 2, 4, and 5
LCAP Goal Addressed: LCAP Goal #2, 3, 4, 5, and 7
Growth Targets: Student achievement in Math and ELA improves signi cantly on in class
assessments or CAASPP.
Follow Up: Running records for each student is visible, Surveys show that the bridge between levels is
less abrupt for all Stakeholders. Assessments are clearly aligned to standards.
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Goal #3: Create a schoolwide procedure for supporting the achievement and growth o our Special Needs
learners (i.e. ELL, SPED, GATE)
Tasks

Responsible
Persons

Professional
Development
/Resources

Assessment

Timeline

Reporting

Create process for
identifying ELL,
SPED, & GATE

Kevin
Amber
Edna
Sarah
Lydia

-Faculty Meetings
- extra SDD
-EDCOE
Leadership Week
-Assessments

-Processes
online
-Resources for
sta online
-Assessments

2018-2020

Edna, Kevin,
Amber, Sarah

Create process for
ensuring e uity in
instruction for
students

Kevin
Amber
Edna
Lydia

-Substitutes
-SDD
-Wednesday
Collaboration

-Survey
-Tracking
documents
-Instruction
opportunities

2020-2021

Kevin, Edna,
Amber, Lydia

Create a process
for evaluating and
following growth
o ELL, SPED, and
GATE students

Kevin
Amber
Edna
Lydia

-Wednesday
Collaboration

-Process
documentation
-Student
growth
evaluations

2021-2022

Amber, Lydia,
Kevin, Edna

Provide all sta
ongoing training
with these
processes.
Create a
community
outreach program
for stakeholders
speci c to Special
Needs students

Kevin
Amber
Edna

-Co-ad time
-Faculty Meeting
time

-Calendar o
trainings

2022-2023

Edna, Kevin

Kevin
Amber
Edna

-Supplies for
meetings
-Co-ad time
-substitutes

-PEP
-Calendar o
meetings
-Stakeholder
group

2023-2024

Kevin, Amber,
Edna

School Wide Performance Goals and Outcomes Addressed: #3
LCAP Goal Addressed: LCAP Goal #1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8
Growth Targets: Special Needs programs are up and running. All stakeholders are informed
(Instruction). Student achievement in Math and ELA for special needs students rises on in class
assessments, Dashboard, and/or CAASPP.
Follow Up: Survey Special Need Stakeholders, Program review discussion with
Stakeholders.

In addition, the visiting committee has identified critical areas for follow-up that
need to be addressed:
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1.
Develop a cohesive process to collect standards-aligned summative
data throughout the year (e.g., benchmark data to analyze and confirm
effectiveness of instructional programs/strategies).
2.
Train all staff as it relates to the alignment of curriculum & assessment
for appropriate collection, aggregation, analysis, interpretation, and reporting
of standards-aligned assessment data to relevant stakeholders to guide
student achievement.
3.
Modify the Professional Development Plan to ensure it is consistent
with the goals of the school to fully align the curriculum and assessments to
the state standards.
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Appendices:
A. Graduate Goals/Surveys Templates
B. Results o student uestionnaire/interviews
C. Results o parent/community uestionnaire/interviews
D. Results o assorted surveys (alumni, community, math)
E. ACA Student Survey: Student Perception on School Environment
F. Daily General Schedule
G. Local Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP): provide link
H. California Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF) State Priorities Rubric
Performance information
I. School accountability report card (SARC)
J. CBEDS school information form
K. Budgetary information, including school budget
L. Glossary o terms uni ue to the school.
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A: Graduate Goals/Surveys Templates
Graduate Goals Template - Middle School
Needs
Improvement:

Developing:

1) Communicate clearly and
effectively with others orally and in
writing in academic and social
environments

1

2

3

4

2) Be able to work collaboratively
and cooperate with others

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

8) Demonstrate use of Lifeskills and
Lifelong Guidelines in daily life

1

2

3

4

9) Have and show respect to others
and self, including respect to
diversity

1

2

3

4

10) Be able to contribute to society
and feel empowered to make change

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

2

3

4

Please circle the number which best
fits your student at this time

3) Be able to organize materials and
self
4) Be able to manage time
effectively

Demonstrates some
Demonstrates no
of the examples
or a few
listed
examples listed

Proficient:

Excellent:

Demonstrates most Demonstrates all or
of the examples nearly all examples
listed
listed

5) Be able to accomplish goals

6) Be able to work independently
7) Identify themselves as lifelong
learners

11) Demonstrate an understanding
and appreciation of the Enrichment
Program and the Arts
12) Be able to think creatively

1
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Graduate Goals Template: Middle School - (continued)
Examples
Goal #1:

-Is Proactive,
-Seek first to understand, then to be understood
-Penmanship is legible
-Verbally shares during classroom meetings
-Speaks confidently in front of others, presentation score of 3 or 4.
-Able to hold a conversation with peers and adults in and outside classroom
-Completes group and individual projects successfully with a score of 3 or higher
-Able to describe and teach learned concepts to peers and adults
-Able to follow written instructions, verbal directions, and communicate details in writing/speaking
-Write persuasive, narrative, informative/explanatory, summary, w/ a score of 3 or 4
-Uses a variety of technologies to produce and publish writing, create presentations, and convey ideas
-Produces writing that required an extended time frame, YA
-Able to explain Math concepts to peers and teacher
-Writes detailed explanations while problem solving real-world situations
-Successfully conveys data and results from science projects
-Meets PE, Art, and Music goals in this area

Goal #2:

-Able to interact with others without starting conflict and being put on agenda
-Able to lead and follow on a group project and work with any group of students
-Able to take responsibility for their role in a group and listens to others no matter who they are
-Can make decision and go along with decisions made by group, thinks Win-Win
-Able to help students with their problems to build up their skills
-Creates synergy in groups
-Actively listens to maximize the information taken in
-Is a key member in groups to problem solve and come up with unique design solutions
-Can successfully work with a variety of peers to problem solve during Math projects
-Meets PE, Art, and Music goals in this area

Goal #3:

-Prioritizes time, getting the most important things done first
-Demonstrates an efficient way to store work for self and others, locker, backpack, computer files
-Able to organize and structure essays, presentations, reports, etc.
-Able to access online resources efficiently
-Uses some sort of planner/calendar to organize self
-Turns work in consistently on time
-Brings needed materials to classes
-Meets PE, Art, and Music goals in this area
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Goal #4:

-Able to meet deadlines
-Arrives to class on time consistently
-Able to work without distracting self or others
-Does not procrastinate
-Takes the time during and after school to get work done
-Meets PE, Art, and Music goals in this area

Goal #5:

-Begins with the end in mind
-Shows perseverance, then pride when completing goals
-Shows effort on projects and assignments
-Turns in all work
-Able to make smart and efficient goals that are realistic
-Able to set small goals to achieve a large goal
-Meets Language Arts, Science, Math, and Personal goals set in planner each trimester
-Meets PE, Art, and Music goals in this area

Goal #6:

-Able to work independently in any learning environment, without reminders, stay on task at hand
-Able to separate self from distractions and procrastination and work without distracting others
-Able to follow written instructions, verbal directions
-Uses independent time wisely during class to minimize time needed outside of school
-Solves small problems themselves without needing adult intervention
-Asks for support from adults when they need it
-Meets PE, Art, and Music goals in this area

Goal #7:

-Is curious and asks questions
-Learns more outside of required knowledge
-Able to suggest new ideas to learn about
-Learns how to do things that are not taught in school
-Shows open-mindedness, experiences new things
-Finds a genius/passion project and completes at least one during the year
-Masters most Lifeskills and Lifelong Guidelines
-Thinks of constructive criticism as a positive and uses it to make revisions
-Meets PE, Art, and Music goals in this area

Goal #8:

-Does the right thing when no one is watching
-Is truthful in class meetings – even if there is a consequence
-Listens during presentations and discussions, listens with ears, eyes, and heart
-Suggests kind, specific, and helpful feedback to peers
-Not on the agenda often for negative things
-Gives compliments in classroom meetings and throughout the day
-Does their personal best on every project
-Takes time to complete work – quality of work gradually gets higher
-Stays focused in class
-Effort is there even when it is not a subject they like
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-Leads by example
-Responsible in school families and school work
-Cares for classroom, school, and school materials
-Notices things around you
-Meets PE, Art, and Music goals in this area
Goal #9:

-Takes time to take care for and renew self
-Gives compliments and acknowledgments in classroom meeting
-Respects privacy
-Does not make fun of people
-Quick to listen, slow to speak, and listens respectfully to others
-Does not exclude people from groups
-Has an open mind, shows compassion
-Meets PE, Art, and Music goals in this area

Goal #10:

-Contributes to class meetings
-Suggests/Shares ideas for positive change
-Completes service learning projects, participates fully in SPAs
-Participates in school improvements – gets involved in improving school
-Creates and participates in events for students (Haunted house, dances, potlucks…)
-Raises money for school/student projects (student-led fundraisers)
-Contributes during internships/job shadows
-Meets PE, Art, and Music goals in this area

Goal #11:

-Pays attention in Enrichment Program (Art, Music, PE, PS, and Electives)
-Shows effort in Enrichment Program (Art, Music, PE, PS, and Electives)
-Listens during performances – has great audience behavior
-Follows rules and fully participates in Enrichment Program. Works to improve/enhance Enrichment
program, if they see a need
-Attends night performances/Showcase, has great attendance on Wednesday
-Meets PE, Art, and Music goals in this area

Goal #12:

-Comes up with original ideas, suggests new/different ideas, creates what they imagine
-Is unique in performances, projects, etc.
-Completes young author’s story/portfolio
-Is creative in presentations when telling story (history)
-Includes a “Wild and Exciting” part during presentations
-In Human Centered Design and Entrepreneur units, has unique solutions to human problems
-Makes connections across concepts and subjects
-Meets PE, Art, and Music goals in this area
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Graduate Goals uestions Template - Intermediate
GRADUATE
GOALS

GOAL NOT MET
Demonstrates
most or many
examples listed as
Never

GOAL NEARLY
MET
Demonstrates
most of the
examples listed as
Never or Sometimes

GOAL MET
Demonstrates
most of the
examples
listed as Always

GOAL
EXCEEDED
Demonstrates all or
nearly all
the examples listed
as Always

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

#8) Demonstrate use of Life skills
and Lifelong Guidelines in daily
life

1

2

3

4

#9) Have and show respect to
others and self, including respect
to diversity

1

2

3

4

#10) Be able to contribute to
society and feel empowered to
make change

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

#1) Communicate clearly and
effectively with others orally and
in writing in academic and social
environments
#2) Be able to work
collaboratively and cooperate
with others
#3) Be able to organize materials
and self
#4) Be able to manage time
effectively
#5) Be able to accomplish goals
#6) Be able to work
independently
#7) Identify themselves as
lifelong learners

#11) Demonstrate an
understanding and appreciation of
Enrichment Program and the Arts
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#12) Be able to think creatively

1

2

3

4

Graduate Goals Template: Intermediate - continued

Goal #1

Examples

Frequency

-Writes a 5 paragraph essay with correct form thesis, spelling, grammar,
punctuation, organization

Never

-Writes a persuasive narrative, informative piece with a score of 3 or 4.

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Able to demonstrate higher-level thinking in writing (inference,
evaluation, theme)

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Able to demonstrate higher-level thinking is a literature discussion

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Produces writing that requires an extended time frame

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Penmanship is legible

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Completes an oral presentation on a topic with a score of distinguished

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Uses a variety of technologies to produce and publish writing, create
presentations, and convey ideas

Never

-Able to explain math concepts to peer and teacher

Sometimes

Always

Always

Never

Sometimes

Always

Never

Sometimes

Always

Never

Sometimes

Always

Never

Sometimes

Always

Never

Sometimes

Always

Never

Sometimes

Always

-In a group project: listens, compromises and leads.

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Suggests ideas and organizes

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Works well with a group and produces a grade level project

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Helps fellow students reach work goals.

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Able to interact with others without starting conflict or being put on the
agenda

Never

Sometimes

Always

-actively listens to maximize the information taken in

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Meets PE, Art and Music goals in this area

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Able to explain Science concepts to peer and teacher
-is a leader in a group project
-Is able to lead and explain an activity for a younger student.
-verbally shares during class meetings
-follows written/verbal instructions
-Meets PE, Art and Music goals in this area

Goal #2

Sometimes
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Goal #3

Goal #4

Goal #5

Goal #6

-Keeps Folder clean/files work

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Always brings materials to group

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Keeps desk/cubby clean

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Keeps track of work/folder

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Plans out week and accomplishes work in a timely manner

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Able to organize and structure essays, presentations and reports

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Work is neat and legible

Never

Sometimes

Always

-keeps classroom organized, putting materials in designated spots

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Meets PE, Art and Music goals in this area

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Plans work for the week

Never

-Finishes work during IWT

Never

Sometimes

Always

-able to work without distracting self or others

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Stays on task during group work

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Work is signed off each day

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Arrives to group on time

Never

Sometimes

Always

-plans ahead

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Meets PE, Art and Music goals in this area

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Gets 100% each week

Never

Sometimes

Always

-shows effort on projects and assignments

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Meets language arts, science, math, and personal goals set on report
card each trimester

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Is able to set reasonable weekly goals in folder

Never

Sometimes

-Able to set small goals to reach large goals

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Meets PE, Art and Music goals in this area

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Shows initiative with work-moves forward without being told

Never

Sometimes Always

-Able to work independently in any learning environment without
reminders

Never

Sometimes

-Asks for help when needed

Never

Sometimes Always

-Has internalized the responsibility for own work

Never

Sometimes Always

-Stays on task

Never

Sometimes Always

-Accomplishes goals without relying on adult motivation

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Meets PE, Art and Music goals in this area

Never

Sometimes

Always
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Goal #7

-Eager to learn, asks questions

Never

Sometimes Always

-Able to suggest new learning topics

Never

Sometimes Always

-Shows open-mindedness, experiences new things

Never

Sometimes Always

-Thinks of constructive criticism as a positive and uses it to make
revisions

Never

Sometimes Always

Never

Sometimes Always

-Always does personal best

Never

Sometimes Always

-Investigates questions without being prompted

Never

Sometimes Always

-Takes assignments further and deeper/goes the extra mile

Never

Sometimes Always

-Uses all life skills in and out of the classroom

Never

Sometimes Always

-Is truthful in class meetings, even when there are consequences

Never

Sometimes Always

-Is an active listener

Never

Sometimes Always

-Is a good role model for younger students

Never

Sometimes

-Suggests kind, specific and helpful feedback to peers

Never

Sometimes Always

-On the agenda only for supportive things or suggestions

Never

-Does the right thing when no one is watching

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Gives compliments in class meetings and throughout the day

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Does their personal best on every project

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Responsible in school families and assemblies

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Cares for classroom, school and school materials

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Notices things around you

Never Sometimes

Always

-Uses life skill/lifelong guidelines to resolve conflict

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Meets PE, Art and Music goals

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Meets PE, Art and Music goals in this area
Goal #8

Goal #9

Goal #10

Always

Sometimes Always

-Uses the life skill of respect at all time

Never

-Gives compliments and acknowledgements in class meetings

Never

-respects privacy

Never

Sometimes Always

-Shows compassion, does not use put-downs

Never

Sometimes Always

-Includes everyone in groups and activities

Never

Sometimes Always

-Helpful to students with differing abilities

Never

Sometimes

-Accepting of differing opinions and beliefs

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Meets PE, Art and Music goals in this area

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Puts suggestions for change/ideas for activities on the agenda

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Participates in discussions about classroom change

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Helps implement change

Never

Sometimes

Always

-creates and participates in events

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Meets PE, Art and Music goals in this area

Never
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Goal #11

Goal #12

-Attends class regularly

Never

Sometimes Always

-Arrives to class on time

Never

Sometimes Always

-Gives personal best effort

Never

Sometimes Always

-Fully participates in class, attends night performances/Showcase

Never

Sometimes Always

-Has a positive attitude

Never

Sometimes Always

-Helps teacher and students

Never

Sometimes Always

-Facilitates new activities

Never

Sometimes Always

-Demonstrates appropriate audience behavior

Never

Sometimes Always

-Meets PE, Art and Music goals in this area

Never

Sometimes Always

-Thinks outside the box

Never

Sometimes Always

-Comes up with new ideas

Never

Sometimes Always

-Solves problems in new ways

Never

Sometimes Always

-Creates a performance in their project that has not been done before

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Takes a familiar topic in a new direction

Never

Sometimes

Always

-Suggests alternative solutions/resolutions to classroom conflicts

Never
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Graduate Goals Template - Elementary
ACA

Rarely

Occasionally

Frequently

Consistently

GRADUATE

Demonstrates no
or few examples
listed

Demonstrates
some of the
examples listed

Demonstrates
most of the
examples listed

Demonstrates all
or nearly all
examples listed

#1: Communicate clearly and
effectively with others orally and in
writing in academic and social
environments.

1

2

3

4

#2: Be able to work collaboratively
and cooperate with others.

1

2

3

4

#3: Be able to organize materials and
self.

1

2

3

4

#4: Be able to manage time
effectively.

1

2

3

4

#5: Be able to accomplish goals.

1

2

3

4

#6: Be able to work independently.

1

2

3

4

#7: Identify themselves as lifelong
learners.

1

2

3

4

#8: Demonstrates use of Lifeskills
and Lifelong guidelines in daily life.

1

2

3

4

#9: Have and show respect to others
and self-including respect to
diversity.

1

2

3

4

#10: Be able to contribute to society
and feel empowered to make change.

1

2

3

4

#11: Demonstrate an understanding
and appreciation of the Enrichment
Program and the Arts.

1

2

3

4

#12: Be able to think creatively.

1

2

3

4

GOALS
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Graduate Goals Template: Elementary - (continued)
Goal # 1

-Speaks clearly in class meetings
-Writes legibly for Language Arts, Math, and Cultural Studies assignments
-Can express emotions, ideas, and opinions using a paragraph format
-Can produce a 5 paragraph essay/piece
-Asks questions and collaborates with peers during the work period
-Presents on a topic in front of a small group or whole class
-Communicates thoughts and needs to others when on the playground or at a Being There Experience
-Completes a Young Author’s Book

Goal # 2

-Contributes ideas to a group presentation or project
-Participates in completing a group presentations or project
-Works productively with peers to complete jobs on contracts
-Helps younger students reach work goals
-Is assigned to be a group leader during whole class activities (e.g. class meeting, Brain Gym/Yoga)

Goal # 3

-Keeps work and materials on a carpet square
-Has a neat and organized cubby
-Use work folder to keep work safe and neat
-Can find their contract or completed work quickly
-Restores classroom jobs to their designated place
-Comes to lessons prepared with materials

Goal # 4

-Comes to lessons promptly when invited
-Completes assigned Daily work
-Completes weekly contract
-Gets multiple jobs signed off at one time
-Avoids standing in line multiple times for extended periods of times
-Uses multiple resources to get needs meet (e.g. teachers, aides, peers)
-Prepares snack in an acceptable timely fashion
-Takes advantage of time warnings (e.g. 5 minutes until work time is finished, 5 minute warning for
recess)
-Gets signed off before clean up time

Goal # 5

-Completes Young Authors by due date
-Finishes all parts of research projects by the due date
-Completes weekly contract
-Highlights jobs and sets daily goals
-Use Graduate Goals Rubric to self-assess each trimester
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Goal # 6

-Stays on task
-Selects jobs assigned on their own without teacher assistance
-Works in any learning environment without reminders
-Follow written instructions
-Follow verbal instructions
-Problem solves without needing adult intervention
-Communicates needs to adults
-Asks for help when needed

Goal # 7

-Chooses to complete independent research projects
-Asks to share or present an idea or experience to the group/class
-Asks questions during lessons, reading groups, and after presentations
-Participates during lessons
-Uses constructive criticism as a positive and uses it to make revisions
-Shows interest and curiosity in a different topics and issues

Goal # 8

-Uses classroom agenda
-Uses Wheel of choice when having a conflict
-Follows Community Rules.
-Able to self-reflect on behavior
-Not on agenda often for negative things
-Gives completes in classroom meetings
-Can share end of day reflection about something they learned
-Uses active listening

Goal # 9

-Uses grace and courtesy on school grounds
-Uses grace and courtesy at Being There Experiences
-Does personal best in all school activities
-Shows kindness to all peers
-Engages in lessons that involve different cultures/backgrounds

Goal # 10

-Brings ideas or solutions to class meeting
-Participates in school activities
-Participates with School Families

Goal # 11

-Engaged during school performances, whether preforming or spectating.
-Shares out thoughts and opinions after Being There Experiences, that involve the Arts.
-Arrives to Enrichment Classes on time
-Is respectful to all Enrichment teachers/aides
-Has a positive attitude during Enrichment Classes
-Participates during Enrichment Classes
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Goal # 12

-Expresses ideas, thoughts, or solutions using different media (writing, orally, artistically, etc.)
-Completes Young Authors
-Completes Art projects in Enrichment Class
-Verbalizes connections across the curriculum
-Connecting experiences from a Being There Experience to classroom curriculum
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B: Results o Student uestionnaire/Interviews
Results for:
Teacher/Student Perception Data: K - 3rd
Please circle the number
Rarely
which best fits your student at Demonstrates
this time
no or a few
examples listed
1) Communicate clearly and
effectively with others orally
and in writing in academic and
social environments
2) Be able to work
collaboratively and cooperate
with others
3) Be able to organize
materials and self
4) Be able to manage time
effectively

2nd Trimester

2016-17

Occasionally
Frequently
Demonstrates
Demonstrates most
some of the
of the examples
examples listed
listed

Consistently
Demonstrates all or
nearly all examples
listed
Freq/Consist

4

3

14

81%

2

3

15

86%

1

5

15

95%

2

3

13

76%

5

8

8

76%

2

3

1

15

76%

3

2

4

12

76%

4

2

15

81%

5

16

100%

8

7

71%

16

5

100%

2

15

4

90%

9

31

73

139

4%

12%

29%

55%

1

3

5) Be able to accomplish goals
6) Be able to work
independently
7) Identify themselves as
lifelong learners
8) Demonstrate use of
Lifeskills and Lifelong
Guidelines in daily life
9) Have and show respect to
others and self, including
respect to diversity
10) Be able to contribute to
society and feel empowered to
make change
11) Demonstrate an
understanding and appreciation
of the Enrichment Program and
the Arts
12) Be able to think creatively

6

students surveyed:
21

Total responses

133
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Results for:
Student Perception Data: 6th
Please circle the number which
best fits your student at this
time

3rd Trimester
Not Met
Demonstrates
no or a few
examples listed

1) Communicate clearly and
effectively with others orally
and in writing in academic and
social environments

Nearly Met
Demonstrates
some of the
examples listed

2016-17
Met
Demonstrates
most of the
examples listed

Exceeds
Demonstrates all or
nearly all examples
listed
Met/Exceeds

2) Be able to work
collaboratively and cooperate
with others
3) Be able to organize materials
and self
4) Be able to manage time
effectively

2

11

4

83%

1

9

7

89%

3

7

7

78%

2

8

7

83%

1

11

5

89%

4

4

9

72%

3

9

4

72%

3

7

7

78%

2

5

9

78%

3

8

4

67%

2

4

11

83%

3

9

4

72%

5) Be able to accomplish goals

6) Be able to work
independently
7) Identify themselves as
lifelong learners
8) Demonstrate use of Lifeskills
and Lifelong Guidelines in
daily life
9) Have and show respect to
others and self, including
respect to diversity
10) Be able to contribute to
society and feel empowered to
make change

2

11) Demonstrate an
understanding and appreciation
of the Enrichment Program and
the Arts
12) Be able to think creatively

1

Total responses

students surveyed:
18

3

29

92

78

1%

14%

46%

39%

134

202
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Results for:
Student Perception Data: 7th
Please circle the number which
best fits your student at this
time

1) Communicate clearly and
effectively with others orally
and in writing in academic and
social environments

2nd Trimester
Not Met
Demonstrates
no or a few
examples listed

Nearly Met
Demonstrates
some of the
examples listed

2016-17
Met
Demonstrates
most of the
examples listed

Exceeds
Demonstrates all or
nearly all examples
listed
Met/Exceeds

2

2

12

5

81%

1

2

7

11

86%

1

2

6

12

86%

8

4

9

62%

3

9

8

81%

1

8

12

95%

3

11

6

81%

3

10

8

86%

1

1

10

9

90%

2

3

10

5

71%

11) Demonstrate an
understanding and appreciation
of the Enrichment Program and
the Arts

1

3

4

13

81%

12) Be able to think creatively

3

4

4

10

67%

2) Be able to work
collaboratively and cooperate
with others
3) Be able to organize materials
and self
4) Be able to manage time
effectively
5) Be able to accomplish goals

1

6) Be able to work
independently
7) Identify themselves as
lifelong learners

1

8) Demonstrate use of Lifeskills
and Lifelong Guidelines in
daily life
9) Have and show respect to
others and self, including
respect to diversity
10) Be able to contribute to
society and feel empowered to
make change

Total responses

students surveyed:
21

13

35

95

108

5%

14%

38%

43%

135
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Results for: Student Perception Data: 8th
Please circle the number
which best fits your student at
this time

Not Met
Demonstrates
no or a few
examples listed

1) Communicate clearly and
effectively with others orally
and in writing in academic and
social environments

Nearly Met
Demonstrates
some of the
examples listed

3) Be able to organize
materials and self
4) Be able to manage time
effectively
1

6) Be able to work
independently
7) Identify themselves as
lifelong learners
8) Demonstrate use of
Lifeskills and Lifelong
Guidelines in daily life

11

4

79%

1

10

8

95%

2

8

8

84%

4

5

9

74%

2

9

7

84%

2

6

11

89%

3

8

8

84%

4

8

6

74%

7

12

100%

6

12

95%

4

13

89%

5

10

79%

2

11) Demonstrate an
understanding and appreciation
of the Enrichment Program
and the Arts
12) Be able to think creatively

Demonstrates
most of the
examples listed

Exceeds
Demonstrates all
or nearly all
examples listed

3

9) Have and show respect to
others and self, including
respect to diversity
10) Be able to contribute to
society and feel empowered to
make change

Met

2016-17

Met/Exceeds

2) Be able to work
collaboratively and cooperate
with others

5) Be able to accomplish goals

2nd Trimester

1

2

Total responses

students surveyed:
19

4

23

87

108

2%

10%

39%

49%

136

222
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C: Results o Parent/Community uestionnaire/Interviews
Results for:
Parent Perception Data: K - 3rd

2nd Trimester

Please circle the number which
Rarely
Occasionally
best fits your student at this time Demonstrates Demonstrates
no or a few
some of the
examples listed examples listed
1) Communicate clearly and
effectively with others orally and
in writing in academic and social
environments

Frequently
Demonstrates
most of the
examples listed

2016-17
Consistently
Demonstrates all
or nearly all
examples listed
Freq/Consistent

4

7

24

15

80%

4

3

16

27

88%

1

9

17

23

82%

3

13

23

11

69%

5) Be able to accomplish goals

1

7

22

19

84%

6) Be able to work independently

1

9

18

22

82%

3

8

16

22

78%

1

9

18

23

84%

7

16

31

96%

9

21

20

84%

2) Be able to work collaboratively
and cooperate with others
3) Be able to organize materials
and self
4) Be able to manage time
effectively

7) Identify themselves as lifelong
learners
8) Demonstrate use of Lifeskills
and Lifelong Guidelines in daily
life
9) Have and show respect to
others and self, including respect
to diversity
10) Be able to contribute to
society and feel empowered to
make change
11) Demonstrate an
understanding and appreciation of
the Enrichment Program and the
Arts

1

5

11

31

86%

12) Be able to think creatively

1

5

20

23

88%

# surveyed:
49

Total responses
20

91

222

267

3%

15%

37%

45%

137

600
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Results for: Parent Perception Data: 4-6th
Please circle the number
which best fits your student at
this time

Not Met
Demonstrates
no or a few
examples listed

1) Communicate clearly and
effectively with others orally
and in writing in academic and
social environments

4) Be able to manage time
effectively

12

70%

7

25

24

88%

5

12

26

13

70%

2

19

27

8

63%

12

21

22

77%

9

24

20

79%

11

25

19

79%

9

29

17

82%

2

17

37

96%

12

25

16

73%

2

24

30

96%

7

26

21

84%

1

1

9) Have and show respect to
others and self, including
respect to diversity
10) Be able to contribute to
society and feel empowered to
make change

2

11) Demonstrate an
understanding and appreciation
of the Enrichment Program
and the Arts
12) Be able to think creatively

Demonstrates
most of the
examples listed

Exceeds
Demonstrates all
or nearly all
examples listed

27

7) Identify themselves as
lifelong learners
8) Demonstrate use of
Lifeskills and Lifelong
Guidelines in daily life

Met

15

5) Be able to accomplish goals
6) Be able to work
independently

Nearly Met
Demonstrates
some of the
examples listed

2016-17

Met/Exceeds

2) Be able to work
collaboratively and cooperate
with others
3) Be able to organize
materials and self

2nd Trimester

1

Total responses

# surveyed:
56

12

117

296

239

2%

18%

45%

36%

138

664
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Results for:
Parent Perception Data: 7-8th

2nd Trimester

2016-17

Please circle the number which
Not Met
Nearly Met
Met
Exceeds
best fits your student at this time Demonstrates no Demonstrates
Demonstrates
Demonstrates
or a few
some of the
all or nearly all
most of the
examples listed
examples
examples listed
examples listed
listed
1) Communicate clearly and
effectively with others orally and
in writing in academic and social
environments

Met/Exceeds

2) Be able to work collaboratively
and cooperate with others
3) Be able to organize materials
and self
4) Be able to manage time
effectively

1

3

19

10

91%

1

15

15

94%

4

15

13

88%

7

11

13

75%

2

15

15

94%

1

13

18

97%

2

15

15

94%

3

15

14

91%

1

10

21

97%

4

10

18

88%

13

19

100%

13

17

94%

5) Be able to accomplish goals

6) Be able to work independently

7) Identify themselves as lifelong
learners
8) Demonstrate use of Lifeskills
and Lifelong Guidelines in daily
life
9) Have and show respect to
others and self, including respect
to diversity
10) Be able to contribute to
society and feel empowered to
make change
11) Demonstrate an understanding
and appreciation of the
Enrichment Program and the Arts
12) Be able to think creatively

2

# surveyed:
32

Total responses
1

30

164

188

0%

8%

43%

49%
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Parent Perception Data: K - 3rd Comments
Goal 1
She is working on her writing skills
Goal 2
Says they don't do this in her class
Goal 4
She needs to stay on task-she needs to work on this area
Goal 10
Not sure with age.
Additional
· There is an obvious difference in days when the different teachers are teaching. I am not
sure if the inconsistent schedule is going to work long term (that age group needs more consistency than
others). We love our school!
· I found this hard to complete because of my students age. I think for 3rd grade this is fantastic,
however some goals seem too similar in nature. This is my first child so I am out of date with what children
learn at what age/grade level. Our personal goal for her is learning to read books in her level, learning basic
math, social growth and as management. (mom)
· We think our student is doing great and enjoys learning.
· Even for 1st graders, this new rubric really support their growth, and will encourage them to achieve
educational, academic and social awareness. Looking forward to seeing it in action.
· This was really hard to fill out since I am not seeing him in class and many of the examples don't
transfer well to home.
· I feel she has become a well rounded individual. She is very aware of what’s going on & how to make
change happen. She has become a wonderfully creative person, who is eager to help others, and often times
is very good at formulating a plan to accomplish her goals. She is generally considerate and kind and is
ALWAYS open to learning new things.
· She is always trying to find ways to perfect herself. We are really proud of her.
· Thank you for all of the time and effort you all put into making the school environment and enriching
experience for my child. Your school's vision and mission promotes the wellbeing of the whole child, and I
am truly grateful my child has the opportunity to be a part of the program.
· It would be nice to have more frequent updates on each child's needs & positives. This is a great
school. I feel like you teach these things, but Logan has his own struggles.
· We love all of the teachers and the job that they do with our children. I often need to console & counsel
my child through rough days after Ms. _____ is "yelling at them" a lot. Let's practice the rule - "talk/treat
kids as if their parents are in the room. Thanks
· The rubric examples are almost all classroom base. While beneficial to know what the goals are we at
home have no way of knowing where my student is on these scales. Report cards yes, this survey doesn't
reflect our impression of her abilities in the classroom. (dad)
· I answered to the best of my knowledge as I think he would do or not do. I was unsure about some of
the things that relate directly to school time.
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Parent Perception Data: 4-6th Comments
· Some of these questions would be unknown for? Not in their always in classroom. This has been good
for me to ask him to see what he thought about himself and has set new goals that we did not realize.
· I do believe there should be a? Trimester progress report
· It would be helpful to have 4 frequency choices (never, sometimes, often, always) to correspond to
goal choices on front (preceding page). Would be helpful when considering whether goals have been met.
· Too much emphasis on 100%; she's gotten 100% but have mistakes on problems; math is signed off
with mistakes. Not sure understanding is taking place, but she turns something in.
· Thank you for putting this together.
· There should be "most of the time" option
· He has shown a very positive attitude towards school since he switched to ACA. He is excited about
going to school, shows he enjoys what he is learning and is not frustrated when he has difficulty
understanding a topic. Has demonstrated more confidence to ask teachers for help. Overall, he is trying
hard and has more goals to achieve, but we feel he has improved and has the motivation to work hard.
· Concerns about rigor in K-3, seems a big jump from 3-4
· Some of these should be answered by someone in the class - a peer or teacher
· There is a big gap between "sometimes" and "always". I'd love to have the option of "usually"
· On many of these I'm making an educated guess based on how I know he behaves. I've never seen him
in some of these situations.
· The attached 12 goals are almost all classroom only activities. This survey should reflect what we see
at home.
·

More support is needed with LA in order for her to achieve these goals.

Parent Perception Data: 7-8th Comments
Goal 1
· Speaks confidently
· Penmanship needs to improve in order to be 100% legible. Needs to resolve time frame for writing.
Needs to improve detailed explanations in writing. Clear speaking needs to improve. As a parent, I would
like to know, suggestions, ideas in how we can help.
Goal 2
Complete group projects in a timely manner
Goal 3
Be more efficient
Goal 4
Does not procrastinate
Goal 5
Shows perseverance
Goal 6
Follow written & verbal instructions
Goal 7
Curious & asks questions
Goal 8
Truthful
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Goal 9
Does not make fun of people
Goal 10
· Contributes to class meetings
· I think her volunteering effort looks minimal
Goal 11
Shows effort in enrichment program
Goal 12
· Comes up with original ideas
· Absolutely! If anything she is almost too creative for our Budget! When working in a group it is hard
to see her hugely individual creativity
Additional
· We don't get a lot of info from her on her class life- so we weren't sure of some
· Tough to decide on #10 & #12 - how much/many of suggestions makes a 2, 3, or 4. These are the most
difficult to measure.
· She had learned so much at ACA; I'm proud of her for being not only a great student, but a great leader
and empathetic person. I attribute some of this to ACA.
· I am extremely proud of our student. She shows an admirable determination to do well in all aspects of
her life (academics, sports, in friendships, to her family, etc). We as parents recognize her achievements but
are most certainty grateful to ACA in giving her the ? and guidance to grow into the beautiful, intelligent
and confident person she now is.
· “I noticed a big drop off in the expectation for elementary students with my last child.” I feel this put
them behind for the rest of the time at ACA. Mrs. Langley challenged them, and even brought them to a
higher level or group to learn material they were ready for, there was some complaining, but it helped my
child reach his potential.”
· “I saw the writing expectations in 2nd and 3rd grade were significantly lower for my last child. My
two older children had challenging work. I trusted the ACA system, so I waited to see if this impacted my
child.
· They did not write as much in Intermediate or have as high expectations with previous teachers. I am
wondering if they are up to grade level, now that they are in middle."
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D: Results o Assorted Surveys
Alumni Survey 2017 (Survey Monkey)
9 Responses
Q1
What is your current year in school?
ANSWER CHOICES–

RESPONSES–

Freshman

77.78%
7

Sophomore

22.22%
2

Junior

0.00%
0

Senior

0.00%
0

Q2
How many years did you attend Antioch Charter Academy?
ANSWER CHOICES
RESPONSES
9 years (K - 8th)

88.89%
8

7-9 years

0.00%
0

3-6 years

11.11%
1

less than 3 years

0.00%
0

Q3
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How was the adjustment from a small school to a large high school?

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Not difficult at all

33.33%
3

At first difficult, but I am adjusting

55.56%
5

Not difficult at first, but now difficult

0.00%
0

Difficult all along

0.00%
0

Other (please specify)

11.11%
1

Q4
What are your favorite classes and activities?
Fundamental Visual Arts and Leadership
Sports, music, English
P.E. and Biology
Earth science and English and math
My favorite classes are English and Algebra. My favorite activity is Cheer, which I do at AHS due to the
fact that I attended Dozier Libbey.
I love after school sports, and art class. I don't really have a least favorite though.
Math, biology, English
Music and sports
English, health, band, sports
Q5
Do you have any classes that seem difficult for you but easy for most everyone else? Explain.
Probably Biology and Math
Algebra 2, I had not finished all of algebra 1 so I have to learn everything everyone already knows
None...
Yes all of them your basically repeating your 7th and 8th grade year
No
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No I'm doing well, and can even teach other kids in my classes.
No. Because i am a freekin genius peeps, deal with it!!! Jk, because aca prepared me well
Spanish
No
Q6
Are you having any problems with any of your classes/studies? If yes, check all that apply. Please
explain.
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Not understanding classwork

22.22%
2

Unable to the classwork

0.00%
0

Not doing homework

0.00%
0

Teacher not available for help

11.11%
1

Too busy after school to keep up

33.33%
3

Subject matter over my head

0.00%
0

I was not prepared adequately for the class

11.11%
1

Too many distractions/disruptions in class

11.11%
1

I am not trying hard enough

0.00%
0

The class is not challenging enough

22.22%
2

I don't know how to manage my time

0.00%
0

I don't see why the subject matter is important to learn

11.11%
1

I do all I can to do my best and that’s working fine for me.
Not having a problem is
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I don't have any problems with my study. Before I was not getting good grades in Algebra. Now I have a
100% in algebra.
The answer i chose isn’t true, but it said i have to choose an answer, so...
I'm not having any problems
Q7
Think about all the skills you need to do well in school, college and career. Are you satisfied with
your skills in the following areas? Check all which you feel competent.
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Researching

88.89%
8

Working independently

100.00%
9

Organizing materials

88.89%
8

Listening

100.00%
9

Communicating-verbal

100.00%
9

Communicating-writing

88.89%
8

Using Lifelong Guidelines/Lifeskills

88.89%
8

Prepared for tests/quizzes

55.56%
5

Managing my time

77.78%
7

Setting and accomplishing my goals

77.78%
7

Being creative

88.89%
8

Using technology

100.00%
9

Showing respect to others and myself

100.00%
9
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Leading or working toward positive change

100.00%
9

Appreciating of the arts

100.00%
9

Other

33.33%
3

Q8
What type of grades do you get? A's, B's, C's, D's, or F's?
A's and B's (3 responses)
A's and like 2 B's
All A+ (2 responses)
As of now, I have all A's and 1 B+
I get mainly A's with one B sometimes.
A's

Q9
Overall, did you feel prepared to enter high school? Is there anything you would change about your
Middle School education? Your Intermediate education?
I didn't feel prepared for High School in Math and Science, but I did for everything else.
I would have liked to have been focused on more in core 3 math and helped with that, we had been thrown
to the side and core 1 was what was priority and we had khan videos to watch (I personally cannot learn
from watching a video)
I felt very prepared but please teach a pre-Spanish class.
Yes I felt prepared wouldn't change it
I feel that I was educated correctly, but when staff are trying to prove a point, they don't have to be so rude.
It could politely said, we don't need to be talked down to all the time. There seems to be a lot of talking
down to the students from the staff.
I felt like I knew everything, I just wasn't ready for the big jump in size. (I felt overwhelmed by how many
people where there)
Becoming creative with projects. I can present, organize and do everything pretty well, but all my
presentations are very similar because we were all taught to do them the same way pretty much every time.
No it was great just need to make some classes more interesting.
Yes I felt very prepared going into highschool and more prepared than my fellow peers who didn't go to
ACA.I would change the easiness of intermediate though because it did not prepare me from middle school
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Q10
Is there anything we haven't asked about which you would like to share with us? Please share your
experiences--it will help others. Let us know what you're plans are after high school.
I think including a Leadership would help out ACA a lot. Then you can include fundraising and art more
openly.
Maybe tell the 8th graders how to deal with teachers, there are a lot of teachers who shouldn't be teachers
because they lose all work, forget stuff, don't grade work, etc
I plan on going to a 4 year college and getting a really good job.
My plans after high school are to go to a four year college, and become a traveling labor and delivery
nurse.
I was very confused on how grading worked and how to tell what my GPA was. I only knew A's where
good and F's would mean you failed.
After high school I want to go to L.A. Institute of Arts for college

ACA Community Survey 2017 (Survey Monkey)
40 Responses
Q1
How long have you been a part of our ACA Community?
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

0-3 years

42.50%
17

4-6 years

25.00%
10

7- 9 years

12.50%
5

10+ years

20.00%
8

Q2
Do you read the weekly school newsletter NETWORKings?
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES
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Yes, I read it!

80.00%
32

I skim through it

15.00%
6

I occasionally read it

5.00%
2

I don't read it

0.00%
0

I do not receive it

0.00%
0

Q3
Are your familiar with ACA's Vision & Mission Statements
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes, I have read the school's Vision & Mission Statements, and have seen them implemented in
my child's education

86.49%
32

Yes, I have read the school's Vision & Mission Statements, but have not seen them implemented 10.81%
in my child's education
4
No, I am unfamiliar with the school's Vision & Mission Statements

2.70%
1

Q4
Have you visited the Antioch Charter Academy website?
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes, I have visited the website during this school year (2016-17)

75.00%
30

Yes, but I have not visited the website this school year

15.00%
6

No, I have never visited the website

10.00%
4

Q5
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During this school year (2016-17), please check which meetings you have attended (check all that
apply)
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Family Network Meeting

42.50%
17

Charter Council Meeting

12.50%
5

2nd Cup of Coffee

25.00%
10

Back to School Night

85.00%
34

I have not attended any meetings this year

10.00%
4
7.50%
3

Q6
Did you receive an emailed copy of the Family Handbook this school year (2016-17)?
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes, I received it

69.23%
27

No, I did not receive it

5.13%
2

I do not remember

25.64%
10

Q7
Are you familiar with the process of voicing concerns and/or asking questions at ACA?
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes, I have read the process of bringing questions/concerns in the Family Handbook

42.11%
16
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Yes, I have spoken with a teacher/staff, and understand the process of bringing questions/concerns to the 31.58%
school
12
I am somewhat familiar with the process

26.32%
10

No, I am not familiar with the process

7.89%
3

Q8
Are you familiar with the 12 ACA Graduate Goals (Schoolwide Performance Goals & Outcomes)?
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes, I have read the ACA Graduate Goals, and have seen these goals implemented in my student's
education.

73.68%

Yes, I have read the ACA Graduate Goals, but have not seen these goals implemented in my student's
education

5.26%

I am unfamiliar with the ACA Graduate Goals

21.05%

28
2
8

Q9
Which of the following ways of communication do you find useful in finding out what is happening at
ACA? (Check all that apply)
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

NETWORKings School Newsletters

97.50%
39

Classroom Newsletters

65.00%
26

Remind Text Messages

72.50%
29

Classroom Emails

85.00%
34

Paper Forms brought home with student

57.50%
23

Learning Goals Folders

25.00%
10
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Sandwich Board at Drop off & Pick up

22.50%
9

Office Bulletin board

5.00%
2

ACA Facebook Page

40.00%
16

ACA Math Survey 2016 (Survey Monkey)
49 Responded
Questions asked:
I am familiar with the math activities my child participates in at school.
38 Somewhat to Strongly Agree; 11 Somewhat to strongly disagree
I am familiar with the math activities my child participates in a thome (e.g. homework, online
games/support, daily work)
38 Somewhat to Strongly Agree; 10 Somewhat to strongly disagree
How often do you assist your child with their math assignments?
11 Everyday, 11 Once/twice a week, 14 Occasionally, 7 Rarely, 6 Nevery
What is your comfort level with current math curriculum?
37 Usually to Very comfortable, 8 Somewhat comfortable, 3 Not at all comfortable
Teachers in my child’s school provide instructional activities in math that give students options for learning
in more than one way?
39 Agree to Strongly Agree; 7 Disagree to strongly disagree
I feel my child’s school currently provides enough information for me to assist my child with his/her math
homework?
22 Agree to Strongly Agree; 26 Disagree to strongly disagree
I feel there is enough communication regarding my child’s math achievement?
23 Agree to Strongly Agree; 26 Disagree to strongly disagree
At which level do you have a student at ACA?
17 Middle School, 14 Intermediate, 10 Elementary, 1 Primary, 7 Multiple
How often do you volunteer at ACA?
14 Frequently to Very Frequently, 16 Occasionally, 10 Rarely, 5 Never

Comments:
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Elementary
I am not familiar with the math "jobs" available at ACA but my student excels in math so the curriculum
seems efficient to me.
Send notes about what they are working on every week So I can work with my son at home
I would like increased communication with regards to what type of math my child is working on and how
she is doing. I currently have no understanding of the math program.
I am not aware of any math assignments my child is working on. It could be too early for him as he is in the
first grade. Thusly I was not able to answer all of the questions above because they are not applicable.
We need to have a better communication and an updated curriculum, and more exercises/ homework.
A recap of what was taught each trimester.
More frequent parent teacher meetings
I would like to know how frequently my 3rd grader participates in math curriculum. How often are math
jobs assigned and how do those Montessori jobs translate into the paper pencil assignments that will be
given in Intermediate? What kind of transition is there?
If there was a weekly list of ways to support my child in math, that would be very helpful. I am very
concerned that my child is still using her hands to do addition and subtraction problems.
Intermediate
Provide the levels and what level student is in to see the progression and opportunity to move up in the
curriculum with extra work maybe during summer or during school year if possible
More practice in home.
Evening "Parent - study sessions" to gain better insight into how the lessons are being structured
Offer parent class if parents need help to help kids.
Eliminate the mad minutes. Some students cannot finish within the 2 minutes.
Multi-Grade Families
Math night for parents.
Can we have the ability to look over the shoulder of our kids and their math assignments? If they're doing it
on Kahn, can we see their progress or work they've completed?
I don't know of any math curriculum my children are learning at school and it worries me. I would like a
strong math curriculum incorporated as soon as possible!!!
Sending a weekly email of the assignment(s) with an explanation of what the assignment is, when there
will be a test and a web link to examples of how to do the assignment, would all be helpful. Also, for
younger students, sending an annual email list of all the "jobs", what it teaches, how often it's required,
testing, and a regular email of what to encourage. I didn't even know that my child had not been doing any
math "jobs" until the first report card. That's a shock to a parent. Khan academy should be encouraged,
prior to 4th grade.
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Middle
I need to be able to see what the daily homework is & see what the lesson involves because we do not have
access to the wiggy (like the kids do). And when you ask them, they sometimes do not know where to look.
I would like to assist her with concepts already taught but often my child says that she is supposed to try it
at home first for homework and then learn it in class afterwards. If instead they learned it first I could assist
in the manner in which it is taught, keeping the instruction consistent.
Don't just show the information on each math problem. Teacher needs to explain in depth and find out who
is getting it and who is not. Teacher does not spend enough time with student individually so that the
students understands the concept or problem.
Have more time for the kids to ask question when they need help. They also need to teach more in their
classroom instead of having videos instruct their students. Tests and homeworks are unclear sometimes and
there's no consistency in online instruction and homeworks posting and updates.
I would like to see more parent notification regarding my child's progress in Math. My experience has been
that unless I ask (other than a report card) I don't have any idea how my child is doing in Math. I don't
receive any assessment scores. I know that a binder is kept at the school and I can come look at it, but in
today's digital age, I feel that this practice could be updated.
When a student asks for help from a teacher, stop pushing them off. Help them! They are constantly told to
try again, ask a classmate or to review their book or video. Before or after school help would be great but if
they can't even get help during school, the before/after school help will never happen. Most middle
schoolers biggest struggle is their math. I strongly feel it's because they aren't given enough help.
I feel that the kids need to be given more than one lesson/example of how to do their math work.
Keep up the great work!
This prob isn't what you're looking for, but a lot of time Khan and the current math homework don't seem
to have anything to do with each other. And Khan assignments are sometimes too easy (like just watching a
video, which my son sometimes puts on and walks away from because he says he already knows it). Seems
like they should always relate, but maybe that's what I'm missing. The relationship between the two.
I'm not going to school, my son is. I suggest the school spend their time teaching the students math and if
you have extra time to be teaching the parents use that time with the students. Give the students real life,
practical situations that involve the math you are instructing.
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Charter Council WASC Survey:
Read the following questions about our schools and choose the answer that most closely represents your beliefs.
Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

1.

I am familiar with the mission
and vision of the schools

5

2.

I am committed to the mission
and vision of the schools

5

3.

I have input into the periodic
refinement of the vision,
mission, and graduate
performance goals.

4.

I am familiar with the ACA
LCAP

5.

I am familiar with the ACAII
LCAP

6.

I am familiar with ACA
schoolwide learner outcomes

7.

I am familiar with ACAII
schoolwide learner outcomes

8.

I am familiar with the Charter
Council’s policies and bylaws

9.

The Charter Council’s policies
and bylaws are aligned with
the schools vision and mission

10.

I am familiar with the role of
the charter council in
monitoring student progress

3

2

11.

I understand the roles of the
charter council and the staff in
engaging parent participation

2

3

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

3

4

3

2

5
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12.

I understand the roles of the
charter council and the staff in
implementing complaint
procedures

13.

1

2

2

I understand the relationship
between the charter council,
the school, and the staff

3

2

14.

The staff annually reports the
LCAP goals to the charter
council

3

2

15.

The staff annually reports on
the fiscal health of the schools

1

4

16.

The staff annually reports on
overall school programs and
operations

1

3

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

17.

The charter council/schools’
complaint and conflict
resolution procedures are
communicated to parents

3

1

18.

The staff are part of shared
decision making process to
support student learning
throughout all programs

1

3

19.

The charter council provides
adequate compensation to
faculty, administrators, and
staff

3

20.

The charter council provides
adequate staffing for the
school’s program

3
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21.

The charter council provides
a reasonable accumulation of
reserves

2

22.

The charter council
effectively informs the public
about the financial needs of
the schools

1

2

23.

The charter council
effectively informs
appropriate government
authorities about the financial
needs of the organization

1

2

1

For #19-23 I am not really clear what is meant. The charter council does not directly provide
compensation or staffing. We indirectly provide it by approving staff recommendations for
budgets and employees being hired. I am also not clear about the council informing the public. I
believe that comes in the form of agendas that are posted to invite the public into the Council
meetings however, the staff provides those agendas.
What kind of training have you had for your role as charter council member?
I have been given links to videos and other online resources as well as the opportunity to attend in
Workshops. -on the job training; read & watched videos. Online Brown Act training. I have served on other boards so have received
training before. ACA has offered some trainings but I have declined the need to participate. (ACA is doing their due diligence in
helping council members to feel prepared for their roles.)
No formal training. I have a BA degree, sales and marketing experience, been in leasing and property management,
and have four children whom are my current full time job. Their education is the reason I am here.
What kind of training would you like to have to assist you in your role as charter council member?
Training specific to Charter Schools would be helpful. I know it is available and have been signed up
to the Charter Schools Development Center. I just need to do my part now and start learning!
It would probably help if there is some sort of a charter member handbook that goes over policies, guidelines, maybe
an organizational chart? Contact info, etc…
There are a lot of opportunities available.
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E. ACA Student Survey: Student Perception on School Environment 2015/16 (4th-6th)
Please circle the number which best fits
your student at this time

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Agree/Strongly
Agree

Feel safe at school

0

1

53

45

97%

Feel like I belong at school

1

1

35

62

96%

Feel challenged to do my personal best

5

14

53

28

80%

Have opportunities to choose own projects

0

14

42

44

85%

Teachers encourage me to evaluate quality
of my work

1

3

48

48

95%

I am encouraged to solve my own conflicts

1

1

48

48

95%

I am treated with respect by subject
teachers

1

3

28

67

94%

I am treated with respect by Wed teachers

1

18

42

50

91%

I am treated with respect by other students

5

17

57

21

77%

I feel successful at school

1

6

32

57

88%

I think this is a good school

0

1

15

85

99%

I like the students at this school

2

5

67

25

91%

This school is fair

0

5

47

47

93%

I like to learn

0

5

39

54

92%

Students at this school like me

3

8

58

32

89%

Doing well in school makes me feel good
about myself

1

1

17

80

96%

I am doing my best in school

0

5

57

38

94%

Classroom meetings help solve conflicts

2

22

34

42

75%

Students at this school have opportunities
to learn from each other

3

5

62

30

91%

I feel confident putting things on Agenda

7

30

39

23

61%

I have fun at school

2

2

31

66

96%

Students respect other students who are
different from them

10

24

46

20

65%

I treat other students with respect

0

2

36

62

97%

expect me to do my best

0

0

19

80

98%

are understanding when students have
personal problems

2

20

52

35

86%

challenge me to do my best

0

3

34

62

95%

My teachers:
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care about me

0

3

34

62

95%

know me well

3

14

41

41

81%

make learning fun

0

7

37

56

92%

are excited about teaching

0

9

49

42

90%

give me individual attention when needed

1

16

47

36

82%

help solve problems with other students

0

7

50

41

90%

Math

0

2

10

88

97%

Science

0

0

14

86

99%

Language Arts

0

0

17

83

99%

Social Studies

0

0

21

79

99%

Music

16

39

46

11

56%

Art

0

7

16

77

92%

Pottery

0

4

31

65

95%

PE

0

3

10

86

95%

Personal Safety

0

0

16

82

97%

listening to teachers talk

5

26

41

28

68%

in whole class discussions

1

14

53

32

84%

working in small groups

7

28

45

21

65%

reading

0

19

57

24

80%

answering questions from book or
worksheet

10

21

43

26

68%

working on projects or research

9

21

45

26

70%

doing work that I find meaningful

1

9

50

40

89%

I am working on projects or research

0

19

40

41

80%

the teacher is leading a discussion with the
whole class

7

25

51

18

68%

I am working in a small group

7

14

28

52

79%

I am working by myself

17

22

24

36

59%

the room is silent

10

17

29

43

71%

the room allows conversation

14

21

34

30

63%

My teachers are skilled in their
instruction of:

In group instruction time is spent:

I work well when:

students surveyed: 101
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F: Daily General Schedule
Middle School Schedule
Mon/Tues/Thurs Schedule
Class Meeting/Activity
Session 1
Session 2
Brunch
Session 3
Lunch
LC
RJW (M)/Science/WW
Elective/Science

Friday Schedule
8:15-8:35
8:40-9:40
9:45-10:45
10:45-10:55
11:00-12:00
12:00-12:45
12:45-1:10
1:10-2:00
2:05-3:00

Walk
Session 1
Session 2
Brunch
Session 3
Lunch
Reflections
Passion Project
Elective

8:15-8:35
8:40-9:40
9:45-10:45
10:45-10:55
11:00-12:00
12:00-12:45
12:45-1:10
1:10-2:00
2:05-3:00

Intermediate Schedule
Mon/Tues/Thurs Schedule

Friday Schedule

Presentations/Class Meeting

8:15-8:45

Presentations/Class Meeting

8:15-8:45

Math Groups

8:45-9:30

Math Groups

8:45-9:30

3 Rotations

9:30-12:00

3 Rotations

9:30-12:00

Lunch

12:00-12:45

Lunch

12:00-12:45

SSR/Other

12:45-2:05

SSR/Other

12:45-2:05

Social Science/Elective

2:10-3:00

Sign Off/Music

2:10-3:00

Elementary Schedule

Primary Schedule

Mon/Tues/Thurs/Friday Schedule

Mon/Tues/Thurs/Friday Schedule

Morning Jobs
SMILE, RtI, Garden
Class Meeting, Read Aloud
Math Lesson
Small Group Lessons, IS
Lunch
SSR
Math, Brain Gym/Yoga, Large Group
Clean Up/Reflections

8:15-8:30
8:30-9:00
9:00-9:30
9:30-9:50
9:50-12:20
12:30-1:15
1:15-1:30
1:30-2:00
2:45-3:00
160

Morning Jobs
SMILE
Making Words
Journal & Response
Lessons
Independent Work Time
Closing

8:15-8:30
8:30-9:00
9:00-9:20
9:20-9:50
9:50-10:15
10:15-11:45
11:45-12:00
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G: Local Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP):

http://www.antiochcharteracademy.org/wp-content/uploads/LCAP_ACA_
Final_6_7_17.pd

H: California Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF) Eight State Priorities Rubric
Performance information
https://ias.cde.ca.gov/lc statepri/lc stateprioritiesreport.aspx?ID=1QlrFEVQHK ytt
N8864KCMpX16CU4lheXNsJpUgh2oZNvtLmFC/LTo1uCsWOMs5&mode=summary
&type=.pd

I: School accountability report card (SARC)
http://sarconline.org/SarcPdfs/8/07616486115703.pd

J: CBEDS school information form
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AuPSpv9kx2F3xt8ZnGPiU-tI1maBlCrG
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K:. Budgetary information, including school budget
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hNyMHW9ucZsI5DBERf5YZWOEmlkG05E3
Antioch Charter Academy I / Antioch Charter Academy II
2017-18 First Interim Budget Narrative
Highlights
● Revenue projections are based on the “Local Control Funding Formula” ( LCFF), consisting o
a base rate for each grade span (K-3, 4-6, 7-8), add-on funding for K-3 Class Size Reduction
(CSR), plus supplemental and concentration grants based on unduplicated pupil counts o
English Learners (EL), Free and Reduced Price Meals (FRPM) population and Foster Youth
(FY).
●

e Supplemental funding formula includes a 20% boost to LCFF base rates for each
unduplicated EL / FRPM / FY student, and Concentration funding includes another 50%
boost to LCFF base rates for unduplicated EL / FRPM / FY students in excess o 55% o the
school's enrollment.

● 2017-18 Funding is determined by calculating the di erence between the 'target' LCFF
funding and the transition 'base' LCFF plus prior year gap funding, then applying a transition
rate to the di erence or 'gap', and then adding the 'gap' funding to the 'base / prior year gap'
funding.
e current year transition rate is 43.19% (same as Initial budget assumption), thus
approximately 97% o the transition to LCFF target rates is complete.
● Additional "One-Time" Funds o $147 per prior year Average Daily Attendance (ADA) were
included as part o the nal state budget, resulting in increased revenues o approximately
$29K for each school. e Legislative intent is for these funds to be used for deferred
maintenance, professional development, beginning teacher induction, and implementation o
state standards, however, these funds can be used for any purpose.
● Prop 39 Clean Energy Grant funds were received in the amount o approximately $152K per
school. e schools' applications have been approved by the California Energy Commission
and proposals for Energy / Project Management services have been received. Planning /
bidding for contractors will commence in spring '18 with construction beginning in summer
'18. e deadline to encumber funds has been extended to June 30, 2019 and all projects must
be completed by June 30, 2020.
● Changes in expenditures as compared to the initial budget are the result o nal sta ng
decisions made in August, along with revised salary placements for various teachers due to
education units earned. Travel and Conference budget amounts were decreased for ACA II
to more accurately re ect current year estimates. With the exception o a few minor changes,
all other expenditure estimates remain the same as compared to the initial budget.
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● Average Daily Attendance (ADA) is stable at both schools and initial estimates remain the
same for First Interim budgets for ACA and ACA II.
● Prior year ending cash balances (as o June 30, 2017) for ACA and ACA II are $772,739 and
$477,110, respectively. e ending balances provide both schools with a reserve fund for future
uncertainties and enable the programs to operate at current funding levels without making
cuts to educational uality.
● Projected Enrollment (current year plus next 2 years based on prior year P-2 attendance)
ACA - enrollment o 198 students (195.27 ADA) over the three year period
ACA II - enrollment o 198 students (196.00 ADA) over the three year period
● Unduplicated EL / FRPM / FY counts
ACA - 52 students (same as initial budget)
ACA II - 86 students (same as initial budget)
● I acceptable, the Board should approve this First Interim Budget. Sta will then submit the
budget to the District and CCCOE in the re uired SACS so ware reporting format.
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L: Glossary Terms Uni ue to the School
ACA: Antioch Charter Academy
Brain Compatible Learning: Brain Compatible Learning states that students learn best in an
environment that is absent o threat, where students can collaborate, are given meaningful content,
can make choices, get immediate feedback, have ade uate time in which to learn in an enriched
environment, and are allowed to reach mastery.
Charter Council: ACA & ACA II’s governing board.
CPM: College Preparatory Math (cpm.org). e CPM math program uses problem-based lessons and
collaborative teamwork to improve understanding o math in grades 6th-12th grade. Currently used by
Middle School students at ACA.
Graduate Goals: Another term for School Wide Performance Goals and Outcomes—ACA’s version o
the Expected Schoolwide Learning Results. ACA has 13 Graduate Goals for our students.
HET: Highly E ective Teaching: HET utilizes brain-compatible methods and conceptual curriculum
for student learning, teaching and management.
Independent Study (IS): Time given to students to work independently, or in teams, under teacher’s
supervision
Lifeskills and Lifelong Guidelines: HET’s character education program is made up o Lifeskills and
Lifelong Guidelines. e Lifelong Guidelines include Trustworthiness, Truthfulness, Active
Listening, No Put Downs, and Personal Best. e Lifeskills are guideposts for success that apply to all
aspects o a life well lived.
Lindamood Bell: Research based techni ues to help improve language processing skills and sensory
processing skills. ese techni ues lead to improvements in reading, spelling, comprehension, and
math.
Montessori: e Montessori philosophy has an unwavering belie in the individual—an individual
who through time, experience, and support becomes a self-disciplined, independent, and
self-con dent learner.
Positive Discipline: A driving philosophy o the school’s community. Basic concepts and
goals-students are a part o decision making process, mutual respect, cooperation, self-discipline,
personal responsibility, warm school climate, sincere interest in each other, social interest, clear
procedures and classroom meetings are used to accomplish these goals.
RtI: Response to Intervention
SMILE: Sensory Motor Integrated Learning Experiences: A gross-motor sensory development
program that challenges students to improve motor skills and abilities through a variety o physical
activities including Brain Gym and Yoga.
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SPA: Social Political Action: As a part o HET, student create and use SPA projects to develop a
deeper understanding o standards, raise awareness, and make meaningful changes in the community.
SWPGs: School Wide Performance Goals and Outcomes—ACA’s version o the Expected Schoolwide
Learning Results. ACA has 13 SWPGs and Outcomes for our students.
TLCS: e Learner-Centered School: ACA’s original name and now the name o our non-pro t
organization.
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